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ABSTRACT

The conventional robotics has proved to be inflexible and non-generic. In th

an alternative approach employing a distributed robotics structure is propo

studied. This method provides a uniform and generic medium for manipulation

referred to as Distributed Manipulation Environment (DME). The work reported

in this thesis concentrates only on the computational aspects of such envir

During the course of the thesis, the concept of Distributed Manipulation Env

ronment is defined and a Computing Platform (CP) model is developed for it.

order to match the physical architecture of DME, and also to simplify the de

the Computing Platform is proposed to be parallel and consists of loosely c
processing elements, such as transputer.

The Computing Platform model consists of a set of tightly and loosely coupl

processes running on parallel processors. In order to improve the efficiency

Computing Platform, it is critical to balance the mapping of processes on th

cessors and to minimise the communication time between the processes. This i
referred to as an optimal model.

Two mapping algorithms have been developed for this purpose. One referred to

as Automatic Mapping Analyser (aMAP) is aimed at the tightly coupled proces

and the other known as Automatic Model Generator (AMG) is developed for loo

coupled processes. The input to AMG is a non-optimal configuration of the Co
puting Platform model. The AMG computes an optimal or a near-optimal model

which is a feasible solution to the NP-complete mapping problem using heuri
algorithms. The output of AMG is the CP model of DME that can be used as a

platform for automatic configuration of the D M E .
The performance of AMG is studied and evaluated through modelling of a
ible Manufacturing System available at the University of Wollongong.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Robotics, similar to m a n y emerging technologies, has gone through its evolutionary
stages and its current progress is quite steady and calm. The high fever of excitement and interest for the industrial robot and its applications among scientists
and industrialist during eighties have gradually been replaced by disappointment
on behalf of some and quiet acceptance of the related shortcomings by the others.
Such trend is taking place at a time when the major part of the advancement,
achievements, and victories obtained in robotics research laboratories have not been
transferred to industry and have remained only in publications. The manufacturing
industry, has not benefited as such, from thousands of research projects and the
work conducted in the eighties. So much as the industrial robots produced now are,
more or less, the same as what were produced in the late seventies. In addition,
many firms who purchased industrial robots and installed them at high cost in their
production lines have abandoned them.
There have been some successes particularly in hazardous and labour intensive
pick and place tasks. This has been achieved by ignoring the definition and purpose
of a robot arm, however, and using it as another purpose-built production machine.
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The welding robots are good examples to mention.
Flexibility has been proposed initially as an inherent feature of a conventional

robotics system with the industrial robot as the flexible components. The experienc

gained in the eighties has shown that such flexibility cannot be achieved in practi

In addition, the conventional robotics has proved not to be generic and this has be
one of its major drawbacks.
In this work, an alternative approach to robotics is examined. A concept, referred to as distributed robotics, has been developed which contrasts the conventional robotics utilising a human-hand like robot known as articulated robot. The
distributed robotics has been studied in this work in the context of an overall
medium for manipulation formally termed as Distributed Manipulation Environment (DME) [NS89]. The work reported in this thesis concentrates only on the
computational aspects of such environment [TN91bj.

1.2 Inflexible Robotics

In the late 70's, hundreds of researchers started to apply industrial robots to var
manufacturing processes in the search of flexible automation. The scope was open

to use a robot arm either as an intelligent and flexible machine tool, a flexible pi
and place device, or an intelligent flexible tool for manipulation.
Soon, however, the difficulty of the task began to emerge. The biggest problem

was linking the articulated robot to its production environment through mechanical,
sensory, and electronic means. The production environment includes the product,
other production devices, and production processes. The integration was a difficult
task as a number of independent facets required intensive attention. Since the
robot arm was bought off-the-shelf, it had a mechanically rigid structure, whereas
electrically and electronically it was just a black-box with little information on

internal structure. In order to integrate such a device into the production line, th

1.2 Inflexible Robotics
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developer had to redesign and restructure the production line around the rob
The difficulties encountered all the way can be summarised as follows:

• The modeling and control of the articulated robot, particularly with highe
degrees of freedom, proved very difficult and cumbersome. The coupling between the chained joints and the resulting complexity of the kinematic and
dynamic models were the main sources of problem.

• The cost of industrial robots with good performance was high. Similarly,
the integration environment proved to be very costly in parts and labour.
The main difficulty was the complexity of the process and the high level of

expertise required. There have been applications in which after development,
the robot arm in the application was replaced with a human operator working

in the same environment generated for the robot, due to the high cost of the
robot arm.
• The robot arm appeared to be flexible as far as the manufacturer was con-

cerned since it could be sold to various industries and used in different ap
cations. The outcome of the integration, for example an overall robot-based

system, proved to contradict its main characteristic. As far as the user was

concerned, the robot was buried in its costly environment and was far from a
flexible tool.

• The solutions developed by the researchers were mostly non-generic and hig
application dependent. During the integration, the flexibility of the robot
was gradually ignored, heavily undermined, and perceptibly obliterated. The
outcome was not much different from a hard automated system. This implied
that in a change over to a new product and process, the mechanical and
electronic interface had to be re-developed and re-organised.

• The expertise required for the integration was very advanced and higher th

1.3 Distributed Robotics
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what usually available in a manufacturing environment

There were areas for which the robot arm proved very effective, such as weld

But the robot arm really lost its generic feature and with the other fixture

interfaces developed around it for the purpose of welding, it became another

cialised production machine as flexible as a lathe, but not more. It was tec
much more advanced, though.
An environment which is either hazardous and impossible for the human being

naturally a candidate for the application of robot arms. Under these circums

however, the high costs and complexity can be justified not based on product
but on other reasons which are not in the scope of this thesis.

1.3 Distributed Robotics

It is not unreasonable to argue that the current robotics is just a more sop

version of either hard automation or intelligent machine tools. It is true t
robot arm might be generic, but there are many generic components also used

hard automation systems, such as a pneumatic cylinder. The inflexibility, co

ity, and high cost of the robotics systems developed so far, however, have m

them more unpopular than hard automation particularly in small to medium siz
manufacturing systems.

The main objective of the distributed robotics studied in this work is to pr

a more realistic approach and definition to robotics which enhances its flex

This approach will build on the progress already made in manufacturing autom

rather then starting from somewhere unfamiliar. It does not attempt to imita

man behaviour for manipulation, but rather considers the natural trends deve
in industry over years.

The robotics approach proposed here is inherently distributed. Its basic com
nent is a stand-alone, intelligent, and autonomous unit called Manipulation
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(MM). This is a radical change from the conventional robotics in which robot
is the smallest robotics component. An ensemble of Manipulation Modules and
standard/non-standard hard-automation components produce a Distributed Ma-

nipulation Environment (DME) arranged and linked towards performing a specif

task. The robotics component of such system, for example the Manipulation Mo

ules, are integrated with the rest of the automation line at the time of des

the whole system. This very much is in contrast with the integration of a ro
arm for which the rest of the production line should be designed around it.

development time and cost will be much less than the solution using a conven
robot arm provided that the appropriate tools are utilised in this process.

dition, the approach will be overall more generic as the manipulation compon
will be standard, and thus, a solution can be easily sought and implemented
application with less effort and cost.

Due to the distributed nature of the DME, certain tools are required to simp

the design and development of a system. These tools will address the followi
issues:

1. The mechanical configuration and topology of the Manipulation Modules
which will collectively perform a specific task.

2. The type and topology of the distributed processors providing the computi
power required to perform a task.

3. The architecture, configuration, and communication of the software proces
running on the processors.

The emphasis of this work is on the combination of items 2 and 3 which is re
to as the Computing Platform (CP) of DME. The DME systems considered are

in the context of the manipulation required in Computer Integrated Manufactu
(CIM).

1.4 Objectives of Work
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1.4 Objectives of Work

An inherent part of DME is its computing platform which controls the operati
the Manipulation Modules. The components of DME are distributed and operate

concurrently. In order to match such architecture, a parallel distributed co

platform will be required. The complexities and difficulties associated with

design and development of such platform is more than conventional systems un
suitable methodology and tools for this job are available.
To match the physical architecture of DME, and also to simplify the design,

computing platform is proposed to consist of loosely coupled processing elem

driving the Manipulation Modules. A good example of such processor currently
commercially available is transputer.

In this connection, three specific objectives were set and pursued in the wo
conducted in this thesis:

1. To define a modular, flexible, and object oriented mathematical model for
Computing Platform of DME was defined.

2. To develop algorithms for the optimal mapping of processes on processors.

3. To develop an Automatic Model Generator (AMG) based a non-optimal model
of the Computing Platform referred to as Initial Computing Platform Model
(ICPM) and the mapping algorithms developed.

The outcome of AMG will be an Optimal Computing Platform Model (OCPM)

which provides information on the structure of the system from the basic bui

blocks and high level entities down to the lowest level of the processor har

software. The OCPM offers optimal communication delays between the processes
and maintains a balanced computing load on the processors.

1.5 Scope of the Thesis
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1.5 Scope of the Thesis

The work conducted is reported in the thesis through 8 chapters. An overview

the work is provided as this chapter 1. In addition, the objectives of the p

and the scope of each chapter in this thesis are also given in this chapter.
The study conducted on the background of the project is reported in chapter

2. Special attention is given to the control of production machines in Compu

Integrated Manufacture (CIM) as the ultimate goal of the project is to imple

the developed methodologies and tools for this environment. The evolution an

current status of CIM, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), Flexible Manufac

turing Cells (FMC), and Flexible Assembly Systems (FAS) are studied in 2.2. T

conventional computer control architectures used in the modern manufacturing

tems are covered in section 2.3. The latest application of transputer and pa
processing in CIM are also covered. The industrial robots play an important

in the existing automated manufacturing systems. Hence, a survey of the comp

control technologies currently applied to robots is also conducted in this c

The framework of the work is set in chapter 3. Initially, a study of the pre

work having some relationship with DME, such as reconfigurable robotics syst

is conducted. The concept of the Distributed Manipulation Environment is the

defined and a mathematical definition for its Computing Platform is introduc
The Initial Computing Platform Model (ICPM) used as a non-optimal model of

the Computing Platform is also defined in this chapter. The ICPM will be use
as an input to the Automatic Model Generator (AMG) to produce an Optimal
Computing Platform Model (OCPM).
A study of the computational complexity of the DME-type manipulators com-

pared to the articulated robots is conducted in chapter 4. The study concent

the inverse kinematics and dynamics computations required for the motion con

of a manipulator. The operating speed and cost effectiveness of various mani
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tors with different configurations are also carried out.
The mapping of processes on processors and the automatic generation of the

OCPM are discussed in chapters 5 and 6. The work in chapter 5 is concentrate

automatic Mapping Analyzor Program (aMAP) which is targeted at the distribut
real-time processes. This is suitable for tightly coupled processes running

coupled processors to minimize their execution time. In order to optimize th

execution time of a given set of processes, the communication time between t

processes taking place across the processors should be kept at a minimum lev
The ICPM of a DME containing real-time dependencies is developed using the
information produced by aMAP for its tightly-coupled processes.

In chapter 6, the algorithm for automatic model generation and the Automatic

Model Generator (AMG) software tool developed in this work are reviewed. The

AMG assists in the optimal design of a computing platform for DME-type manip

lation systems. The algorithm implemented in AMG is a complement to aMAP and

is targeted at the loosely coupled processes running on loosely coupled proc

In this algorithm the load on the processors is balanced and the virtual cha
are mapped on the physical links of the processors.

A series of experimental work is conducted in chapter 7 to examine the perfo
mance of the AMG. A full scale Flexible Manufacturing Cell called ACME FMS

available at the University of Wollongong is used for this purpose. During t

various Initial Computing Platform Models are developed for ACME FMS and use
an input into the AMG. The Optimal Computing Platform Models produced by

AMG are then analysed. The results of the study are provided through a numbe
of diagrams and tables.

The summary of the thesis and a series of conclusions are provided in chapte

8. There are also some suggestions offered for the further development of th

Chapter 2

BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM) is by nature a multidisciplinary area of
study. The parallel control of such system extends the horizon of the work even
further and covers a diverse range of topics. The aim of this chapter is to provide
a background study to the work conducted in the thesis.
A historical background of the evolution of the automated manufacturing, particularly in relation to the application of computers, is providedfirst.The modern
trends in manufacturing, such as Computer Integrated Manufacture and Flexible
Manufacturing Systems (FMS), have been briefly described.
Different types of computer control architectures are discussed, next, while the
role of distributed and parallel control are emphasized.
Due to their importance, robot manipulators which are part of C I M and F M S ,
are dealt with in a separate section. The emphasis is on various computing architecture which has been used for their control.
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2.2 Evolution of Automated Manufacturing

Computer technology, in particular, computer control was introduced to facto

automation several decades ago. The first numerically controlled (NC) machin

and process controllers were released in the 1950's [GZ84]. Initially, they w

as stand-alone systems for the control of machining processes [Hes87], [RBD85

overall task of material handling and assembly was conducted by a human oper

whose presence was constantly required. The manufacturing operations were ca

out in batches and the data communication was simply done by physical transf
of punched cards or magnetic tapes from one site to another [Tas84].

Factory automation progressed rapidly during the 1960's and 1970's as the re

of better controllers which were physically more compact, computationally mo

powerful, and generally simpler to install, program, and reconfigure. The new

controllers introduced a new dimension of flexibility to the manufacturing s

as compared with their rigid electro-mechanical relay and discrete semicondu
based predecessors [EJ88].
The main trend in factory automation, however, was still towards non-

integration [T087]. During this period, the limited capacity of computers, re

controllers, and communication channels did not permit the integration of th

tire control system throughout the manufacturing shop floor as well as the p
design, production planning, marketing, and managing departments.
The non-integrated manufacturing systems, thus, were set up using indepen-

dent, but already quite efficient computer-aided production machines, design

planning systems; and point-to-point communication based on small computer ne

works [T087]. For this reason the period of 1960's and 1970's have been refer
as the decades of islands of automation [YCH85], [Gom86], [Zis85j.
In spite of the relatively high investment on NC and Computerized Numerical

Control (CNC) and centralized process control, the productivity did not incr
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as fast as was expected during the 1970's. The computer integration which wa

slowly being adopted in the area of managerial and business processing still

no significant effect on the manufacturing technology [EJ88], [GZ84]. A genera
concept and a clear guide-line for factory automation did not exist and the
of the manufacturing equipment produced did not follow a common standard or
specification [Hes87],
A systematic study of the process of factory automation was not carried out

til the concepts of Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) and Computer Integra
Manufacturing (CIM) were introduced. The first implementations of FMS were
carried out in 1960's independently by four companies, Cincinnati Milacron,
strand, and Kearney & Trecker in U.S.A and Molins in United Kingdom [Nor87],

[TH88]. The concept of CIM was first introduced in 1979 by Harrington [Har79]

several authors have given their own definition on CIM, though, each one con

the essential elements of the first definition [Mac89], [T087], [RBD85], [Kus8

Gradually, the engineers and managers started to understand the significance

computer integration and appreciate the complexity of the problem 1. Furtherm

in this process the importance of Local Area Networks (LAN) was also general
acknowledged [GZ84], [Mac89], [T087], [Gom86], [Hol83]. The concepts of CIM and
FMS, however, have not been widely implemented mainly due to the cost and

complexity of the entire task even in a medium sized factory [Chi86], [T087].

reasons are lack of communication channels and processing capacity in the ex

production machines, lack of vendors capable of supplying the whole CIM syst

[YCH85], and general resistance against major changes in the current manufac

processes [Chi86]. In 1986, there were only about 370 FMS's in operation aro
the world [Raj86] and a recent

2

global report on existing FMS's covers as fe

880 FMS's [b:C91]. The number of installed and operational CIM systems is not

'the elements of CIM are illustrated in figure 2.1
2
1991
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Figure 2.1: Elements of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system concept

clearly reported in the literature - perhaps partly due to the ambiguous def

CIM. The subject is usually met with a vague remark as in [Pen85], [EJ88], [CI
[T087].

2.2.1 Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM)

The concept of Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM) was first introduced by

Harrington [Har79] and, later by other authors, such as [RBD85], [T087], [Mac8
[YCH85], [Gre], [Kus88]. There is, however, no unified definition for CIM and

every author has defined the concept of CIM differently. Some of the example
as follows:

• "We defined computer-integrated manufacturing as a business philosophy
aimed at integrating the company's operations (from design, production, and
distribution through tofieldservice and support) with the use of computers
and information technologies.", Introduction to Computer Integrated Manufacture, 1986, [Gre].
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• " C I M is defined as the use of database and communication technologies to
integrate the design, manufacturing, and business functions that comprise
the automated segment of the facility.", Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Handbook, 1987 [T087].
• "... the term CIM is used when referring to software and hardware and the
term F M S is used where technological components are considered.", Artificial
Intelligence: Implications for CIM, 1988 [Kus88].

The major cause of this disagreement has been the difficulty to define implic
the software and hardware modules forming a general CIM system, a methodol-

ogy to construct its overall infrastructure, and even the terminologies to be

[YCH85]. It is, however, generally agreed that a CIM system should cover four
fundamental areas [T087], [YCH85]:

1. Engineering design,

2. Manufacturing design,

3. Production, and

4. Information management.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the concepts discussed above.

2.2.2 Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS)
A Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS), as shown in figure 2.3, is defined as

manufacturing system which consists of a number of production machines, mater

handling devices, and programmable controllers. This system is also capable o
manufacturing products within one product family, and is an integral part of

system [Bak86], [Gom86], [RBD85], [BDR+84]. First FMS's were introduced in earl

1965 [Raj86] evolving from semiflexible transfer lines [Par86] and DNC techno
[T087]. At that time, the concept of Computer Integrated Manufacturing was

still to be developed, but there was however, already a trend towards a great
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Figure 2.2: Generic C I M architecture
degree offlexibility.This led to the design and implementation of a large number of

isolated Flexible Manufacturing Systems and Flexible Manufacturing Cells (FM

According to the reported surveys, there were at least 350 individual FMS sy

around the world in 1986 and 525 FMC's in the USA alone [EJ88]. Another surv

conducted in 1984 produced 129 replies concerning FMS's with the deviation g
in table 2.1 [EJ88]:
Flexible Manufacturing Systems are the most economical in medium-size pro-

duction from about 200 to 20,000 parts per year [BDR+84], [RBD85], [GZ84], wh

represents as much as 50-75% of all the parts manufactured [RBD85]. The eleme
of an FMS system are illustrated in figure 2.3.
illustrated in figure 2.4 [Par86]
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sector
Metal products
Non-electrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Precision instrument

Totally

No.

%

6
67
7
46
3
129

5
52
5
36
2
100

Table 2.1: Results of a F M S survey in 1984.
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Figure 2.3: Elements of a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS)
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Figure 2.4: Elements of a Flexible Manufacturing Cell ( F M C )
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2.2.3

Flexible Assembly Systems (FAS)

Automation of an assembly process is often essential due to the rising labour cost
and growing demands for productivity, quality of the product, and a better working

environment for the operators [Fab85], [Dor83j. In addition, the productive life-tim
of a product is nowadays shortening, the number of its components increasing,
and the production period decreasing [Fab85], [SBHF91]. According to the diagram
shown in figure 2.6, the earlier the production of a new product is started, the
longer productive life it will have.
Fixed transfer lines and dedicated assembly automation can be neither economically nor technologically justified in this kind of production environment. There
is a clear demand for improved flexibility in the design, manufacturing, and assembly subsystems [MK87], [Spu86]. Thus, many factories have introduced Flexible
Assembly Systems (FAS), such as the automated switch board assembly system

[AT90] illustrated in figure 2.7, in order to improve the manufacturing subprocesses
[BWT+86]. These types of specialized FMS's, typically consist of a number of in-
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\

Operator

/

Products
Figure 2.7: A Flexible Assembly System (FAS)

dustrial robots, transfer systems, stores or warehouses, and sophisticated sensory
equipment such as vision systems, force sensors, and tactile sensors [BWT+86]. The
control of a FAS, in principle, is very similar to any F M S .
The complexity of a F A S can be reduced significantly, provided that the design
for assembly is considered through all stages of product design, manufacture, and
final inspection [BWT+86], [SBHF91]. The automation of assembly process through
the introduction of industrial robots is a demanding design and implementation process that usually affects many other subsystems [Chi86]. Quality requirements have
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to be improved in the manufacture of all of the parts and subassemblies [WWA8

The product family and the product itself have to be simplified, standardize

modularized [AT90]. Flexibility in the manufacturing process has to be increa

enable short production series [RBD85], [GZ84]. Production planning has to be

accurate and up-to-date to ensure sufficient subassembly and part supply [WW

The skills and the sense of responsibility of the immediate assembly cell st

staff throughout the manufacturing chain involved in automatic assembly shou
improved by sufficient education and training [Dor83]. They should be given
time to adopt the new production technology [Dor83], [Fle83], [Hor85].
The constraints of the industrial robots and the automatic assembly process

to be overcome, before the most promising application area of flexible manuf
systems, automatic assembly, can fulfill the expectations set for it.

2.2.4 Future Trends

The research in the area of FMS and CIM, today, is perhaps stronger than eve

[Alt88]. Encouraging results of partial implementation of CIM concept have a

been reported in several conference papers and journal articles [Hes87], [SHA
FMS systems can be found in all of the OECD countries and the annual number

of the installed industrial robots is still growing. The applications, howev
away from the dreams where every task could be automated by robots arms.

Typical current research topics in the area of FMS and CIM can be categorize
as follows:

• local area network structure, implementation and standardization [Mac89],
[SW90],

• unmanned and self-adjusting manufacturing [Alt88],

t scheduling [MG87],
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• friendly user-interfaces and off-line programming [Gom86], [GZ84], [Kar88]
[HLL91], [RLBJ91],

• error recovery [LMA90], [MG87], [Vil88],

• hierarchical control [Bak86], [AM90],

• distributed control[Gom86], [Par86], [MK87], and

• parallel processing [Nag90], [Kas90], [NS90].

The last three categories, in particular, have been expected to enhance the

development of control and communication in CIM, and hence, lead to an incre
in the number of installations of FMS and CIM systems [Dor83].

2.3 Computer Control in Manufacturing Systems
2.3.1 Introduction
The first industrial implementations of digital controllers took place over

riod from late 1950's to early 1960's [Luk86]. They were mainly targeted for

monitoring and supervisory tasks, but contained a control element in the for
calculating the correct control set points for the process according to the

sent them to the analog controllers, which run the real-time closed-loop con
functions.
As the computer technology soon evolved to the stage that the analog con-

trollers could be removed from the control system, the responsibility of the

loop could be given solely to the central computer, and hence, the fully dig

puter control systems was born. The first fully digital computerized control
or Direct Digital Control (DDC) as it is better known, was implemented 1963
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petrochemical plant [Luk86]. But having only one computer in charge of the wh
manufacturing process was soon found too unreliable. Thus, backup mechanisms
were created, such as a failover switching system that runs one computer in

ground and one in the background. The control is switched over to the backgr
controller whenever a failure in the foreground is detected.

Supporting two concurrent control systems was an expensive solution. In addi-

tion, such a system had also performance and expansibility limitations somet
impossible to overcome. Thus, another approach was required and found due to

the introduction of microprocessor technology in early 1970's. Now, a cost-e

and also technologically feasible way to divide the control of a process bet

eral controllers became possible to implement. Today, the most popular indus

computer control system architectures are hierarchical, parallel, and distri

all based on parallel operating processors performing intercommunication thr
various physical means of data communication.

2.3.2 Centralized Computer Control

The first computers to control a manufacturing process were large in size, l

to interface to other computers, inflexible, and expensive to purchase [RBD85

Their capacity, hence, was fully utilized through centralizing all the manuf

data, control tasks, and I/O operations [RBD85]. This kind of centralized con

structure had a number of shortcomings [Chi86], [GZ84], [Tas84], [Luk86], [AFTV
[TN91b]:

• High complexity both in software and hardware,

• Difficulty in design, installation, and maintenance,

• Loss of data as the result of overloading the system,
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• Vulnerability of the system, since one computer is responsible for all the
cessing,

• High installation costs,

• Strict hardware limitations set by the initial design,

• General inflexibility of the system,

• Considerable process scheduling overhead due to the great number of paralle
activities

• High delays in communication between peripheral equipment and main computer,

• Commitment of the buyer to one type of hardware, and often, one software
supplier,

• Interrelated software packages, since updating one program requires changes
in the others, and

• Increase in the inflexibility of the system as it grows.

The centralized computer control architecture illustrated in figure 2.8 has
widely used in industry in spite of its shortcomings [GZ84]. In practice, it

isolated systems on the shop floor, and hence, saves a great deal of time an

in programming each system in isolation and establishing communication links
other equipment [Hes87].

The general progress gained in the speed and capacity of the computer hardwar

and the research in the area of control and communication have made it possib

to design other types of control structures for manufacturing systems. Star,

and bus architectures shown in figure 2.9 have become common in the control o
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process and manufacturing industries, computer aided design and engineering,

well as management, financial planning, and other business related applicati

A typical factory, however, usually obtains its computer systems gradually a

from different vendors. This leads to incompatibility in communication chann

between such systems [YCH85]. The number of incompatible peripheral equipment

software packages, databases, and operating systems increases every time a n

system is introduced. In addition, these separate systems produce a consider

amount of redundancy in the form of hardware, application programs, and abov

as redundant product, manufacturing, and managerial information. Many factor
in the OECD countries have already developed manufacturing systems based on

discrete automation. The importance of computer integration has only recentl

been generally acknowledged and the management is gradually starting to deve
CIM strategies suitable for the type of manufacture their factory represents
[EJ88], [T087].

2.3.3 Hierarchical Computer Control

In order to overcome the disadvantages of discrete automation and to integrat

all the computer subsystems in a factory, a hierarchical control structure h

suggested. It is the backbone of the current CIM systems that provides the n

communication means to integrate all the individual controllers and the comp

already involved in the manufacturing process regardless of their present st
interconnection.

The extent of the control levels is always dependent on the size and complexi

of the system. Small control hierarchies may integrate any two consecutive l

of control present at the control hierarchy diagram to a common control comp

but as soon as the size of the system increases, there is a need for a clear

physical control hierarchy due to the computational and communicational requ
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ments of any large real-time control system. An example of the implementatio

a four-level hierarchical control structure is presented in figure 2.10 [Koc
examples can be found in the literature [Gom86], [Alb88], [Joh87], [RBD85].
The hierarchical control structure is usually divided into four levels from
to top [RBD85], [T087], [Mac89], [Koc86]:

1. Process Level

2. Cell Level

3. Plant Level

4. Corporate Level

The following four subsections are provided for a closer look at these contr

2.3.3.1

Process Level

On this level, the computer is directly connected to the manufacturing proce

example to a CNC machine as illustrated in figure 2.11. The process is usual
a manufacturing device such as a DNC milling machine or a welding robot. A

process level controller, most of all, is a real-time controller receiving a
NC programs, robot control programs, or other types of instructions sent by
controllers locating further up in the control hierarchy. The process level
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Figure 2.11: Hierarchy between a process level computer and a cell level computer

computer should operate in real-time to receive and send different types of
status, or statistical information aimed at local or global use.

2.3.3.2

Cell Level

The main task of the cell level controllers is to receive operating commands
manufacturing data from the controllers on the above levels and to schedule

tasks on the manufacturing processes below them. Some of the cell level cont

operations take place in real-time, for example supervision, sensory data co

and processing, synchronization, and direct production machine control. Proc

executed on the background of a cell level controller may be dealing with op

such as manufacturing data transfer, general communication, local quality co

statistical process data collection, user interface, and off-line programmin
not time critical tasks.

An example of cell level control configuration is a machining work cell cons

of a variety of lathes, milling machines, load/unload and pick-and-place rob
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transfer and storage systems, an AGV system, and surface finishing, washing,
inspection stations.

2.3.3.3 Plant Level

All the plant level controllers do not necessarily have to be capable of rea

cessing in the same way as the workstations and cell controllers. This is du

main tasks that primarily consist of planning and design functions. Thus, ty

tasks for a plant level controller are the functions for manufacturing engin
and production management.

There is usually, however, several plant level controllers due to the comple

of the plant level control, planning, and design functions [RBD85]. Some of t

operate in real-time directly supervising the cell controllers below them, s

ing preplanned tasks, and producing reports, status information, and producti

problem summaries. The batch-job type controllers, on the other hand, are use
for example to receive and process manufacturing data and job schedules, and

produce reports, time tables, and part orders. In addition, they are also res
for CAD/CAM design and manufacturing systems, plant level manufacturing pro-

cess supervision, maintenance, quality control, and material flow [RBD85],[T0
[Gom86], [Alb88].

2.3.3.4 Corporate Level
This highest level of control is provided to assist the corporate management

operate the business and to perform strategic tasks such as forecasting, mar

and overall performance analysis [GZ84], [RBD85]. Another task located in the

corporate level controllers is simulation that is often used as a tool to es

the markets, financial status, manufacturing process, material flow, and over

manufacturing costs [Hes87]. Simulation is also used for robot and CNC progra

generation and testing [Spu86]. The corporate level of control is also respo
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accounting, budgeting, bills of material, dispatch lists, shortage lists, and

financial planning [GZ84]. Finally, one of the most important subsystems in C

the integrated general CIM database, is managed by the corporate level of co

2.3.3.5 Advantages of the Hierarchical Control Structure

The hierarchical control structure can be established gradually utilizing so

existing manufacturing devices and systems, justifying the purchase of every
device and technology, and implementing the management's CIM strategy over a

sufficiently long period of time [GZ84]. Long term CIM system development gi

the organization time to adjust to changes and to new computerized control an

management systems [Fle83]. The management, however, is responsible to provid

sufficient amount of information and to train the personnel to enhance the p

of adjustment. The resistance to change is usually stronger than it is admitt

[Fle83].

Hierarchical control structure is more flexible and adjusts to changes in ha
and software faster and easier than a centralized control system. Since the
development and testing can be carried out on a separate computer running in

parallel with the actual controller, the update of a hierarchical control sy
also simpler and more manageable [GZ84].

Hierarchical control structure can handle a failure in one of its subsystems
shutting it down and continuing to operate without it [Gom86]. A malfunction

be automatically detected and isolated by the supervisory process to minimiz

consequences [Par86], [Gom86], [NB90]. Another important feature of the hierar

cal control structure is its ability to start the recovery and service proce

soon as possible. The recovery procedure must be activated immediately after

detection of a malfunction in order to avoid the need for rescheduling the m

turing tasks of the erroneous subsystem, which in turn would cause further d
and inconvenience [WWA85]. System redundancy and spare computational capac-
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ity provided by hierarchical control structure will keep the system running
[Gom86], and thus, improve the MTBF

4

of the system.

2.3.3.6 Problems of the Hierarchical Control Structure

In spite of the extensive research conducted on the theory of the hierarchic

structure of CIM, the implementations are still problematic. The workstation

trollers, the cell control computers, the business application computer syst

the mainframe computers of CIM are not developed by the designers of the fac

existing hierarchical control structure [Bak86]. Their adoption to the manufa

system may have taken place over a long period of time and are usually provid

by several different vendors [YCH85]. The use of different products has produ
a pool of computers and controllers operating on different and incompatible

ical means of communication, software protocols, and data exchange rates [Hol

[YCH85]. Programming languages, operating systems, processing speed, mass sto
age systems, peripheral equipment, and the supporting software are all most

to be incompatible in all the medium-sized computer systems as each vendor t

to introduce its own system software and hardware standards in an attempt to
the customer to use the same brand again [RBD85].

The CIM control system designer, hence, has to introduce a number of adapters

protocols, and device drivers to interface all the controllers and computing

each other and to the general CIM local area network [Bak86]. Some of the pr

manufacturing workstations even have to be provided with an extra controller

as a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), for added "intelligence", before th
can be linked to a cell level controller.

In spite of its high capacity, the typical factory-wide LAN may become subjec

to overloading, as the number of interacting controllers grows high. For exa
4
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Figure 2.12: A Programmable Logic Controller
there are already factories with 20,000 PLC's - 1,000 in one department [T087].

In general, the communication delay between two connected real-time controll

should be kept under 150 (is [WTBS90], [Hol83] and thus, the bandwidth of th
network has to be high enough to handle the peaks in the data exchange rate

[GFCM87], [Hol83]. Otherwise, the operation of the subsystems may be delayed
and hence, cause errors in the real-time control.
Provided that the communication network becomes subject to overload, the
general data transfer rate will collapse and a considerable increase in the

lost data packages will be observed. This in turn will cause communication o

to the network in form of a request to resend these lost data packages. Fina
information may be even completely lost [RBD85].
The emerging computer network hardware/software architecture and accepted
standards, such as

Open Systems Interconnected (OSI) [Jud88],

Manufacturing Automation Protocol ( M A P ) [Man85],
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• Systems Network Architecture (SNA) [Gur84],

• X.25 packet switching protocol, and

• TCP/IP [Com88] networking protocols based software packages, such as PCNFS [r:P88] and transputer based TCP/IP [Pee90]

will assist in the design of future CIM hierarchical control structures [Ma

inconsistency in the local area networks of current manufacturing systems,

will remain a problem for a long time and will demand a great deal of work
of the CIM design engineers.

Most of the factories have already established their own control and manage

ment systems and control hierarchies. It is not technically nor economical

to quickly replace them with a turn key CIM system [Zis85], [Chi86]. Many c
panies have introduced a considerable amount of stand-alone workstations,

engineering, and management systems that are forming an archipelago of aut
tion [Hes87]. The future of industrial growth of these kinds of factories,

dependent on their capacity to integrate the isolated systems to a coherent

system [Spu86]. The integration process is likely to take a minimum of 5-10
for a typical manufacturer [Mac89], which has lead to a conclusion that it

another minimum of 10-20 years for CIM systems to achieve a significant rol
the manufacturing business [EJ88], [Dor83]
In a hierarchical control system, the processing required to complete one

rate computational task is mainly provided by one dedicated processor or c
[RBD85]. For example, the job scheduling process is typically performed by

puter which has access to the required databases through a database manage

algorithm performing the job scheduling is expected to meet the due dates a

times, minimize part flow times, maximize the use of primary equipment, ove

bottlenecks, select the tools, design the transfer paths, compute the batch

estimate machining times, transfer times, and the time required to load and
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the parts on the pallets. Due to the large amount of equations involved, thi
of optimization
grows rapidly in size and complexity in spite of the considerable amount of
constraints imposed on it by the operator [T087].

In practice, the number of possible job schedules is smaller than the theory

would indicate, since some of the machines are dedicated to some types of jo

and vice versa. Most of the job-on-machine combinations, as well, are imposs

due to the logical order of required machining operations, subassemblies, in

tions, and finishing process. Hence, by the use of different rules, logic, li

and heuristics, the job-scheduling problem can be considerably reduced to s

computation in a digital mainframe computer. Nevertheless, after this preli

reduction, the optimization task is still computationally intensive, and hen

processor assigned to compute the job schedule has to have a considerable a

of fast RAM and disk memory in order to carry out the process at a high freq
The computations involved in solving this kind of problems are complex and

easily take 10-15 minutes for a dedicated VAX 11/750 computer to process the

[Par86].

2.3.4 Functional Hierarchical Control

A more comprehensive interpretation of hierarchical structure for CIM contr

chitecture has been suggested by Naghdy et al. [Nag90]. In this control arch

the emphasis is on the functional hierarchy of the CIM control system module
The functional hierarchy is divided into three levels:

1. Control

2. Planning and Decision Making

3. Supervision
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All the interaction and sensing between the CIM control system and the envi

ronment is defined to take place at the Control level of the functional hi
control architecture. The control is organized as closed loop as possible
fast response to input signals.

Planning and Decision Making level provides means for task planning and job

scheduling, production planning, material flow planning, general decision m
error recovery, and other exception handlings. The planning is carried out

ing to the relatively fixed production goals set for the manufacturing sys

the decisions are made more dynamically based on the status and operation o

controlled system with respect to the goals previously set for it by plann

pervision level on top of the suggested functional CIM control system hier

synchronizes the tasks at the lower level according to the goal and the st

sensory information gathered from the CIM system. This level may be divided

into several more specialized supervision levels and modules, each respons
individual supervision functions at different order of details.
The internal structure of each control level can be implemented in a free

A level of the functional and hierarchical CIM control structure is modeled

set of process and processor configurations, according to the computationa
communicational requirements set for them.

An example of functional hierarchy present in a CIM control system is illu

in figure 2.13, where a manufacturing cell consisting of a robot manipulat

NC machine are operating in parallel. Both devices have individual functio

perform and their operations are almost completely independent from each o

limited only by the lack of finished parts in the buffer between the NC ma
the robot.

The hierarchy of a functional CIM control system can be divided into smalle

modules according to individual tasks or functions. A robotic system, for e

may constitute one of these functional modules, and furthermore, contain se
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Figure 2.13: A manufacturing system illustrating the functional hierarchy present
in a C I M control system
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submodules, such as manipulator joint control, trajectory control, gripper

communication control, and peripheral device control. Some or all of the m

and submodules may be run in parallel to enhance the operation of the whole
system.

2.3.5 Distributed Control
Hierarchical control and distributed control are, to some extent, related

other and are means to reach the same goal, for example computer integratio

of a manufacturing control system. Distributed control principle illustrat

ure 2.14, however, is a relatively new concept that has not been widely use
current manufacturing systems [Par86].

In order to overcome the problems of computationally intensive tasks in th

archical manufacturing control systems, several distributed control and pr

architectures have been presented [MK87], [Par86], [GZ84]. In this type of c

architecture, a number of distributed, but interconnected controllers repl

dedicated computers in the hierarchical control structure. Each function i
distributed control architecture, in principle, can be assigned to its own

lel executing processor, selected appropriately to suit the task. Variatio

overall computational load can be balanced between the distributed process

such a way that both real-time processes and background processes are assi
sufficient amount of processing power.

Distributed processing can enhance, for example, the overall execution spee

of the computationally intensive problems that would otherwise require a p

dedicated computer [Par86]. A distributed control system can adjust to com

or control system failures better than dedicated host based hierarchical c

structure [Par86]. The control task assigned to the malfunctioning distribu
troller can be transferred for processing to another controller, provided
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Figure 2.14: A distributed control structure
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Feature
Scalability
Expansibility
Control capability

Centralized Architecture
Poor - very limited range
of system size
Full digital control

Distributed Architecture
G o o d due to
modularity
Full digital control

Operator interfacing

Significant improvement
for large systems
All functions performed
by central computer

High

Improvement for full
range of system sizes
Functions integrated in
a family of processors
L o w due to modularity

High-saves control room
and equipment room space
but uses discrete wiring
Medium-requires highly
trained computer
maintenance personnel

Low-savings in both
wiring costs and
equipment space
Excellent-automatic
diagnostics and
module replacement

capability
Integration of system
functions
Significance of single
point failure
Installation costs

Maintainability

Table 2.2: A comparison between centralized and distributed architecture
same special functions, such as I/O operations, are accessible from the substituting
controller.
The modularity of the distributed control system arises from its general homogeneous processing elements [Joh87], [Tay], [NS90]. The control system can be
expanded by adding new processors to the system. Existing control structures may
be reconfigured easily, since the communication interface and the hardware structure of the distributed controllers are kept as uniform as possible.
A distributed control system can reach its maximum computing capacity when
interconnected with fast and reliable communication channels [Par86]. The majority of the distributed control systems reported in the literature have been small
intelligent cell level control systems or Flexible Manufacturing Systems [MK87],
[MTE+88], [Gom86], [AM90]. Large scale distributed control systems covering the
entire CIM are still to be designed and implemented [Par86], [Joh87], [Nag90].
A comparison between centralized and distributed architecture has been carried
out with the result given in the table 2.2 [Luk86]:
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2.3.6 Parallel Processing

In the early days of application of computers in manufacturing, the computer

expensive and large in size, and they were located away from the shop-floor i

special computer room where all the information from and to the manufacturin

process was transferred in parallel through a large number of cables. The pro

of information and execution of control algorithms were performed sequential

the central computer. Consequently, the overall processing capacity of the s

was not very high and the system as a whole was unreliable [Luk86]. This type
configuration is known as centralized computer control [Mac89], [RBD85].
With the advancement of the processor and computer technology, it became

possible to set up computer systems based on multiprocessor architecture usi

shared bus. The control algorithm is parallelized and mapped on the processo

execution. Hence, the processing capacity of the system is increased many fol

This kind of parallel processing architecture has gradually became popular n

only among scientific and business oriented users, but also within manufactur
industry. Application of parallel processing to a problem is effective when

problem can be parallelized. This is measured in terms of three characterist
the problem[Kri89]:

1. Decomposability

2. Complexity

3. Communication

A problem can be processed in parallel, provided that it is inherently paral

can be decomposed into concurrent tasks. There are no general rules or guidel

for the decomposability of a particular problem. It has been demonstrated, h

that the manufacturing tasks have a parallel and/or distributed nature [NS89]
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complexity, measures how effectively a problem can be broken down to subpr
for parallel processing.
The third criterion measures the amount of communication required for the

coordination and interaction of parallel subproblems before, during, and af

processing. The subproblems need interaction with each other to initialize
exchange parameters, pass on the results, or synchronize their actions. In

the number of possible interconnections c between n processes can be expre
the equation

c = n x (n — 1)

In the conventional parallel architectures, several parallel processes atte

municate simultaneously through a shared bus. This rapidly results to the c

tion of the bus, and hence, considerable reduction in the total computing p
the system occurs.

In manufacturing automation, typical applications of workstation level con-

trollers such as CNC controllers, robot controllers, and Programmable Logic
trollers, can also benefit considerably from distributed control structure

processing. The tasks of a CNC controller [GZ84] [RBD85] [T087] can be bro
down to
• Machine tool control,
• In-process compensation,

• Computer-aided software development, and

• Supervision, diagnostics, and communication

These tasks can be greatly improved by the introduction of a distributed c

For example, the complex and computationally intensive real-time control of
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force, cutting speed, and tool breakage can benefit from enhanced control sy

[Alt88], in particular, from distribution of the parallel control processors
Another advantage is that the software development can be conducted in the
background while the CNC machine is working. Direct communication links to
CAD/CAM database can be utilized making the programming easier and more

illustrative [SS87]. Communication can take place while the work cell is ope

plant level controller is able to set the parameters in a CNC program autom

according to process statistics in the manufacturing database or it can eve
a whole NC program based on the CAD/CAM data in the database [SS87].

2.3.7 Transputer in CIM
The control system of CIM has the following requirements:

• several operations take place in parallel,

• both tight and loose coupling of operation is needed,

• demand of computational capacity varies in time and between different task

• optimal operation of the system requires flexible control, and

• reconfiguration and system development may occur even at relatively short
intervals.

In the distributed control architecture of CIM, the processing elements are
grated by a computer network. Usually, they are organized in a hierarchical

ture with discrete levels of control for different types of operations, as p

earlier in subsection 2.3.5. In such an application, a transputer-based dist

control system provides a more flexible and dynamically reconfigurable arch

than the conventional bus-based hierarchical structure or the distributed c

structure based on heterogeneous processors. The transputer network models t
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functional control structure, and hence, using the transputers as the contr

ements,the hardware configuration matches closely the hierarchy of the sof

[Nag90]. In addition, the transputer based control system is also dynamical
configurable by the software.

Another advantage of utilizing transputers in the distributed control syst

the ability for parallel communication through transputer links. Unlike bus

communication channels, the transputers' asynchronous serial point-to-point

munication links are local, and thus, carry only the communication burden o

two communicating processors. There is no additional overhead caused by oth

processors in the system. Currently, one transputer may communicate with u

to four transputers simultaneously, which is impossible for a bus-based con
tion. On the other hand, the number of available links can be a constraint

some applications, but various routing techniques can be adopted to overcom
problem.

The new version of transputer, T9000 [Inm91] 5, and an additional 32 x 32 p
routing switch microchip C104 [Inm91] illustrated together in figure 2.15

package based message routing through virtual communication channels. Thus,

example, with one C104 microchip up to 64 T9000 transputers can be dynamica

interconnected according to the address packet in front of the message sen

the virtual communication channels mapped on the four physical 80 MBytes/s

bidirectional communication links of the T9000 transputer. This will incre

transputers' overall communication capacity and make them even more suitabl
distributed control systems of CIM.

A number of studies on the application of transputers for distributed cont

has been carried out [Irr90], [CPR90], [FSZ90]. Transputer has been found ve
promising especially in the distributed control of robotic systems [ZFW90],
5

to be released in 1993
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Figure 2.15: A n example of the possible configurations using C104 Packet Routing
Switch with the T9000 transputers

[WK90]. In addition, a full scale distributed control system for CIM has als
proposed by Naghdy et al. [NS89].

2.3.8 Research on Application of Transputer in CIM

Transputer being a quite recent innovation, and still mostly used by the sta

academic institutions and research centres, it has also been given attention

of the industry. Some applications of transputer to industrial control syste

already been implemented and the development on the industrial application a

requiring transputer's computing potential is increasing. The work conducted

transputer to employ it in CIM is extensive. The industry has also paid a gr
deal of attention to this product and some of the R&D work has already been
adopted for industrial applications.
Transputer has been utilized to improve the performance of CAD/CAM systems.

An example can be found in the work carried out by Suzuki et al. [SKS+91]. Th
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report to have developed a CAD/CAM system based on transputer to complete th

generation of offset surface for any kind of NC machine cutting tools, to au
tool checking and tool path generation in real-time.
Another work is reported by Dew et al. on Enhancing the Performance of

a 3D Interactive Electronic Assembly Design system using a Transputer Networ

[DFSB90]. In their work, an application of a solid modeler has been implemen

assist the designer in the physical design of electronic assemblies in order
design errors at an early stage of product design life.

Commercial versions of transputer-based local area network interfaces has al
ready been released. Some examples are IMSB300 Ethernet Connection System

[Tra92] and FIBR5-PC Fibre Optic Transputer Link [Tra91]. Manasiev [Man91] r

ports the experience gained in modeling, designing, and implementing transpu

based LAN servers as an interface to a local area network. The approach take

by Manasiev attempts to integrate the transputer based systems through Ether

and not through the transputer links. This method assists in the integration
the existing technology and the new transputer-based distributed technology
coherent CIM system.
Transputer has also been introduced in to control of NC machines. In their

paper on Transputer Hardware Applications and Real-Time Data Acquisition [TT

Taylor and Taylor describe the transputer based NC Machine control system ca

of a performance of 2-10 times of a conventional NC machine controller, at o
half of the costs.

Transputer has been found very promising in the distributed control of robot

systems [ZFW90], [Zal90], [WK90], [Irr90], [CPR90], [FSZ90]. Most of the work c

ducted describes various transputer network configurations and distributed a

rithms developed for parallel implementations of manipulator control algorit

such as inverse kinematics and dynamics, trajectory, and adaptive control al
rithms.
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The advantages reported in these studies indicate that a transputer based m

nipulator control architecture is simpler than a conventional one, yet is c

a much higher performance, matching the multiprocessor based robot controll
developed for research purposes.

2.4 Control of Industrial Robots
2.4.1 Introduction

Industrial robots play an important role in the development of both FMS and
systems [Dor83], [SBHF91]. The anthropomorphic manipulator arm with multiple

degrees-of-freedom and the reprogrammability make the industrial robots sui

for many tasks, such as pick-and-place, assembly, welding, painting, grindin

chine loading, and inspection. Usually, the robot controller can be connect

other computer devices with a RS-232C communication line for remote program

ming of the robot, coordinate file transfer, and sensory and status data tr

[T087]. A robotic manipulator, hence, may become an integral part of the cur-

rent manufacturing systems [RBD85], [T087], [Zis85] and is expected to improv
flexibility of the future FMS and CIM manufacturing systems [T087].

2.4.2 Robot Controller

The primary task of a robot controller is to drive the actuators of the arm

the desired position and orientation of the tool-tip along a given trajecto

speed defined by the programmer [RBD85]. In this process, the controller per

various I/O, sensory control, external communication, status monitoring, and

diagnosis operations. Considering the substantial amount of control and com

operations it has to perform concurrently in order to produce an accurate a
smooth motion of the end-effector [LC86], [LL79], [GF89], the rather limited
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Figure 2.16: A typical industrial robot and its controller
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performance of the current industrial robot controllers is apparent [Red91],

[Sta84]. The most commonly used robot control schemes, for example closed-loo

fixed gain control, dynamic control, and adaptive control [McK90], [Gup86] ar

on the current position of the joints which are provided by the joint positi

The motion control algorithms in the commercial industrial robot controllers

been customized and optimized for each robot type to enhance their performan

Thus, the low-level control algorithms can not be altered or fine-tuned by t

2.4.3 Bus-Based Robot Controllers

Current commercial robot controllers are usually designed based on single pr

systems [MTE+88]. Their computational capacity, hence, is limited and directl

depends on the processors' characteristics. In order to make the robot contr
system

• more flexible,

• more effective, and

• open to internal and external communication,

several bus based multiprocessor robot control systems have been developed [
[KWW87], [AM90]. These parallel architectures enable the robot controller to

parallel control algorithms, and hence, achieve the fast dynamics, kinematics

trajectory computations required in the control of an articulated industrial

Examples are 3 ms [AL87] to compute inverse kinematics and dynamics, and the

trajectory of a PUMA manipulator; 0.6-1.2 ms for the control computations o
Unimate PUMA manipulator [NL85]; and 2.5 ms [AL89] to compute forward and

inverse kinematics and dynamics, and the drive matrix of a PUMA manipulator.

However, the number of parallel processors attached to one bus is limited du

the data throughput capacity of one bus [BV87], [KWW87]. This makes it diffic
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to utilize multiprocessor control systems based on a single bus in the cont
multiple robots.

A more effective solution to the problem of limited communication rate is t
a multibus robot controller. Such an architecture is capable of connecting
number of controllers together with the advantage of being able to utilize

types of communication channels and processors [SKHK89]. In addition, multi

based robot control systems are also modular in structure, which implies th

are more flexible and more reliable. A failure in one of the processors can

handled by software reconfiguration at the cost of some degradation in perf

[AM90]. Drawbacks of all multibus systems, however, are a significant increa
complexity of both the system hardware and software and a relatively large

in the communication overhead [SKHK89], [KWW87]. Additional drawbacks appear

in the controllers based on different processor families, such as an increa

complexity of software development as each processor requires different kin

low-level control and communication programs, different compilers, and diff

drivers for the supporting hardware. This will increase redundancy in the s

will produce incompatibility problems [KWW87] and will raise the overall so
and hardware development costs [Ino88], [SKHK89].

2.4.4 Hierarchical Robot Controllers
Hierarchical robot controllers reported in the literature resemble the bus

bus based systems as they often contain several communication subsystems [I

[TLZ90], [Kas90]. They are specially designed to carry out different types o

operations on each level of the control structure. For example, in the hier

structure of the MRTA robot control system presented in figure 2.17 [AM90],

control tasks on the top level differ greatly from the tasks running on the
level of the control hierarchy.
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Figure 2.17: T h e hierarchical control structure of M R T A robot control system
Hierarchical robot controllers are more reconfigurable, flexible, and expansible
as compared with the bus based systems. In addition, they can achieve a high

performance on any level of control hierarchy due to their open internal architectu

[AM90]. Hierarchical system can utilize efficient scheduling strategies in order to
optimize the operation on the lower levels of control. It can be set up gradually
and the software development can be carried out in parallel with the productive
operation of the system due to relative independence of each controller involved.
One of the drawbacks of the hierarchical control structure is the loss of accurate
synchronization as compared with the tightly coupled bus-based robot controllers
[AM90]. The ability to use different processors on different levels of control due
varying processing and memory capacity requirements also leads to a more complex
software subsystem.

2.4.5 Distributed and Parallel Robot Controllers
Distributed robot controllers have been introduced into robotic systems in order to
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enhance the overall processing capacity, flexibility, modularity, and relia
will also reduce the cost of system design, installation, development, and

nance [MK87], [WTBS90], [Lep87]. In this type of controllers, the control tas

distributed over several subsystems and executed independently [MK87]. Sinc
task requires an individual amount of processing power, the subsystems may

of varying number and type of processors. It is advantageous, however, to u

the same type of processing elements in every subsystem in order to simplif

software development and overall communication [DS90], [SRB89], [Ran83], [HF89

[GF89]. Distributed robotic systems based on transputers are good examples o
such an advantageous control schema [DS90], [GF89].

The reasons behind the extensive research on parallel robot controllers are

the same as with the distributed robot controllers, yet having more emphasi

gain in the computational capacity than on the modularity and flexibility a

The robot controllers designed utilizing parallel architectures have proven

pability for considerable enhancement of processing speed in the field of m
kinematics and dynamics computations [ZP90], [AL89], [CLH88], [KWW87].

Chapter 3

DISTRIBUTED
MANIPULATION
ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Introduction
The concept of Distributed Manipulation Environment ( D M E ) is the core of this
project. In this chapter, the concept will be defined and various aspects of it will be
specified. Initially the earlier related work such as linear manipulators and Modular,
Multiarm, and Multipurpose (M3) manipulator will be studied.
After definition of D M E , the emphasis will be on the computing platform controlling the components of D M E . There are a number of important issues to be
considered when such platform is designed and developed. One aspect, for example, is to enable a designer to develop the model of a large real-time system without
linking the design to any particular computer hardware configuration. The developed model should be maintained as an open architecture until thefinaldecision
on the hardware implementation is made.
In order to formalize the approach, the computing platform needs to be defined
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or modeled systematically. This becomes more important in a parallel proces

ing environment as the benefits will not be fully gained until the configur

of processes and its mapping on processors are optimized in computational a

communicational load. As mentioned in the introduction, the automation of t

optimization process for the control of CIM is the main objective of this p

As the first step, a procedure for the initial modeling of the computing pl

referred to as Initial Computing Platform Model (ICPM) will be developed in

ter. The ICPM will be used later in an Automatic Model Generator to produce
optimized model.

3.2 Background
3.2.1 Modular Manipulators

The main advantage of the industrial robots over the hard-wired automated m

ufacturing systems is their flexibility [T087], [SKK88]. The flexibility can

be generally realized only with tasks of a similar nature and the operation

the manipulator has been originally designed [SKK88], [FK90], [KK90]. A SCARA

type manipulator, for example, is not particularly useful in welding and pa

applications whereas a PUMA type manipulator is ideal. On the contrary, the

SCARA robot can be successfully used in automatic assembly while an articul
robot is not very appropriate.

As the expected life-time of one design and the entire life-span of a parti

product or even a whole product family is nowadays shortening [Sta84], [Gol8

flexibility and reconfigurability are becoming more important factors in th

robotised manufacturing systems [SKK88], [MTE+88], [KK90]. The reconfigurabil

itself has two aspects: mechanical hardware and controlling computer. The r

figuration of the mechanical hardware is impossible for the most common typ
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industrial robots, for example articulated manipulators. In these kinds of s

usually, only the gripper or the tools are exchangeable while the basic stru

the manipulator remains as constructed. The software of the control computer

usually the flexible part of the current industrial robots through which the
can be programmed to manipulate various parts and to perform a large number

different movements. The programming can be done by using on-line teaching o
off-line programming [McK90]. The modification of the software required for

manipulation of the robot workcell is possible even during its operation [Al
[AAH+89].

In this process, however, the basic characteristics of the robot such as con
algorithms, trajectory generation method, mechanical accuracy, payload, and

space cannot be changed as they are tightly coupled to the mechanical hardwa

of the robot arm. The poor accuracy and relatively low operating speed of th

current articulated robot manipulators are the result of inaccuracy in the m

used to control the robot. An accurate model is partly impossible due to mec

inaccuracies in joints, gears, lead screws, shafts, links, and drive motors [

[HD89], none of which can be fixed nor compensated by the application progra

This in turn makes the control of the 6 DOF articulated robot a difficult ta

with incomplete model when the dynamics of the arm is taken into considerati
In order to solve this problem, some researchers have introduced decoupling

the 3 DOF robot arm and the 3 DOF end-effector [HD89], [KK90], [AFTV90], as the

total positional error of the tool-tip cumulates rapidly in highly articulat

ulator constructions. Two or more simpler, but physically separated manipula

structures operating in full coordination with each other are capable of man

same tasks as the highly articulated manipulator. There is, however, a consi

difference in the complexity of the control algorithms and the overall mecha

accuracy. The decoupling of the DOF's has also other aspects. It can be take

further into a permanent decrease in the total number of DOF's, since a less
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Figure 3.1: Well designed assembly tasks requiring the manipulator few degrees-offreedom ( D O F )

lated manipulator is able to fulfill a manufacturing task provided that th

redesigned and the manufacturing process reorganized [Ran90], [AFTV90], [SJM8

Many assembly tasks, like the one shown in figure 3.1, could be performed w

two or three DOF's, provided that the part and assembly task design is simp

Reduction in the number of joints and links in a manipulator has many advan
tages over the highly articulated arms [KK90], [AFTV90], [SKK88]:

• increase in accuracy and speed,

• mechanically stiffer structure,

• simpler mechanical and electrical structure,

• simpler control algorithms,

• easier design process, and

• easier maintenance and service.

If the less articulated manipulator structure, in addition, is designed to compose

of standard links and joint modules, it becomes even more attractive for in

use. These structures, also known as Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator Sys

(RMMS) [KK90], [SKK88], may be individually rebuilt from a set of modules f
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optimal design to suit an application [MTE+88]. The mechanical hardware reco

uration is achievable through exchangeable joints and links. Heavy duty modu

for example, may be replaced by lighter ones, if the payload requirements in

task are reduced. A new degree-of-freedom may be added to make the manipulat
more flexible, enable it to perform more complicated maneuvers, and enlarge
volume and the shape of the work space. The size of the work space may also
changed by altering the length of the links.
With a modular and reconfigurable manipulator system, the customer is able

to buy a set of modules, such as the ones illustrated in figure 3.2, which c

combined in various ways instead of purchasing just one conventional industr

robot [KK90]. Additional modules can be purchased later, which makes the syst

very versatile and flexible. The price of the modules can be kept relatively

due to the standard design and structure [MTE+88]. These modular manipulator

however, have not attracted enough attention to be considered as a serious a

native to the conventional fixed and highly articulated robotic manipulators

multi-degree-of-freedom manipulators are still strongly expected to solve th

facturing problems in all types of industrial applications, although several

problems exist concerning both their hardware and software [BWT+86], [AFTV90]

Many industrial robots are still purchased to imitate a human operator, whic

is often a difficult task to fulfill with current robots and their controlle

In general, a more professional attitude towards industrial automation and r

should be adopted. In most cases, the redesign of both the product and the m

facturing process leads to cheaper, faster, and simpler configurations of au

manufacturing systems [Gol87]. The manipulators used in such refined manufac

ing systems of the future will not be required anymore to reach a large vari

different positions, orientations, and trajectories. The manipulators consis
of simple, fast, accurate, and economical modular elements.
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3.2.1.1 Linear versus Non-linear Structure of the Manipulators

Although rotational degrees-of-freedom are essential in some applications, t
some features that clearly favour the linear manipulator structure:

1. Hardware implementation of linear modules and movement is easy due to bal

screws, belts, translational cylinders, and linear motors that can be used t
construct various linear manipulator constructions.
2. Control of the linear movements is less complicated.

3. The position of the linear degree-of-freedom can be measured directly and
thus more accurately from the link body 1. For example, the accuracy of a

linear axis of the linear manipulator system shown in figure 3.4 can be as h

as 6.5 [im [V0I86]. In contrast to this, the rotary motion is far more depend

on the characteristics of the joint, link, and transmission related to the r
degree-of-freedom of the manipulator.

4. Linear structure is more stiff than the respective rotary structure. As i

trated in figure 3.4, very strong configurations may be created by fixing bo

ends of the main degree-of-freedom or using a linear track with several base
to take the load of the other degrees-of-freedom.

5. Most of the assembly and pick-and-place movements are linear.
The introduction of linear stepper motors illustrated in figure 3.5 [V0I86]

brought special interest in the construction of modular manipulators [AFTV90

since they are accurate, fast, simple structured, and small sized stepper mo

that are easy to interface to digital controllers. Many mechanical structure

be constructed with linear motors which would be otherwise difficult to impl

as several linear motors may be placed on the same rail as illustrated in fi
^ h e accuracy of the linear m o v e m e n t can be easily measured in fractions of millimeters with
standard linear sensors, such as the one illustrated in figure 3.3
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The work space of a manipulator based on linear actuators is simple and pre-

dictable for an operator, and hence, it is safer to work with. The study con

later in chapter 4 will also indicate that there is a considerable differen

the computational complexity of the inverse kinematics and dynamics of line
rotational joints favouring the linear construction.

3.2.2 Multiple Parallel Manipulators
The main reasons for the use of multiple concurrent operating manipulators

increase in system throughput, productivity, functional flexibility, and rel

[SE87]. Multiple manipulators, together, can also accomplish complex and int

tasks impossible for a single robot [GFCM87]. The coordination of several ma

lators, however, has been a problem for the users ever since the introductio

first work cell containing more than one robot working together. The coordi

problem is mainly due to the difficulties in multirobot synchronization, ov

curacy, communication, adaptive end-effector force control, and collision av
[HD89], [TLZ90].

The research in the areas of integrated and coordinated control of multiple

dustrial manipulators has been quite small in number and mainly concentrate

the coordination of two manipulators [Ino88], [HD89], [TLZ90]. The main constr

on the coordination of several manipulators has found to be the limited comp
tional and communicational capacity of the current industrial robot control

For example, in the two-manipulator and one force sensor system presented in

ure 3.7, Tao, Luh, and Zheng [TLZ90] have redesigned the real-time controll

the PUMA 560 robots and used several external computers to enhance the over

computational capacity. Yet, even with this computationally relatively powe
control architecture, only the robot with the force sensor has a real-time

control to modify the predefined coordinates in order to increase overall a
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of the two robots. The movements of the other robot without any force senso
feedback control are preplanned and executed as such.

In spite of the moderate achievements in this field, there are many applica

utilizing multiple parallel manipulators that do not need coordinated movem

control, but just synchronization and collision avoidance control. Thus, sev

control systems capable of limited control of multiple manipulators have be
gested [Nor88], [Par86], [MK87], [Ino88], [NS89], [AFTV90]. Full coordination

movements of the manipulators' in these systems would require specially des

controllers integrated into the general control system with fast communicat

nels thus enabling real-time control and communication of the coordinated m
ulators.

3.2.3 Modular, Multiarm, and Multipurpose (M3) Manip
ulator
The attractive features of the linear motors encouraged us at the Helsinki

sity of Technology to introduce a concept of Modular, Multiarm, and Multipu

(M3) manipulator construction [AFTV90]. The M3 concept illustrated in figure
is based on a relatively small number of modular linear degrees-of-freedom

trolled by a combination of Programmable Logic Controllers, PC's, and mainf

computers. The linear modules are usually conventional combinations of ball

and linear tracks. When high performance and accuracy are required, several

motors may be attached on the same linear rail as in the configuration illu

in figure 3.9. The M3 concept was introduced for the use in industrial appl

requiring fast, accurate, synchronized, and parallel manipulation operation

applications, the introduction of hard-wired automated systems is too rigid

pensive while the application of articulated robots increases the complexit
cost of the system.
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Large, heavy, or flexible objects difficult to handle with conventional indu

robots may be manipulated using several accurate synchronized M3 manipulator
Multiple grippers operating together may also be used in difficult assembly

that require concurrent assembly of several parts. Since a single manipulato

not always able to use all the capacity of an external device, a vision syst

another expensive peripheral device may be shared with several M3 manipulato

Multiple M3 manipulator modules may also be linked together to form a highly
integrated and effective work cell that is able to dynamically optimize the

of each individual manipulator and gripper. This type of fast, efficient, fl

adaptive manufacturing cell may only be realized through an open and computa
tionally powerful control system, a good candidate for which the transputer
Distributed Manipulation Environment (DME) [NS89] has turned out to be.

3.2.3.1 Control System Reconfiguration

Geometrical reconfigurability of a manipulator is an ideal characteristics o

system. The reconfigurability should be also a feature of the control system

the complete, fast, and easy reconfiguration of a manipulator is dependent o

its software and hardware subsystems. Such architectures are scarce, but som

examples can be found in the literature. For example, in order to be effecti
utilized, the control system of a Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator System

tomatically reconfigured and the appropriate control algorithms are automati
generated [KK90], [SKK88].

Automatic generation of the kinematics and dynamics equations for a robot ma

nipulator have also been presented in the literature [PRS84], [RW90], [Fae86],
[CWC88], [MN84], [NM87]. According to them the process of symbolic generation

both forward and inverse kinematics and dynamics equations can be formalized

an algorithmic form, and hence, written as a computer program. At least, par

automation of the control program generation for individual manipulator cons
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tions, hence, is already a realized practice in some RMMS's [SKK88], [KK90].

RMMS designs have been presented as individual control systems with a specia

computer architecture that are capable of connecting to a Local Area Network
thus, to a CIM system. The concept of an automatically reconfigurable RMMS

control system architecture based on a unified processor structure compatibl
overall CIM control architecture has only been found in the works of Naghdy
[NS89], [Nag90], [NS90], [SNHB89].

3.2.4 Automatic Robot Program Generation
The early applications of industrial robots were mainly fixed installations
batch repetitive tasks [CAP84]. The same applies to many installations even

but as the need for flexibility in the automatic manufacturing systems incre

much work will be put into reprogramming of the robots. Manual reprogramming
however, is a reasonable effort only as long as the programs are simple and

remain constant over a long period of time. Short batch production and the n

for several robot programs with a large amount of position data rapidly make

manual teaching and programming an economically ineffective technique [AART8

[AT88]. Alternative ways to reconfigure a robot cell in order to respond to t

changes in the product and the production has to be found to justify the use
industrial robots in the manufacturing process.

Off-line programming of industrial robots has been addressed as a vital issu

the future robot applications [JS87], [HLL91], [RLBJ91], [RW89], [Spe87]. Vario

line programming systems and environments have been reported in the literatu

[BYG91], [Inc92], [Ltd91b], [Ano91], [JS87], [Spe87], [AAH+89], [AT88]. Their ma

advantage is an increase in the productivity of the programmer who will be a

design and develop extensive robot programs economically, and most of all, o
without interrupting the robot operation.
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In Computer Integrated Manufacture the data base available on the products,

processes, and manufacturing information can be used in the development of th
robot programs off-line. The programmer will utilize CAD/CAM data for auto-

matic robot program generation and a robot cell simulator for finalizing and
the program off-line. In some of simulation and development environments for
ufacturing systems, such as IGRIP [Inc92], ROBCAD [Ltd91b], GRASP [BYG91],

ROPS 2, and CATIA 3, the only on-line procedure needed is the calibration of t

robot program, required for coalescing the simulated and real coordinate sys

3.3 The Concept of DME
3.3.1 Definition of the Concept
The concept of Distributed Manipulation Environment proposes a modular and
distributed manipulation system in contrast to the conventional articulated
arms. A DME is formed by the integration of a series of Manipulation Modules

(MM) which are the building blocks of the system. The topology, configuration

and nature of the integration depends on the type of application and often a
the task required to be performed.
The Manipulation Modules are intelligent entities with homogeneous architecture. Each MM can consist up to three internal units referred to as:
• Processing Unit (PU)

• Sensory Unit (SU)
• Actuating Unit (AU)
A Processing Unit (PU) is the computing engine of MM and contains at least

one processor. Each PU is equipped with a number of physical links communicat
2

Robot Off-line Programming System (ROPS) is a trademark of Cincinnati Milacron
3
CATIA is trademark of IBM
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with PU's on other MM's. The communication can vary from synchronisation of

operations to the exchange of information. The number of communication links

depend on the type of the processor used in PU. An example of the configurat
based on PU's is shown in figure 3.10.
A Sensory Unit (SU) performs sensory processing inside a MM and can play an

important role if the sensor is a computing intensive device such as a visio

The SU is the input interface of the DME to the real world and used to acqui
sensory data from the environment.
An Actuating Unit (AU) provides mechanical actuation for MM. It is usually

equipped with mechanical links to connect the MM to other MM's, to a gripper
to other types of encoders.
A symbol representing a Manipulation Module is shown in figure 3.11. It can
consist of one or more of the sub-units depending on its role in the DME. A
symbols illustrated in figure 3.12 have been defined to represent different
Manipulation Modules.
There is a strong, unified structure throughout the implementation of DME,
since the whole system is based on these closely related modules. This kind

redundant architecture makes it possible to model the control system in such

way that the size and the complexity of the model are still reasonable. Besi

dynamic alteration, exchange, removal or addition of the modules are also po
Thus, the nature of the system itself encourages the user to experiment and

for new and better configurations in order to increase the overall functiona
productivity of the manufacturing system.
An example of a manufacturing system based on various Manipulation Modules
is shown in figure 3.13. In this system, the MM's

• operate as intelligent drivers for simple actuators, such as conveyors, ga
indexers,
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• collect various types of sensory information,

• act as a controller or an interface, for example to NC-machines, automatic
measuring devices, force sensors, or vision systems,

• can be combined to form computationally powerful controllers for complex
devices such as articulated manipulators with several degrees-of-freedom or
sophisticated vision systems.

The MM's can be combined together to form more complex entities needed
in a modern CIM or FMS environment. An ensemble of MM's which collectively

contribute to the performance of a task is referred to in this thesis as a Super Mo
(SM). A SM operates usually independent from other SM's, although it is loosely
coupled to them. The amount of interaction and communication between the MM's
of a SM is higher than between the MM's residing on different SM's. One of the
possible configurations of a SM is illustrated in figure 3.14
In this work, the emphasis is on the architecture of the distributed computing

required for the efficient control of MM's. The physical structure of MM's and thei

associated mechanical link is a separate project which needs independent investigation.
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3.3.2 Parallel Processing in DME

The distributed architecture of DME demands a control computing architectur

which matches closely with its physical structure. There are two features of
which need particular attention:

• The concurrent operation of the MM's

• The point-to-point communication of MM's

The conventional computing systems are sequential and concurrency is intro-

duced either in software in the form of pseudo-parallelism or superficially

bining the sequential processor. The point-to-point communication between su

processors is also provided ad-hoc through extra hardware and software. This

troduces a great overhead to the task of the programmer to consider the sof
requirements for such communication during code development.

In technical terms, the DME system consists of loosely coupled processors wh
communicate point-to-point. The computing system chosen for controlling DME

satisfy such requirements systematically. For the work reported in this thes

puter is chosen to realize and to verify the methods developed and proposed

other parallel microprocessor with point-to-point communication facilities i
ently built into it can be alternatively utilized.
The transputer provides an architecture not only for the hardware, but also
the software of the computing system of DME.
For the experimental work, two transputer based modules have been developed

by the group working on this project. These two modules can be used as the S
Units of a MM. They are both based on INMOS T2 16-bit transputer [Inm88].

The first unit illustrated in figure 3.15 provides the user with one 12 bit
to +12 V A/D conversion channel and 16 digital input ports. It can be used,
example to
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Figure 3.15: An example circuit diagram of a Sensory Unit (SU) of DME
• To acquire sensory information from both analog and digital sensors,

• To operate as a digital interface from external timers, and counters,

• To operate as an intelligent encoder needed in the position control of di
kinds of motors and simple actuators, or

• To gather and preprocess sensory information by running different statisti
cal operations on them, thus shifting the computational load away from the
Processing Units.

The second unit [TN91a] accepts positional information from an optical enco

and can produce an analog signal to control a motor as illustrated in figur

This module, acting as a Sensory Unit, is linked to a dc servomotor which is
Actuating Unit, and control either its position or velocity.

The adoption of transputer will increase the modularity of the software. The

software will consist of processes that may be common to several modules, su
as communication processes and basic supervision processes. Other processes
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may also contain a considerable amount of common program code are the proce
embedded in Sensory and Actuating Units.
In the DME architecture, the Super Modules operate in parallel and yet connected to each other as well as the Manipulation Modules. This is possible

the parallel processors attached into each module, executing their own proc
and providing fast multiple asynchronous serial communication links to the
Manipulation Modules. The processing power of such an architecture exceeds

one of the conventional sequential von Neumann architecture. For example, on

T9000 has the peak performance of 200 MIPS which is equal to more than 25 P

80386/33 MHz [Ltd91a]. Moreover, figure 3.17 indicates that the total 1.6 GF
processing power of a network of 64 T9000 transputers [Inm91] incorporated
GCl parallel supercomputer

4

is far superior to any standard UNIX workstatio

[Par91].
This parallel processing power can be best utilized when the problem being

solved has a parallel nature, and thus, can be broken down into separate sub

lems that run more or less simultaneously on a network of parallel processo
G C l is a trademark of Parsytec Ltd, U K
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Figure 3.18: An example of the parallel operations existing in a typical man
turing system

conditions found in many manufacturing environments, where the parallelism i

usually inherent in the system, fits particularly well into such requirement
example, in a well designed and effective manufacturing system, such as the

shown in figure 3.18, different parts of the product are being produced, sub
bled, transported to and from the cells, and inspected at the same time.

Currently, most of the existing automated manufacturing systems and cells ar

either controlled by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or a dedicated co

troller of an industrial robot or NC machine. Neither of these solutions are

far as the processing power, the effectiveness of the cell, the capability f

communication, and the programmability are concerned. Quite often, these sta

alone systems are completely isolated from the rest of the system, hence re

to be programmed, operated, controlled, monitored, and maintained individual

This will considerably increase both the setup and the operating costs of th

The future of the automated manufacturing cannot possibly be dependent on t
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kinds of control systems.
The work reported in this thesis, therefore, suggests that the Distributed

nipulation Environment supporting parallel processing with both tight and l

coupling could offer a solution to the problems found in the current manufa

systems. The modularity and flexibility of DME and its generic hardware and

ware modules make it possible to automatically customize a manufacturing sy
to meet the demands of different applications.

3.4 Parallel Computing Model of DME

The design of a distributed control architecture is often a demanding, mult

and lengthy process requiring a great deal of attention. A careful manageme
the design will avoid many known pitfalls [Luk86], such as:

• Disparity between the the computational requirements and the selected com
puting elements

• Communicational overhead exceeding the capacity supported by the hardware

• Real-time requirements are met locally, but not globally

• System blocks are neither scalable nor duplicable

• Too high or too low degrees of redundancy

• Vulnerability in the system due to strategically unbalanced or wrongly pl
elements. This results in a halt in the system.

• Selected computing element has an exceptionally high performance, but has

not yet reached a reasonable level of stability as a product and as such is

subject to design pitfalls, bad technical support, and sometimes even a wit
drawal of the whole product from the markets
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• System is dependent on a particular processor, software, or other elements
that has no retrofit in the market

One aspect of the development of the computing platform of DME is to enable a

designer to develop the model of a large real-time system without linking th

to any particular hardware. The developed model should be maintained as an o

architecture until the final decision on the hardware implementation is made.

3.5 Computing Platform Model of DME
In order to provide a generalized system model for Distributed Manipulation
vironment, a modeling procedure called Computing Platform (CP) model of Dis-

tribute Manipulation Environment has been developed. The CP model is designed

to meet the requirements specified for a distributed real-time system contro

tecture. This model also provides flexibility for future expansions and modi

At the highest level, the architecture of Distributed Manipulation Environme

consists of hierarchically organized loosely coupled Super Modules, as shown
ure 3.19. They form the high level controllers in charge of the operation of

manufacturing cell. It can consist, for example, of a number of robot arms, c

veyors, NC machines, and all the required peripheral devices. A Super Module,

however, can also be scaled down to control only a part of the operation in a

ufacturing cell, provided that they are complex enough to require an interme
level of control between the devices and the cell level control. An example
configuration is a highly articulated robot utilizing sophisticated sensory
such as intelligent vision or tactile systems.

3.5.1 Definition of CP Model
The Computing Platform (CP) model of DME is formally defined as follows:
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NC Machine
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Conveyor &
Part Feeder
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Robot
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Automatic Guided
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Figure 3.19: Some high level Super Modules (SM) of Distributed Manipulation
Environment
Definition 3.1 The Computing Platform model of DME
[TN92], in which

is a tuple <C SM, C

>

• SM = {MM1,MM2,...,MMn} is a set of parallel ensembles of processes controlling a Super M o d u l e ( S M )
• MMa = {pp\,pp2i • • • iPPn] is a set of the parallel processes running on
Manipulation Module (MM)
• PPp = a parallel process as defined by Hoare in the Communicating Sequential Processes [Hoa78]

• C — \C\, C2, • • •, Cn] is a set of ensembles representing the configurati
and communicational relationships between the Manipulation Modules
• C-f =<CN,H,L,P^> is a four tuple, where
• N = a processor identification number referring to the processor, on
which the MM will be mapped
• II — processor type
• L — {/i,/2, •• • ,ln] represents assignment of virtual channels on the
physical links of the processor. These are the channels used for communication with other Manipulation Modules

• P = {pi,p2,. •. ,pn} represents a list of parallel processes calls assigne
be executed on the processor identified by N and II.
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Ll/ LV
Figure 3.20: A Tile Laying Cell based on the concept of DME

• pv = a parallel process call consisting of the name of a process introd
MMa
and a list of assigned communication channels in this particular
process call

3.5.2 An Example of C P Model

In order to illustrate the application of the Initial Computing Platform Mo
DME and demonstrate its potential, the development of a CP model for a Tile

Laying Cell shown in figure 3.20 will be presented. The system shown could b

used for automatic tile laying on to precut wall elements, such as used in t
manufactured ship cabinets or toilet units of blocks of flats5.

The Tile Laying Cell has four degrees-of-freedom, produced by linear actuato

Two of the actuators are used to drive the accurate conveyors whereas the o

perform the manipulation. In addition, the manipulator is attached to an on/
gripper. Thus the manufacturing devices constituting the cell are:
5

A s an example, a Finnish company Oy Rakennustuote Parma Ab manufactures ready-to-use
units for example for luxurious cruisers as well as for ordinary blocks of flats. T h e walls are
constructed from sheet metal modules covered with tiles, the position, orientation, and type of
each individual tile of which is determined precisely by the interior designer
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1. One 2 DOF manipulator
2. Two 1 DOF manipulators 6, and

3. One gripper

The simplified control system of such a Flexible Manufacturing Cell illustr

figure 3.21. It mainly consists of three Manipulation Modules running the f
processes:

1. FMC Controller {FMC.C)
0 External Communication Process (ec)
0 Task Distribution Process (td)

2. Manipulator Controller (M.C)
0 Manipulator Planner Process (mc)
0 Horizontal Control Process (he)
0 Vertical Control Process (vc)
0 Gripper Control Process (gc)

3. Conveyor Controller (C.C)
0 Conveyor Planner Process (cc)
0 Right Control Process (re)
0 Left Control Process (Ic)

The initial configuration model of Computing Platform Model for the Tile La
Cell (TLC) is a tuple < TLC,C > that can be represented, as follows:

used as accurate conveyors
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EXTERNAL SYSTEMS

TILE LAYING
SUPER MODULE

Controller

Manipulator
Controller

\7
Gripper
Valve Drives

Drive &
Sensors

Drive &
Sensors

Drive &
Sensors

Drive &
Sensors

= Super Module
= Manipulation Module
= Process
<—• = Communication Link
•^^ = Communication Link to External Systems
^> = Digital or Analog Output
( j> = Digital or Analog Input and Output
Figure 3.21: Simplified process diagram for the control of the Tile Laying Cell
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chan.fmcc.to.td,chan.td.to.fmcc)
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td (chan.fmcc.to.td, chan.td.to.fmcc,
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j PLACE
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cc (chan.cc.to.fmcc, chan.fmcc.to.ee,
chan.ee.to.rc, chan.rc.to.ee,
Pc.c — \
chan.ee.to.Ic, chan.lc.to.ee)
re (chan.ee.to.re, chan.rc.to.ee)
le (chan. cc.to.Ic, chan.lc.to.ee)
The constructs in the above model are derived from the occam implementation

on transputer. The computing platform for the whole application is a supermo

which consists of three Manipulation Modules. The Processing Units of the Ma

nipulation Modules is defined by TLC. The set C provides the tree tuples whi

define the computational and communicational configuration of each Manipulat

Module.
The first tuple, CFMC.c has an identification number of 1 (NFMC.C), a T800

transputer as its processor, and uses all the four physical links of the tra

for communication, with other processes. Each transputer link is dual provid

physical channels for input and output. The construct PLACE ... AT defines w

virtual channel of the process is mapped on the physical channel of the tran

In the case of CFMC.ci the MM is communicating with the other two Manipulatio

Modules and external processes. Two of the dual physical links are therefore
for communication with M.C and CC, and the other two assigned for external
processes.

The list of parallel processor calls which will be required in configuration

processor is provided by PFMc.c- In addition the communication channels defi
each process are also given. This includes the virtual channels which exist

the processes on one Manipulation Module and the ones mapped on the physical
links of the transputer for communication with other Manipulation Modules.

3.6 Initial Computing Platform Model of DM

The Computing Platform model is an optimal configuration of the processes an

processors in the DME. This is achieved by mapping the processes on the proc
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in a way that the communication time between processes is minimized while the

distribution of the computing load on the processors is ballanced. As it wi
shown later, this optimization will be carried out automatically using the
Model Generator (AMG). The input of the AMG is a non-optimal model of the

Computing Platform referred to in this work as Initial Computing Platform M
(ICPM).

Definition 3.2 The initial feature model of the Computing Platform for DME
defined in the form shown by the following grammar:
SuperModule
ManipulationModuleList
ManipulationModule
ContentsList
ProcessorFeatures
FeatureList
Feature
ProcessList
ProcessDeclaration
Process Features
Process
ChannelList
Channel
name
feature
value

is

S M name ManipulationModuleList E N D
ManipulationModuleList ManipulationModule
ManipulationModule
M M name ContentsList E N D
ProcessorFeatures ProcessList
ProcessList

P R O C E S S O R _ D A T A FeatureList E N D
FeatureList Feature
Feature
feature '=' value
ProcessList ProcessDeclaration
ProcessDeclaration
ProcessFeatures Process
Process

P R O C E S S J D A T A FeatureList E N D
P R O C name '(' ChannelList ')'
ChannelList Channel
name

IDENTIFIER
TEXT
TEXT
NUMBER,

where 'j' operator in equal to logical 'or'.
The term feature used above is deliberately left open, since the number and

context of the features varies in time due to the system evolution. For exam
four features currently supported for the definition of the processors are

• PROCESSOR-TYPE
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0 It identifies the processor type, the processing power and the number
of physical links available. The processors currently supported are T2, T4,
and T8 series Inmos transputers [Inm88].

• IPS
0 It defines the number of instructions executed per second by the processor.

• FLOPS
0 It defines the number of floating point arithmetic instructions executed
per second by the processor.

• COMMUNICATION.RATE [Baud]
0 It determines the data exchange rate of the bidirectional communication
links of the processor.

There are five features provided for the definition of the processes:

• INSTRUCTIONS
0 This specifies the number of program code instructions which provides
an estimate of process runtime.

• ARITHMETIC-OPERATIONS [FLOPS]
0 It defines the number of arithmetic operations in the source code which
is an estimate of the complexity of the process.

• EXECUTION.RATE []}
0 This is the minimum required execution rate of the process. Real-time
processes in particular, require to be executed at a certain minimum rate.
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• EXECUTION.TIME [s]

0 It defines the runtime of a process. It is provided for an accurate
of a process.

• DATA.PERJJHANNEL.Q, where 0 is channel identification number

0 This is the number of bytes output to a channel during one executio
loop of a process.

It will be shown in the future chapters that the accuracy of the opti

carried out by the Automatic Model Generator will be dependent on the

of the features defined in ICPM of a DME. The most reliable informati
process can be achieved by benchmarking it on a particular type of a

The Initial Computing Platform Model for the Tile Laying Cell using t
mar introduced in definition 3.2 is as follows:

TLC = =
SM Tile.Laying.Cell
M M FMC.C
PROCESSOR-DATA
PROCESSOR-TYPE = T8
IPS = 25 000 000
FLOPS = 3 500 000
COMMUNICATION-RATE = 10 000 000
END
PROCESS-DATA
INSTRUCTIONS = 100
EXECUTION-RATE = 100
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_1 = 6
DATA-PER.CHANNEL-2 = 60
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 4
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 40
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_5 = 100
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_6 = 10
ec(chan.fmcc.to.extl, chan.extl.to.fmcc,
chan.fmcc.to.ext2, chan.ext2.to.fmcc,
chan.fmcc.to.td, chan.td.to.fmcc)
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PROCESS-DATA
INSTRUCTIONS = 250
ARITHMETIC-OPERATIONS = 10
EXECUTION-RATE = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 60
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 40
DATA_PER_CHANNEL.6 = 4
END
td(chan.fmcc.to.td, chan.td.to.fmcc,
chan.fmcc.to.mc, chan.mc.to.fmcc,
chan.fmcc.to.ee, chan.cc.to.fmcc)

END
M M M.C
PROCESSOR-DATA
PROCESSOR-TYPE = T8
IPS = 25 000 000
FLOPS = 3 500 000
COMMUNICATION-RATE = 10 000 000
END
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 10
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.04
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_I = 600
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 60
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 250
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 20
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_5 = 250
DATA-PER-CHANNEL.6 = 20
DATA-PER-CHANNEL.7 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 20
END
mc(chan.fmcc.to.mc, chan.mc.to.fmcc,
chan.mc.to.hc, chan.hc.to.mc,
chan.mc.to.vc, chan.vc.to.mc,
chan.mc.to.gc, chan.gc.to.mc )
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 100
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.005
DATA_PER_CHANNEL.l = 25
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 2
END
hc(chan.mc.to.hc, chan.hc.to.mc)
PROCESS-DATA
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EXECUTION-RATE = 100
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.005
DATA_PER-CHANNEL_1 = 25
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 2
END
vc(chan.mc.to.vc, chan.vc.to.mc)
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 50
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.002
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 4
END
gc(chan.mc.to.gc, chan.gc.to.mc)
END

M M CC
PROCESSOR-DATA
PROCESSOR-TYPE = T8
IPS = 25 000 000
FLOPS = 3 500 000
COMMUNICATION-RATE = 10 000 000
END
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 10
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.01
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 400
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 40
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 200
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 20
DATA_PER.CHANNEL_5 = 200
DATA.PER.CHANNEL-6 = 20
END
cc(chan.cc.to.fmcc, chan.fmcc.to.ee,
chan.ee.to.re, chan.rc.to.ee,
chan.ee.to.lc, chan.lc.to.ee )
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 100
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.03
DATA_PER.CHANNEL_1 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 2
END
rc(chan.cc.to.rc, chan.rc.to.ee)
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION-RATE = 100
EXECUTION-TIME = 0.03
DATA_PER-CHANNEL_1 = 20
DATA„PER-CHANNEL_2 = 2
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END
lc(chan.cc.to.lc, chan.lc.to.cc)

END
END

According to definition 3.1, there is no limit to the number of processors n

processes constructing a MM, as long as the computational and communicational

requirements are fulfilled. For the simplicity of this example, however, the
given above assumes three MM's each driven by just one processor.

The configuration assumed in this example also follows the logical breakdown

the control system into three functionally different modules which makes the

more comprehensive. There is, however, no guarantee either on the final numb

processors in each MM or the total number of processors that will be required

the whole DME control system to fulfill the computational and communicational
requirements. The Automatic Model Generator (AMG) will examine the ICPM and
calculate the optimal configuration.
Some of MM's in the above ICPM are well defined in terms of the computa-

tional and communicational complexity. The processes assigned on such MM's c

be checked and processed by the AMG to compute the optimal mapping of the pro

cesses and the channels. The MM's containing processes with approximate valu

of complexity can also be processed by the AMG. The accuracy of the mapping w

be strongly dependent on the accuracy of the information provided in the ICPM

3.6.1 Discussion on ICPM

The ICPM defined above is general, modular, flexible, and object-oriented. It

provides all the information required in the system design from the high lev
entities and basic building blocks to the hardware and software elements in

system low level. It enables the designer to develop large real-time systems

assigning it to any particular hardware or software at the early stages of t
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Due to the object-oriented structure of the ICPM, it can be specified gradu

and all the entities can be defined as they become known to the designer. Th

ICPM developed is inherently open for future development, very well structu

automatic generation, and can be easily interfaced to other software packag
The ICPM contains information on both the physical features and the control

and communication functions of the manufacturing devices constituting the D

manufacturing system. Using the ICPM, the designer is able to create a link

the logical structure of the system and the basic software and hardware ent

With the ICPM, the designer can also provide enough information for the Aut
Model Generator of DME that generates the Computing Platform model of DME
introduced in subsection 3.5.1.

ICPM defines not only the hierarchy between the Super Modules and the Manip-

ulation Modules, but also provides information on the number, type, and capa

of the parallel processors and their location, complexity, execution rate, a
communication requirements. The ICPM has been designed in a way that can be
easily expanded to meet the future requirements and adjust to them.

In spite of the general definition of the ICPM that allows the designer to i

clude various attributes in the model, the emphasis in this thesis is stron

computational and communicational aspects that need to be considered in orde

to automate the mapping of the processes on the processors and to automate t
generation of the Computing Platform model of DME.
The emphasis of the model of DME is on the modularity and the flexibility

of the architecture and the data flow. The same modeling primitives can be u

throughout the whole real-time system design process regardless of its comp

The modeling procedure is independent from the approach adopted for the sys

design, whether top-down, bottom-up, or as it is often most natural and adva

geous [Pet88], by concurrently defining top level modules and some of the pr

low level functions without detailed description of the modules and the dat
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between them.

DME system model reflects the inherent parallelism and loose coupling between

modules in a typical manufacturing system. Models for separate SM's can be de

veloped independently and the final integration takes place through the flex

reconfiguration part of the DME definition. This will particularly encourage

ular and distributed design of parallel processes and will emphasize the rol

transputer communication links as the means for effective computer integrati
parallel processors.

Chapter 4

COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
OF DME
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the characteristics of the modern manufacturing devices, especially
industrial robots, with respect to the computational complexity of their control
algorithms will be considered. The advantages gained by simplifying the hardware
configurations will be discussed. This is in direct relationship with the architecture
offered by Distributed Manipulation Environment ( D M E ) , which will ideally consist
of optimal ensemble of revolving and prismatic actuators.
It will be also shown that a considerable increase in the computational power
can be gained by the introduction of parallel processing in the control of industrial
manipulation systems such as D M E .
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4.2 Computational Load vs. Hardware Capacity

The computational load of a modern industrial manufacturing system is usuall

compared with the computing capacity of a typical microprocessor. The operat

status of the manufacturing system is changing rapidly and continuously. This

real-time environment, hence, is a source of a wide variety of information p

at a high frequency far beyond the controller's processing capability. The s

interfacing the system to the outside world can follow closely the ever chan

status of the target system. The information produced, however, should usual

be sampled, filtered, or otherwise compacted in a suitable form and frequenc

it is going to be used as in a real-time controller. The duration of this co

together with the the actual sensory data processing and the response action

be kept within fraction of a second. As an example, the typical response tim
real-time robot controllers should be around 60 Hz [LL79]. A longer response

will increase the inaccuracies in the system in the form of vibrations. This

be compensated by the control system, and hence, the performance of the robot
will decrease.

Some controllers contain several processors to reduce the computational burd

on each. One of these processors, for example, may take care of I/O operation

while the rest are especially designed for other kinds of problems. The majo

of these kinds of controllers are, however, based on a common data bus struc

which itself sets certain constraints on the real-time communication between

processors due to the hardware-dependent data exchange bandwidth. Thus a typ

mainframe process computer or the main processor in a multiprocessor control

cannot receive, send, nor process an unlimited number of incoming and outgoin
messages. On the other hand, expanding the system by adding more processors

has its own limitations, too. The upgrading of the controller is usually dif
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it results in insuperable problems due to incompatibility between the exist
introduced hardware.

One of the reasons behind the inflexibility of a controller is its hardware
ture. It usually consist of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) or highly

ized systems based on a processor belonging to one of the known processor f

of Zilog Z8x, Intel 80xx/80xxx, or Motorola 68xx/68xxx. The PLC's are modu-

lar multiprocessor systems using small and highly specialized controller un

their basic building blocks. This modular structure makes them quite flexib

hardware as they can perform local I/O-activities. This however, does not e

the main processor's computational capacity. The other disadvantage of PLC'

the use of a common data bus interfacing various modules. This construction
several constraints

• Bandwidth of the data bus is limited.

• The data bus is strictly for local use between the manufacturer's standar
processor modules.

• External communication is based on specialized modules that usually communicate in serial using RS-232C, RS-4221

• Real-time control is limited to local controllers.

Controllers based on a single processor or a small and fixed number of proc

are not designed to be expanded, or modified. Thus, all the modifications b

the manufacturer's instructions are difficult to carry out and require prof
knowledge on the hardware design of the particular type of a controller.
'some PLC systems support nowadays also optical fibres for communication
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4.3 Control Programs in Real-time Controller

Real-time controllers are highly specialized systems that usually are not de

to be reconfigured. Their control programs are designed and implemented to f

their tasks for a particular application. All the changes in the system requ

modification of the control program by a skilled programmer familiar with th
control system.
Small real-time systems, such as robot controllers, tend to follow the same

proach in their control hardware and software. The control algorithms are em

into the low-level control system and the user is not able to change the pre

trol software. Such inflexibility can be identified in many aspects of the c
including

• processing hardware,
• amount of PROM/RAM available,

• bandwidth, speed, and protocol of the external communication,

• I/O operations,

• functions and structures of the robot programming language, and

• usually even the user-interface.

4.4 Computational Complexity of Manipulator
Kinematics and Dynamics
A good number of studies on manipulator kinematics and dynamics have been

presented in the literature [LC86], [HK89], [AT87], [ZP91]. [AL87], [NL85], [OT86

[KWW87], [YL89], [OS84], [LNS87]. They include algorithms for Inverse Kinematic

Inverse Dynamics, and Jacobians and also a large number of formulae to calcu
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the amount of arithmetical operations needed to compute them. The reported

works concentrate, however, mainly on the Inverse Kinematics and Dynamics o
the highly articulated manipulators with mostly revolutionary joints, such

560, Stanford Arm Manipulator, and Adept One Scara. Prismatic joints are of

completely neglected, even though the future of automation will not necessa

dependent on the highly articulated manipulators currently common in the in
[Red91], [AFTV90].

Within the following subsections 4.4.1-4.4.6, a study has been conducted to

derstand the computational complexity of the manipulator structures, partic
the ones based on prismatic joints, such as M3. The computation required to

trol a typical DME configuration in comparison with an articulated robot wi

also studied. The comparison is made based on the number of arithmetic oper
required to calculate
• Inverse Kinematics of
0 Position and Orientation,
0 Velocity, and
0 Acceleration

• Inverse Dynamics, and

• Jacobians.
The computations were carried out using the iterative and recursive algo-

rithms of Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) [DH55], and Newton-Euler (NE) representati
[LWP80].

4.4.1 Generalized Manipulator Kinematics

Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) representation of manipulator kinematics is based o

the notations for a link system shown in figure 4.1. In DH representation i
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J

°*ts+1

Figure 4.1: The link coordinate systems for two adjacent links
is used to describe the translational and rotational relationships between adjacent

manipulator links are expressed by 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrices.

The transformation matrices are formed with respect to the coordinate system

the previous link. The orthonormal cartesian coordinate frame attach to ever
is determined on the basis of the three following rules:

1. The Z{_i axis lies along the axis of motion of the ith joint.

2. The Xi axis is normal to the z\-\ axis and pointing away from it.

3. The yi axis completes the right-handed coordinate system as required.

The base coordinate frame is defined as the 0th coordinate system (xG,yo,zo).

The DH representation can be used in the development of recursive algorithms,

such as in [JT86] and [OT86]. Some research has also been conducted in the fi
parallel/pipeline algorithms [LC87], [ZP91].
In their paper on General-Purpose Inverse Kinematics Transformations for
Robotic Manipulators [AT87], Ang and Tourassis have shown that DH represen-
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di
<*i

d2

4
0
0
d6

Table 4.1: T h e link coordinate parameters for Stanford A r m Manipulator
tation can be transferred to a set of computationally effective recursive equations.
Their method is based on basic DH notation, where the relative position and orientation of the two connected coordinate frames can be expressed as an ordered
combination of individual rotations and translations

1° Rotate X(-i axis about 2,_i axis by angle of 0; until it is parallel to X{ axis.

2° Translate x;_i axis along Z{-\ axis by a distance of r; to align with X{ axis.

3° Translate origin o;_! along X{ axis by a distance of d{ to coalesce origin ot-.
4° Rotate ith coordinate system about xi axis by an angle of a; until they coalesce.

Every coordinate frame is completely defined by four parameters $i,r{,di and
Qi. The variable parameter is 0; for rotational joints is r; for translational. The
remaining parameters are geometric constants 2.
A homogeneous 4x4 transformation matrix can be formed. The matrix have
the following form

4-i =

r; COS &i \
/ cos B{ — cos a{ sin B{ sin di sin Bx
sin0;
cos a2 cos 6i — sin ct{ cos 9i r,' sin 0;
di
coso t
sin a;
0

I o
2

refer to figure 4.2 and table 4.1

0

0

1

J

(4.1)
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Origins
coalesce
Tool (gripper)
center point

Figure 4.2: The coordinate system for Stanford A r m Manipulator
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In practice, using 3x1 geometrical vectors significantly reduce the amount of
multiplications by 0 and 1 exist in the D H 4 x 4 matrix representation.

4.4.2 Generalized Inverse Kinematics
In the Ang and Tourassis recursive set of Inverse Kinematics formulae, the input
joint coordinates are denoted by (qi, q2,..., qn)-

T h e geometric parameters are

denoted by a;, di, and r; for rotational joints, and by di, a,, and 0; for translational.
As the result, the position po and the orientation of the axes xo,yo, and zQ of
the origin Oo and frame / 0 are expressed in reference to the end-effector frame
(XN,VN,ZN)With these notations, an Inverse Kinematic representation for all link frames of
a manipulator can be derived step by step.

1° First Zi axis is rotated by — a; to align with 2,-_i axis. Let us denote the
temporal result frame by (xi_1,yi_1,zi_l) it can be shown that

*,- (4.2)

2/Li

yi cos cti — Z{ sin atZi = yi sin cti + Z{ cos cti

(4-3)
(4-4)

2° and 3° The translations by —di along a;,- axis and by r; along Zi-\ axis of the
origin 0; can be notated by

Pi-i = Pi - diXi - r,-2,-_i (4.5)

4° Second rotation to align x-_a with Xi-\ about z,-_i by — 0,- yields to

x,-_i = x-_1 cos 0; - ?/;_! sin di (4.6)
2/i-i = ^i_i sin $i + y •_! cos 0,-

(4.7)
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Now, substituting equations 4.2 and 4.3 in to 4.6 and 4.7 yields

Xi-\ = xi cos 9{ -\r (z{ sin a; — yi cos a.i) sin 6i (4.8)
y;_i = Xi sin 0,- + (y4 cos a, - z; sin a;) cos 0; (4.9)

Finally, the yt_i axis can be noticed to be computed more effectively by usin
the vector cross-product

Vi-\ = Zi-i x xt_i (4.10)

The equations 4.2-4.10 are in a recursive form, and hence, they can be direct
transferred to a set of parallel processes written, for example, in Parallel

language. If the processes would be preferred to be written in occam language

would either have to be transformed into iterative form or implemented as sep
processes, since occam does not support recursion.
Let us consider the complexity of the computations in the Inverse Kinematics
of Position and Orientation for a 3 degree-of-freedom PPR

3

manipulator. Using

the equations 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, and 4.10, for i = 2 yields

ZM

3A

4M

3A

4M

xi - x2cos92 + z2 sin a2 sin 02 - y2 cos a2 sin 02>
>

^/
11M+6A

3M ~A 3M

z\ — z2 cos a2 + y2 sin cx2
'

y\

v

6M+3A
Z\ X X\
6M+3A
3A 3M 3A

pi —

p2

-

3M

diXi - riZi_i

6M+6A
total (29M + ISA)
3 P=prismatic
p_
joint, R=rotational joint
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As it can be noticed from the previous formulae, the computational complexit

of Inverse Kinematics of Position and Orientation is not dependent on the ty

the link. Thus, a general formulae can be presented for the number of arithm
operations per link #a.0(linki)

#a.0(linki) = 29M + 18A, (4.11)

which yields to the total amount of arithmetical operations needed in the In
Kinematics of Position and Orientation of a PPR type manipulator #a.0(PPR)

#a.0(PPR) = 87M + 54A (4.12)

4.4.3 Generalized Inverse Kinematics of Velocity

If the velocity of the manipulator's end-effector is to be expressed as a fu

the joint velocities, there is a need for the computation of the Inverse Kin
of Velocity. Denoting the 6x1 velocity vector of the end-effector by vpj, 6
Jacobian matrix by J(q) = (J\J2 . • • JN),

an

d N x 1 joint velocity vector by

[q\,q2,..., <?TV)T it can be shown that

v

»=(r)=j(<^, (4.i3)
V WN J

where u^ and WJV are translational and rotational velocities. The 6x1 column
the Jacobian matrix J(q) can be computed by

(rotational joint)
\ zi-\ 1

or

Ji —

\

'

(4-14)
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(translational joint) Ji = j LT1 J (4.15)

Equations 4.14 and 4.15 clearly show that only (z0, Z\,..., ZJV-I) axe

tion vectors (po,p\,.. -PN) are required to be known in order to compu

cross-products in the Jacobians of rotational joints. Translational joi

simpler and can be derived directly from the (z0, z\,..., z/v-i) axes

The generalized Inverse Kinematics of Velocity depends on the solution
system of 6 linear equations (4.13). Since the inverse of the Jacobian
not needed, numeric techniques

4

can be used to solve the equation for

A = 6
vN = J(q)q =^ q = J~xvN (4.16)

The inverse can be solved when the Jacobian matrix is invertible. A si
indicates that the manipulator can not cross some physical regions in
These cases can be solved by careful preplanning.

In cases where N < 6, two kinds of conclusions are possible. If a solu
exists and the matrix has a rank N, then the solution can be found by
elimination. The solution is of the form

q= LJvN&JTvN = (JTJ)q, (4.17)

where LJ = (JTJ)~1JT is the N x 6 left pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian ma

The nonexistence of a solution indicates that the manipulator cannot r

assigned position or orientation. If the linear system has redundant e

is N > 6, there may be none, one, or more than one solutions. No soluti

found, if the rank of the Jacobian matrix is less than 6. Multiple sol
that the manipulator may reach the assigned position or orientation in
4

Gaussian elimination
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The solution nearest to the origin, however, can be achieved by minimum Eucl
norm \\q\\. In all cases, the solutions are in the form

q= RJvN^q = JT(JJT)-1vN, (4.18)
where RJ = JT(JJT)~l is the (N x 6) pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix.

4.4.3.1 Computational Complexity of the Inverse Kinematics of Velocity

Let us compute the Inverse Kinematics of Velocity for a 3 degree-of-freedom

manipulator. Using the equations 4.14 and 4.15, we can see, as far as the c

Ji and J2 are concerned, the two first translational joints are free of comp
cost. Since the rotational joint is the last one in the PPR manipulator, it
require any computations for column J3.

In a general manipulator configuration, however, a rotational joint requires
calculation of the vector cross-product

6M+3A 3jA

Z\ X (P2-Pl)
"

v

"

6M+6A
total (6M + 6A)

Since the trajectory in Inverse Kinematics is always expressed in tool coor

frame, the Jacobian matrix NJ(q), that substitutes the base coordinate matrix

°J(q) — J(q) in equation 4.13, has to be expressed in the base coordinate fr
too. The transformation
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T
T

o\
0
0
NJ

°J =

o
o
\o
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(4.19)

T
x0
T

zl )

produces an extra 18 multiplications and 12 additions for each column in the

N

J(q)

matrix. Thus, the general computational cost of the transformation becomes 18

multiplications and 12N additions. For a PPR manipulator this yields to 54 mu
plications and 36 additions.

Gaussian elimination needed to solve the equation 4.13 has a computational c
of \(N3 + 3 A2 -AN+ 6) multiplications and |(2A3 + 3N2 - 5 A + 6) additions or
16 multiplications and 12 additions for a PPR manipulator.

Finally, the total number of arithmetical operations needed in the computatio

of the Inverse Kinematics of Velocity of a PPR type manipulator #a.0(PPR) can
be presented as
#a.0(PPR) = 70M + 48A, (4.20)

where Inverse Kinematics of Position and Orientation are already computed.
For a more comparable result, the computations must be repeated from the
beginning. This will increase the amount of arithmetic operations to a total

i all
#™
0{PPR) = 157M + 102A

4.4.4

(4.21)

Inverse Kinematics of Acceleration

The methods used in the calculation of Inverse Kinematics of Position and Ori

tation and in the Inverse Kinematics of Velocity can be used to find the Inver

Kinematics of Acceleration. It will also result to recursive equations, algor
and computer programs. The Jacobian matrix inversion can be solved again by
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Gaussian elimination.
Similar to the equation 4.13, the manipulator system can be represented by a

6x1 acceleration vector X>N divided by two 3x1 vectors of translational UN an
rotational acceleration WN

i =

=J(q)i

(4 22)

» [Z)

-

Differentiating the equation 4.22 with respect to time yields

vN = Jq + jq,

(4.23)

where J = ^- = (J\J2 ... JN) and q = (q\,q2,.. •, (JN) • The columns (J\J2 ... JN)

of J are computed by differentiating the equations 4.14 and 4.15 resulting t

/ J. 4/ • • +\ i
( Zi-1 X (PN - Pi-l) + Zi„! X (pN-Pi-l) \
•
(rotational joint) Ji=\
Z
V
i-i
)

/, 9,x
(4.z4j

anc

(translational joint) Ji = I

*

j

(4.25)

It can be seen that equations 4.24, 4.25, 4.14 and 4.15 depend only on the

(zo,Zi,... ,ZN-I) vectors, position vectors (po,Pi, • • -PN), and their time der

The latter ones can be computed by differentiating the recursive equations 4

4.8, and 4.10. For a translational joint, where qi = r,-, the equations will

x,-_i =

Xi cos 9i + (£i sin a; — yi cos at-) sin 9t

(4-26)

i)i-\ = x\ sin 9i + (y^ cos a; - Zi sin a;) cos 0,- (4-27)
Zi-i — Vi sin ai + ^ cos at- (4.28)
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Pi-i = pi - diXi - r;2,-Li - r,-2,-_i (4.29)

and for a rotational joint where qi = 9{ the equation will be

xt_i = [ij + (zi sin a,- — yi cos a,-)0,-] cos 0i +
(£i sin a,- - y,- cos aj - x,0j) sin 0,-

(4.30)

j/i_i =

ii_i x Xi_x + ^_! x ii_i

(4-31)

Zi_i =

y2-sin at• +ii cos ai

(4.32)

p,-_i =

p\- - c?iXi - rt-it-_i

(4.33)

Similar to all other Inverse Kinematics computations, the Inverse Kinematics
acceleration is calculated with reference to the tool frame. The inverse transformations needed to achieve this notation is the solution of the system in equation 4.22
with respect to the variables (q\, q2,..., q^)

VN = Jq + Jq <$• VN — J<1 — Jq' (4.34)

The existence of solution for the above equation can be discussed similar to

4.4.4.1 Computational Complexity of the Inverse Kinematics of Acceleration

Let us compute the Inverse Kinematics of acceleration for a 3 degree-of-freed
P P R manipulator. From equation 4.23, it can be seen that the two translational
joints require the following amount of computations (case i = 2)

3M 3A 4M 3A 4M

x\ =

x2 cos 0 2 + z2 sin a 2 sin 0 2 — y2 cos a 2 sin 0 2
<3M

y\ =

'

v

3A

11M+6.4
4M
3A

4M

x 2 sin 0 2 + y2 cos a2 cos 02 — z2 sin Q2 cos 02
v

„
llM+6,4

'
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3M 3A 3M
ii — yi sin c\i -j- i2- cos a;
v

v

'

6M+3A
3A 3M 3A 3M 3A 3M
Pi = Pi ~ diX{ - TiZi-i ~ TiZi-x
v

9M+9.4
*oia/ (37M + 24A)

For a rotational joint the computation will be as follows

3M
3M
3.4

3M

3.4

3M

3vl

x8_i = [xi + (zt- sin on - yi cos cni)9i] cos 9i +
12M+9.4
3M

(ii sin «i — yicosai — Xi0i)sin0i
*'
12M+6A
3M 3A 3M
zx = yi sin cti + Z{ cos cti
s

"

v

'

6M+3A
6M+3M 3A 6M+3M
y-^ — z\ X X\ + Z\ X Xi
v

v

'

12M+9A
3A 3M 3A 3M

6M+6A
total (48M + 33A)

Based on equation 4.23, the number of arithmetic operations required to pro

the Jacobian matrix columns Ji and J2 for the two translational joints of th

manipulator is 96 multiplications and 66 additions. On the other hand, the c

J3 corresponding to the rotational joint does not require any computation, s
is the last joint in the manipulator.

In the general case, however, there is an additional computation for a rotat
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joint

6M+3A 3A 6M+3A
Z2 X -p2 + Z2 X -p2
v

"*

'

12M+9.4
total (12M + 9A)

Since the Inverse Kinematics is always defined with respect to the tool-frame
time derivate of the Jacobian matrix

N

J should be expressed in the base coor

frame x0, yo, z0. This transformation follows the procedure presented earlier
Inverse Kinematics of Velocity. An extra 18 multiplications and 12 additions
each column in the

N

J matrix are needed, yielding to the general computation

cost of the transformation of 18N multiplications and 12N additions. It will
total of 54 multiplications and 36 additions for a PPR manipulator.

Gaussian elimination needed to solve the equation 4.34 is of a computational

cost of i(AT3 + 3A2-4A + 6) multiplications and §(2AT3 + 3AT2 -5A + 6) additions

which shows an increase of 6 additions due to the subtraction operation in t
hand side of the equation 4.34. In case of a PPR manipulator this yields to
subtotal of 16 multiplications and 18 additions.

Finally, the total number of arithmetical operations needed in the computatio

of the Inverse Kinematics of Acceleration of a PPR type manipulator #a.0(PPR)
can be formulated by

#a.0(PPR) = 166M + 120A, (4.35)

where it is assumed that Inverse Kinematics of Position and Orientation and

Kinematics of Velocity are already computed providing the required vectors a
Jacobian matrix.
For a more general result, all the computations must be repeated from the
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Figure 4.3: Number of operations

beginning. This will increase the amount of arithmetic operations to a total of

#aaH0(PPR) = 317M + 222A

4.4.5

(4.36)

Discussion on Inverse Kinematics Computation

The amount of computation needed to calculate the Inverse Kinematics of Position and Orientation, Inverse Kinematics of Velocity, and inverse Kinematics of
Acceleration of the following manipulators are illustrated in figure 4.3:

• A manipulator with 2 Prismatic joints (PP)

• A manipulator with 2 Prismatic joints and 1 Revolutionary joint (PPR)

• A manipulator with 3 Prismatic joints (PPP)

A manipulator with 3 Prismatic joints and 1 Revolutionary joint

• A manipulator with 6 Revolutionary joints (RRRRRR)

or (6R)

(PPPR)
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These manipulators represent typical configurations in DME, except the QR whi
is a more conventional construction.
The diagrams shown in the figure 4.3 clearly indicate that the amount of computations in the Inverse Kinematics of Position and Orientation for a PP type

manipulator is almost | of a 6R type manipulator. The difference between these

two manipulator types grows even bigger, when the Inverse Kinematics of Veloc
and Acceleration is considered.

The same result with a slightly smaller difference applies for the other mani
lator types, such as PPR, PPP, and PPPR.

The results obtained clearly demonstrate that the computational complexity ca
be significantly reduced by simplifying the structure of the manipulator and

mainly prismatic types of joints. A further reduction in the amount of comput

is possible, as the algorithms of Inverse Kinematics contain several multipli
by-0. These unnecessary arithmetic operations are mainly due to the prismatic

structure of the DME manipulators. However, it was decided to keep the repres
tation as general as possible.

4.4.6 Generalized Manipulator Dynamics
Nowadays, the dynamic control of the majority of the manipulators is based on
Newton-Euler (NE) dynamic equations [FGL87]

r(t) = $(9)9(t) + £1(0,0) + h(0), (4.37)

when
r(t)
$

= N x 1 vector of force or torque applied to the joints
= N x N effective and coupling matrix

0,0, and 0
fith

— N x 1 vectors of position, velocity, and acceleration
= N x 1 vector of Coriolis and Centrifugal effects
= N x I vector of gravitational force
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Other dynamic equations used are based on Lagrange-Euler [FGL87] and Appel

formulae [FGL87]. However, they are computationally more complex and laborio

to derive in to a set of recursive equations for computation in a digital co
[FGL87]. The Lagrange-Euler representation has the form

d (dL\ dL ,

where
L
K
P
qi
ji
Ti

= Lagrangian function = Kinetic energy K - potential energy P
= Total Kinetic energy of the robot arm
= Total Potential energy of the robot arm
=z Generalized coordinates of the robot arm
= First time derivate of the generalized coordinate qi
= Generalized force/torque applied to the system at joint i to derive link i

Appel's representation is as follows:

dG
-Q~=QI

Q = [Qi,Q2,...,Q;v]T,

(4.39)

where
G
Q
q

= Generalized function of the linear and angular acceleration energy
= Vector of the generalized forces
= Coordinate corresponding to the generalized forces

4.4.7 Generalized Inverse Dynamics

The NE dynamic equations have been translated to a recursive form that are i
suitable for use in sequential processing algorithms [FGL87]:
Begin (Forward recursion for rotational joints);
For i = 0,...,N -1 do;
u>i+i = Aj+1[yJi-\-z0ei+1] (4.40)
yJi+i

=

Aj+1[u>i + z06i+1 + ui x (z09l+l)\

i>i+i

=

Aj+1[vi] + wi+l x Pl+1 +W.-+1 x (LO1+X x pi+1)

^i+i

=

wt-+i x 5,-+i + u;,-+i x (tot+1 x si+1) + v,-+i

Fi+1 =

ml+1Vt+1

Nl+1

Ji+1ibi+1 +u;i+1 x (Ji+1ioi+1)

=

(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
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End (Forward recursion for rotational joints);
or
Begin (Forward recursion for translational joints);
For i = 0,..., N - 1 do;
y-i+l = Aj+1[u>i]

(4.46)

~>i+i = Aj+1[uji]
Vi+i =
<J>i+l =

(4.47)

Af+1[ii + z09i+i] + 2ui+1 x Aj+1z06i+i +
UJi+l X pi+1 +LOi+1 X (uji+1 X pi+1)

(4.48)

U)i+1 X Si+1 + Wj+i X (w,-+i X si+i) + vi+1

(4.49)

Fi+1 =

mi+1y>i+1

(4.50)

End (Forward recursion for translational joints);
and
Begin (Backward recursion for rotational joints);
For i = N,..., 1 do;
fi =

Ai+i[/i+i] + Fi

(4.51)

rii =

Ai+i[ni+i] +Pi x f + A^i + Si x Fi

(4.52)

n(t) =

nJ(Ajzo)

(4.53)

End (Backward recursion for rotational joints);
or
Begin (Backward recursion for translational joints);
For i = N,..., 1 do;
fi = A+iUi+i] + Ft (4.54)
Ti(t) =

fI(Ajz0)

End (Backward recursion for translational joints);,
where

(4.55)
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Ui and Ui
v\
^i
Fi and Ni
fi and ni
Si
Ji
mi

Angular velocity and acceleration of the ith coordinate frame
Linear acceleration of the ith coordinate frame
Linear acceleration of the center of the mass of the ith link
Force and m o m e n t u m exerted on ith link
Force and m o m e n t u m exerted on ith link by (i — l)th link
Position of the center of the mass of ith link
Inertia tensor matrix of ith link about its center of mass
Mass of ith link

0,0, and 0
Ti(t)
Ai
Pi
ZQ

Joint position, velocity, and acceleration of the ith joint
Force or torque applied on the ith joint
Rotation matrix of ith link
Position vector of the center of ith link
Orientation vector of the z axis of the base coordinate system
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The recursive form of these revised NE dynamic equations has encouraged the

researchers to implement parallel and/or pipeline algorithms to further impr

the computational speed [LC86], [HK89], [AL87], [NL85], [OT86], [KWW87]. Several

studies have already been presented concerning the use of transputers to sol

problems in parallel [HF89], [GF89], [DS90], but due to the great number of eq

and iterations derived from 6 degree-of-freedom articulated robots, the solu

are still mainly of academic interest. On the other hand, simplified manipul
structures with a reasonable amount of kinematics and dynamics computation,

as the ones introduced in figures 3.9, 3.13, and 4.8 are excellent candidate

controlled in real-time by a network of transputer based Manipulation Module

4.4.7.1 Computational Complexity of Manipulator Dynamics Using Recursive Equations

Let us compute the number of arithmetic operations in the Inverse Dynamics o

three-joint PPR manipulator using the recursive equations of Newton-Euler re
sentation.

Referring to the manipulator structure represented in the figure 4.4, we den
that the rotation matrices AN and AN can be represented by
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Figure 4.4: Link coordinate systems for a P P R type D M E manipulator

At =

/ 1
0

0
0

VO -1
A,

Vo 1 0 j

0/

/ 1 0 0 \
AT 1 0 ,
0
A

1

A,

/ 1 0 0 \
0\
0-1
1
=> A\ = 0

—

\0 0 1/

( C0S3 — sin3 0 ^
sin3 C0S3 0
v 0
0
1)

(

cos 3
— sin3

V

0

Al =

sin 3 0 ^
cos 3 0

0 1 ^

The vectors of the mass center points SN are initialized by

si

0 \
0
-k 1

s2

I ° ^
2

/
and S3 —

0 \
2

V 0 )

V 0 y

/0

0 \
0

2 /

and the link position vectors PN b y

0 \
Pi =

-h
0 ;

P2 =

0

u

and pz =

The link inertia matrices JN are all of the same form
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0

0
0

Ji =

( 0
0
T^m2lj
J2 = 0 12'

\

V0

0

Js

0

0
0

yn2i\)

0 \
0
0
£mm;
3/§
0
^m3ll )

=

The vectors ZQ and VQ are initialized by

zo

(°\

where g = 9.81 m

u 0 = #2o

0
and finally,

u>o = 0, cjo = 0, A 4 = {0}, / 4 = 0, andn4 — 0.

The computation will proceed as follows:
1° Initially the angular velocities u>i are defined:

=0

wi = Af [w0] =

1.1° i = 0;

9M+6A

L02 =

1.2° i = h

TL.,1 _
Al[ui]

/ 1 0 0\
/0
0 1 0 x

\0 0 l)
9M+6.4

1.3° i = 2;

L03 = Aj[u>2 + 2:0 03] =

^ cos3
sin3 0
— sin3 cos3 0

V

0

9M+6A
X

I0 \
0

0 1

\byj
12M+9A

subtotal (30M + 21A)
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Next the angular accelerations tOi are calculated:

1 0 0 \ /0 \
wi = AT[u0] r= | 0 0 -1x 0 =

2.1° i = 0;

0 10/

o

Voy
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/1
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0 0\

0 1 0
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/ 0 x\
x
0

M

o 1/

\ o ,/

9M+6A

2.3° * = 2;

u;3 = A^[cJ2 + z093 + LO2 x z093] =

f cos 03 sin003
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— sin 0 3 cosX0 3 0
V
0
0
1 )
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/o \
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Voy
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3° The linear accelerations £,• are calculated as follows:

3.1° i = 0; ui = Af [u0 + 20J/1] + 2u>i x Af 20yi + wi x pi + ux x [o>i x pa]
3M
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3.3° i = 2;

{?2 = A j x v2 + cj3 x p 3 + u;3 x [w3 x p3] =

W
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The linear accelerations of the center of the mass \t,- are derived from:

4.1° i = 0;
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Next, the force Fi and m o m e n t u m Ni exerted on ith link are calculated.

The two translational joints do not require the calculation of the Ni, since
force/torque in equation 4.55 is not dependent on it.

0
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The force /,• exerted on ith link by (i — l)th link is calculated:

6.1° i = 3;

/3 = A4/4 + F3 =
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7° Since the first two translational joints do not need momentum m in the

calculation of the applied force/torque in equation 4.55, the momentum n3 exe
on 3rd link by 2nd link is only considered:

n3 = A4n4 + p 3 x / 3 + N3 + s 3 x F 3

7.1° i = 3;
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Finally, the force/torque Ti applied on i* joint is calculated:
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Figure 4.5: The amount of computations in Inverse Dynamics and Jacobian matrix
calculation

4.4.8 Discussion on Inverse Dynamics Computation
The amount of computations needed for the Inverse Dynamics is significantly lower
for simple manipulator structures as shown infigure4.5. The Inverse Dynamics is
computationally much more intensive than the Inverse Kinematics. This explains
the more active research interest shown in the development of computationally
effective algorithms for Inverse Dynamics rather than Inverse Kinematics.

4.5

Speed and Cost Effectiveness

4.5.1 Background
A study has been conducted to investigate the speed and cost effectiveness of D M E
compared to articulated robots in the context of Reconfigurable Modular Manipulator Systems ( R M M S ) 5 [TN91b].
5

refer to subsection 3.2.1
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A simulation program was developed for this purpose. The comparison was
based on the knowledge obtained for the parts and devices required for each system
configuration and their average costs around 1990-91.

4.5.2 Comparison of Manipulators' Overall Speed

In general, the highly articulated manipulators are slow, relatively inaccurate, hav
a complex non-linear work space, and are efficient only when operating in isolation
from the rest of the manufacturing process 6. Moreover, the ability to position and
orient fully the end-effector in the manipulator work space is often an unnecessary
feature [Red91], [AT90], [TN91b]. Better design for assembly will require simpler
manipulators and work cells which can increase the speed and accuracy of the cell

at a lower overall cost 7. Simpler structures will also lead to reduced installation
training, maintenance, and service costs.
In this subsection, some examples are given to support the claims presented

above. In figure 4.6, the results of a simulation of the operating speed of a mushro
harvesting cell and an assembly cell are given. The comparison was conducted
between simulated models of the different manipulator configurations illustrated in
figures 4.7 and 4.8. Three of the manipulators are based on DME concept and two
are based on typical six degree-of-freedom articulated industrial robots.
The examples were studied by varying the relative speed of each different construction. Each manipulator configuration was given a logically similar task as an

input, but as the configurations differed, the tasks were to be slightly adjusted to
suit each configuration as much as possible.
The results of the simulation study [TN91b] indicate that in a well designed and
controlled manufacturing environment, such as DME, the simple yet highly task
oriented manipulators are fast production machines with speeds higher than the
6

refer to sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3
7
refer to subsection 3.2.1
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Figure 4.6: Speed of the applications
speed of typical articulated manipulators, in particular w h e n run in parallel with
other manipulators in a work cell.

4.5.3

Cost Effectiveness S t u d y

The implementation costs for each manipulator configuration has been estimated
by dividing the devices performing the operations required for each work cell into
general modules that were given a unit cost. Combining these modules, an estimate
on the relative hardware costs of each work cell could be calculated.
The operation speed of each manipulator and work-cell configuration studied
earlier were then weighted by their estimated installation costs to obtain their relative cost-effectiveness.
Estimates of the relative cost efficiently of the same manipulator and work cell
applications as illustrated in figures 4.7 and 4.8 are reported in figure 4.9. The
results obtained support the arguments presented earlier. Simple manipulator con-
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Figure 4.7: Assembly cell configurations
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struction based on DME concept seems to have substantial benefits over the traditional articulated robots.

Chapter 5

MAPPING OF PROCESSES ON
PROCESSORS
5.1 Introduction
Efficient distribution of parallel processes over a set of processors is a complex
problem that usually requires previous experience in parallel systems and knowledge of heuristics methods, time analysis, performance testing, and trial-and-error
methods[HF90], [TSP90], [DVN90], [She91], [BIK91]. T h e order of complexity of the
mapping problem is k n o w n to be equivalent to the graph isomorphism problem for
which no polynomial-time solution in general form has been found [Bok81]. Thus,
even with considerable simplifications this problem is k n o w n to be an AT-complete
problem 1, in which the number of possible process-on-processor combinations explodes rapidly with an increase in the n u m b e r of processes and processors [GJ79].
1

TVondeterministic, .Polynomial time
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5.2 Mapping of Processes on Transputers
The transputers are computationally powerful only when they are used in the

they are designed for. The serial communication links that interconnect tran

inhibit parallel algorithms to achieve their full speed when mapped on the t

puter network. The maximum speed of the serial communication link of transpu

is currently 20 Mbits/s, which is slow compared to the speed of the CPU. The

est transputer, T9000 [Inm91]2, supports a data transmission rate of 100 MBau
a considerable improvement in its communication speed. Even with T9000, the

proper mapping of the processes on the processors is vital, as the efficienc

system depends heavily on the load balancing of the processors and the amoun
communication between them.

Unbalanced or unorganized distribution of the processes has a drastic effect
the total execution time. Processes that are desired to run in parallel may

out to be executed sequentially. In addition, if the algorithm has been divi
many processes

3

the gain in parallelism can be lost due to heavy communicat

between the processes residing on the distributed transputers. In some cases

to distribute the processes leads to unwanted synchronization or even worse,
dead-lock.

Deriving the best mapping of the processes on transputers is a laborious tas

that often has to be reconsidered after even a slight modification of the so
A great amount of testing and careful timing of parallel processes is often

before the best mapping is found. Often, the mapping procedure is a combinat

of expertise and pure trial-and-error, both weighted by the programmer's pre
experience in parallel systems.

Computer-aided mapping of processes on processors is an option which simplie
2

to be released in 1993
3
in other words if the granularity of the processes is too high
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the task significantly. A number of software packages have been recently dev
for automatic mapping of processes and channels on transputer. Some examples
are Hathi-2 [She91], LIBRA [TSP90], MARC [BIK91], Grail [Ste89], PARET [NE88],

isim [Inm89], Transim [HP87], and Gecko [SB88]. These software tools, in genera
consist of a number of utilities, such as text schematic editors, transputer

configurers, mapps, load balancing tools, simulators, and debuggers. The main
drawback, however, is their complexity. The user is expected to have a great
of expertise in parallel processing, processors, and programming.

The MARC system, as a good representation of these software packages, provide
tools for realizing effective parallel applications without especially deep

of the transputer network. The user provides a set of parallel processes and

on the features of the transputer network. The MARC system, using this inform
tion, maps the processes on the transputer network and produces subsequently

configuration for it. It also includes tools for analyzing the parallelism i

program and the available transputer network. It conducts communication, opti

mization and load balancing for each individual hardware and software combin
This process is completed in two phases:

1. Mapping of an arbitrary system of communicating sequential processes on an
arbitrary network of transputers

2. Deadlock free routing to configure the existing hardware

5.3 Automatic Mapping of Processes in DME
5.3.1 Introduction
The main characteristics of DME are

1. flexibility,
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2. high reconfigurability, and

3. modularity

of both the hardware and software. The flexibility and the reconfigurability of
the hardware is usually easier to implement than of the software, as the software
becomes rapidly application oriented, and hence, hardware dependent. The reconfigurability of the software has to be carefully considered during its development.
Apart from automatic software generation process, there is also a demand for
mapping of the control processes, which may be different in every single configuration. Yet, a feasible and efficient mapping of the real-time processes requires a
skilled programmer and takes relatively a long time. This increases the development

cost rapidly, and as the result, makes reconfiguration a less attractive alternative

Difficulties in the reconfiguration procedure often prevent its implementation, eve
though the existing manufacturing systems - to be more effective - should rapidly
respond to the changes taking place in them.
Mapping of processes on processors in DME can be studied in two contexts:

1. Mapping of concurrent processes, the order of whose execution is known a
priori.

2. Mapping of parallel processes with no knowledge on their dynamics and mutual behaviour.

The mapping of the processes in the first case has its emphasis on finding the
minimized execution time of the whole system through optimized mapping of the
processes on the processors. The processes in this group are normally tightly coupled. An example is the set of processes computing the inverse kinematics of the

controller of a manipulator, since the order and sequence of these processes is well
defined and their run-time and the amount of communication required is known.
This type of mapping is further discussed in subsection .5.3.2.
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The processes in the second group, are mapped optimally on a suggested networ
of processors based on the computational and communicational demands of both
the processes and the processors. This approach is studied in chapter 6.

5.3.2 Automatic Mapping

In the order to automate the mapping of tightly coupled processes on a set of

processors, an algorithm has been developed the details of which will be pres

in this section. The automatic Mapping of Processes (aMAP) algorithm is a gen

programming tool for automatic solution of process-to-processor mapping probl
The aim of the algorithm is to find the optimal order and scheduling of the

to fine-tune the performance of the suggested system. It has been developed i

way that an operator with some knowledge of transputer and occam structure ca
use the algorithm and produce a feasible and optimal mapping.
The mapping algorithm called aMAP is inspired by the work of Du and Vidal-

Naquet presented in [DVN90], in which the concept of the critical path of pro
[CLH88], [AM90] plays an important role. The work of Huang and Lee presented

in [HL90] has also been consulted. The aMAP seeks to find the critical path o

the longest sequence of communicating sequential processes [Hoa78] among the
of processes given to aMAP and to minimize its execution time by mapping the

processes on a set of parallel processors. The algorithm then concentrates on
processes belonging to the critical path as the sequence of these processes
determines the total execution time of the whole set of processes.
In order to achieve the goal, aMAP computes the critical path or the longest

sequence of communicating sequential processes [Hoa78] among the set of proc

given to it and tries to minimize the processes execution time by mapping the

on a set of parallel processors. It is done in such a way that their computat
and communicational requirements will be fulfilled and that the parallelism
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solution is at its maximum level.
A mapping problem, such as the one used in this work, is known to be compu-

tationally NP-complete, in which the number of computations to find the opti
solution by sequentially trying every single possible configuration rapidly

even the most advanced computers, unless the number of different NP-combinat

is reduced through some heuristics method. The kernel of aMAP is a heuristic

gorithm that concentrates only on the processes belonging to the critical pa

sequence of processes actually determines the total execution time of the wh

of processes. Through this method, the number of computations can be reduced

down to a level where it is possible to find an optimal or near-optimal solu

a reasonable time using a fast PC compatible computer or a workstation, such
SUN SPARC [SUN90].

As input to the aMAP algorithm, a prior knowledge of the relationships betwe

the processes, the duration of each process, and the communication delay bet
communicating processes has to be provided.

The output is a configuration file containing the mapping of the processes o

the transputers, assignment of the logical communication channels to the phy

transputer communication links, and the connections between the transputers.

The processes are initially considered as independently executable entities,
run in parallel with others on separate virtual transputers, connected with

quence of communication links through virtual logical channels of the physic
transputer serial communication links.
Due to the communication delays and the producer-consumer dependencies be-

tween the processes, the configuration file usually suggests several process

allocated on the same transputer. It is guaranteed, however, that all the pr
allocated to the same transputer will complete within their individual time
initially set by the processes associated with the critical path.
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5.3.3 aMAP Algorithm
The generalized flow chart of the aMAP algorithm is shown in figure 5.1. The

algorithm starts with general initial time setting procedure. It then determi

Critical Path (CrP) and optimizes it. It continues by searching for other sim

but non-critical paths and optimizing them. Finally, the algorithm reduces th
number of transputers needed to execute the program.

In more detail, the algorithm begins by giving a start time to all the process

from the first process, Source Process (SoP), to the final process, Sink Proce
The start time of the SoP is set to 0 and the start time of the next process,
pending on its execution time and the communication time between SoP and its

counterparting SiP, becomes 0 -f time(SoP) -f time(cornmunication). This proc

dure is applied throughout the process graph and all the processes are finall
a start time.

The Critical Path can be found by starting from the SiP, and going backwards i

the process graph, comparing the termination times of the immediate predecess

processes. The one that has the longest termination time belongs to the CrP an

the algorithm continues further in the process graph from that particular pro
The processes associated with the CrP are grouped together to form a Group of

Sequential Processes (GSP). Obviously, both the SoP and SiP belong to the CrP,
and thus, to a GSP.
The optimal execution time of the processes on the CrP can be easily achieved

removing all the possible delays in their execution, such as communication de

time required for parameter passing, and idle waiting for the results from ot

processes not belonging to the CrP. The algorithm traverses through the proce
graph and removes all the delays until it finally forms the Optimal Critical

(OCrP).
The execution of the processes on the OCrP in an optimal way, immediately
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart of aMAP algorithm
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after the termination of another process, depends on non-OCrP processes, whic

must terminate in time and provide the OCrP processes with the results requir

The OCrP processes, otherwise, have to wait for the results, and thus, the to
execution time will be increased by the respective idle time of waiting.
In addition, there are other sequences among the processes. The Non-critical

Sequences of Processes (NSP) are not directly responsible for the total execu
time as long as they are executed in predetermined time limits

4

Due to these

limits allowed for the termination of these processes, however, the algorithm
to reorganize the processes in the NSP's in order to reduce the total number

processors required in the parallel processing. Thus, the NSP's are treated i
similar way as they were belonging to the OCrP.

It is important to notice the indirect affect of the processes in the NSP's o

processes in the OCrP. The process groups of NSP determine whether or not the
processes in the OCrP will have to be idle at all. If they are guaranteed to

in time, then the mapping of processes-on-transputers will be optimal. Any de
caused by the processes in the NSP's will prolog the overall execution time.
The algorithm develops as follows. It checks the number of all GSP's. This
number should not exceed the maximum number of transputers available for the
execution of the processes. If the number of transputers is not given by the

the algorithm determines the least number of transputers required in the exec
If the number of GSP's is too high, the algorithm finds two GSP's that can

be merged without affecting the processes on the OCrP. Merging, in this conte

means that the algorithm checks all GSP's considering two at a time, until it

a pair of processes which can be executed on the same transputer within their

and termination time limits. If an overlap for the time limits is detected du
4

A time limit is the period of time from the earliest possible instant of time that a process can
be started to the latest possible instant to still m a n a g e to start the execution without delaying
the sink process.
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procedure, each overlapping process must be handled separately.
The starting and termination time of a Non-critical Process (NP) is usually

somewhat flexible 5. Thus, it is possible to change its current start or term
time to obtain a suitable time slot for a process belonging to the other of

GSP's to be merged. The algorithm makes an effort to change the start time of
overlapping NP in order to merge it with all the NP's in the other GSP. If a

time slot is found, then this procedure is repeated with all the overlapping

until all of them are merged or an NP that cannot be merged is found. In the

case, a new pair of GSP's is chosen and the same procedure is repeated. In th

former case, it is guaranteed that the two GSP's are able to be executed wit
same transputer without affecting the overall execution time.

The procedure described above is repeated until the number of remaining GSP's

is either greater than the given number of transputers, or there are two GSP
can be merged. The latter alternative always represents an optimal solution

mapping problem in the sense of the number of processors used, whereas the f

case may be optimal in this sense. Nevertheless, both solutions are optimal i
sense of minimized total execution time.

5.3.4 Formal Representation of aMAP Algorithm
5.3.4.1 Background

In order to clarify the mapping algorithm of aMAP, the formal representation

is based on a set of real-time processes used in a typical control applicati

robot controller. The set of processes chosen represent the ones required in

dynamics computations, which contains both parallel and sequential sections.
example of input and output of aMAP are listed in appendix B. Currently, if

considered as plain program code, the aMAP program consists of some 2100 line
5

this is a characteristic feature of an NP
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or 60000 characters. It is listed in the diskette supplied with this thesis.

5.3.4.2 Critical Path (CrP)

The Critical Path (CrP) is a sequence of processes that have the longest tota

cution time in an algorithm consisting of both sequential and concurrent proc

The processes in the CrP are executed one after another according to the sequ

defined. It is the characteristic of a process in the CrP to be directly depe

the results of the preceding processes. Such a process cannot be executed unt
of its predecessor processes have terminated and passed their results to it.

preceding process triggers the execution of the next process, and hence, is c
to it.

The Sink Process (SiP) that outputs the final result of the whole task is in-

evitably part of the CrP, as illustrated in figure 5.2. The preceding process

CrP, the Source Process (SoP), is the one that determines the start time of t

SiP. It can be seen from figure 5.3 that one or more of the preceding process

trigger the execution of the SiP. Hence, only one of them belongs to the CrP.
Let us denote the sink process by SiP, a source process by SoPn, and the
connection between the SiP and the SoPn by SiPs0pn- The start time of the SiP,

denoted by t^rt , depends on the termination time of the source process tt°rr
the length of the communication time TCOmmFN between the SOPN and the SiP.

With these notations, it can be shown that for a pair of processes (SOPN, SiP),
the following relationship applies

• SiP __ .SoPN , SiPSoPN /5 j\
Z

startN ~

l

term + TComm

K^-^J

Using the equation 5.1 and referring to the relationships between the Sink Pr

cess SiP and the Source Processes SoPn in figure 5.4, it can be shown that for

Sink Process SiP there are a set of possible start times {istart1i^staTt2i • •
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between processes
In this set, the member tf^rt finally defining the start time of the Sink Process
tstart

can De

found using the following equation:

.SiP
start ~ "bu'L\istarUi

l

.SiP
SiP
start2,> * ' ' ' LstartN)i

l

(5.2)

where N is the number of source processes.
A definition for the set of processes forming the Critical Path (CrP) can be
developed by applying the equations 5.1 and 5.2 to the process graphs given in
figures 5.5-5.9.
Definition 5.1 Critical Path

l^nP
\OUTn

yZ CrP W/SnP
• iSiPs°p" — fSoP" 4- TSxPSoPn \
t l//r | VOUrn . I start — Lterm ' 'coram J'

where
0 <n< N
N

—

number of processes in the Critical Path.

(5.3)
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Start=50

start= 60

Start= 80

Term=70

Term= 100

Term = 90

Figure 5.4: A Sink Process SiP and a set of Source Processes SoPn

Denoting the length of the execution period of a source process by r^°fn an

length of the duration of the communication event by r^f^, the overall execu

time of the whole program based on the critical paths r^jf can be determined
computing

CrP

=

y , SoPn

+ TSoPn

s

(5 4)

exe

/ J \ exe

' comm)

v

'

SoP„ € CrP

Finding the NSP's shown in figure 5.10 is a procedure similar to the one use

for defining the CrP, except that the processes already found to belong to a
group

6

can be ignored.

5.3.4.3 Optimized Critical Path (OCrP)

The communication time required between the processes, increases the overall

ecution time of the CrP. The processes belonging to the CrP can not be logic
6

CrP or NSP
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Figure 5.9: Constructing Critical Path, phases 7 and 8

executed in parallel and hence, they can all be mapped on one transputer wit

the danger of overloading that processor and delaying the overall completion

of the task. This results in a reduction in the communication time between t

cesses as will take place locally at high speed in one processor rather than

the physical channels between the processors. After the reduced communicatio

time between the processes, the CrP is referred to as the Optimized Critical
(OCrP) and illustrated in figure 5.11.
Denoting the length of the reduced communication time of a SoPn by rTl^°^

and the gain in overall execution time by Tgaine(i, it is possible to show th
limit exists for Tgained

T

. .

= TCrP

_ OCrP < V- / SzPSoPn _ r5«f-*»*. ) (5 5)
'gamed

'exe

'exe

—

£_-< \'comm
n
SoPn 6 0

\UmUJ

'reduced )i

where (3 = CrP f) OCrP.

According to figures 5.12-5.13, the reduction in the communication time betw

two critical processes SoPlcrP and SiPcrp does not reduce the overall executio

time by the same amount. This is due to SoP2crP that cuts the reduction otherw
gained, as the sum of tt°^CrP + Tc0°mmrP becomes critical to the
words, the reduction in the communication time of the

SOPICTP

SIPCTP-

In othe

has an upper limi

defined by the SoP2crP. When this limit has been reached, further reduction ha
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56£

Figure 5.10: Other Non-critical Sequences of Processes (NSP's)
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Figure 5.12: Process graph before complete reduction in communication times

no effect on the total execution time, as the SiPcrP has to wait for the SoP
terminate.

If the SoP2crP, however, can be executed earlier and its result can be sent to
SiPcrP in time - that is at the latest when the SoP\CrP completes - then the
reduction in communication time between the SOPICTP and the SiPcrP can be

utilized totally. This is not possible, occasionally, due to the structure o

graph and the relationships between processes, as shown in figures 5.14-5.15
the notation < in the equation 5.5 has been used.
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Figure 5.13: Complete reduction in communication times
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Figure 5.14: Process graph before incomplete reduction in communication times
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Figure 5.15: Incomplete reduction in communication times
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Figure 5.16: A process P closed in time interval [a,b] and a set of processes
{P\,P2,P3} closed in intervals {[a*;.&*.]}, where 0 < k < 3
5.3.4.4 Necessary Condition for Mapping

The mapping process cannot take place until the conditions given in the defi
tions 5.2 and 5.3 are satisfied. Initially, a definition for a closed process group is
made, as follows

Definition 5.2 A set of processes GSP

GSP ={P1,P2,...,PN}
is closed if each process Pk, where 0 < k < N, has a closed time interval of
Tpk=[ak,bk], or

Tpk = {x | a < x < b},
where
Tp

=

Process execution time interval

x

=

An instant of time during process P execution

a

=

Start time of the process P

b

=

End time of the process P

The definition 5.2 is illustrated in figure 5.16.

Definition 5.3 Let us denote a process by Pk and the process execution time i
terval of it by Tpk, where 0 < k < N and N is the number of processes. Now, a set
of processes GSP

can be mapped on a single processor, if
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Figure 5.17: A group of sequential processes GSP represented as a set of N processes Pk each closed by a time interval [a*., bk\, where 0 < k < N
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Figure 5.18: A set of processes to be assigned one processor

Tpt fl Tpj = 0,

where

if^J
0 < i,j < N

In other words, a group of processes can be mapped on one processor, if their

execution time intervals do not overlap. This definition is illustrated in fi

Figure 5.18 and the respective chart in figure 5.19 illustrate the mapping al

gorithm from another point of view by showing that if all the processes in th
process graph can be processed sequentially then all of them can be assigned
processor.
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Figure 5.19: A chart for the processes to be assigned one processor
5.3.4.5 Merging of the process groups

The number of the groups of sequential processes (GSP) might have to be redu

make the mapping successful due to the limited number of the processors avai
in a network. If the number of GSP's exceeds the number of processors given

user or if the number of processors in the configuration is required to be m
then the number of existing GSP's have to be reduced by merging two or more
them.

The two GSP's to be merged are chosen according to the length of their execu

time. Preference is given to the longest GSP's, since merging is more probab

the algorithm first attempts to merge the GSP's having the longest execution

Both of the selected GSP's are checked process by process in order to determ

whether all the processes belonging to these groups can be executed on the s
processor without affecting the execution of the processes on the OCrP.

Definition 5.4 Let us denote two groups of sequential processes by
GSPB

and

o,nd

having M and N processes, respectively. The two groups of processes
GSPB

GSPA

can be merged, if none of their processes overlaps the others in the

domain, that is, if

0
TpA

fl TpB

= 0,

<i<N

where

0 <j <M
and

GSPA
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Figure 5.20:

T w o groups that are to be merged together

TpA, = Execution time intervals of the processes PA{ in GSPA
TpB

=

Execution time intervals of the processes Pp

in

GSPB

Within the four GSP's shown in figure 5.20, GSP2 and GSP3, selected to be
merged together are highlighted. The aMAP

algorithm compares all the processes in

these two GSP's to identify any overlap. If two or more processes are overlapped, the
algorithm determines the start and termination time of the corresponding processes.
It then varies the start time of one of the overlapping processes and tries tofitits
execution interval into a free time slot. If no free time slot is found, the two GSP's
cannot be merged and a new pair of GSP's should be selected. The two GSP's can
be merged if no overlapping occurs as shown infigure5.21.
The merging of the processes is repeated until the number of GSP's has been
reduced to meet the requirements set by the user or until all the possible GSP's
have been merged.
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Chapter 6

AUTOMATIC GENERATION
OF THE COMPUTING
PLATFORM MODEL
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the algorithm developed for the automatic mapping of processes
with no pre-knowledge on their internal dynamics is described. This complements
the algorithm presented in the previous chapter for automatic mapping of tightly
coupled processes on multiple-processors.
This type of mapping will be more c o m m o n in the control of a C I M environment.
The activities take place among various machines concurrently but in a synchronized
manner. The various processes control complememntary tasks which are not tightly
coupled as is the case for the processes of a parallelized algorithm.
During this chapter the algorithm will be described and its performance will be
illustrated through three examples.
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6.2 Automatic Model Generation of DME
The Computing Platform model of DME is expressed by the model defined in

section 3.5.1. The manual generation of this model is a difficult task since:

1. The load balancing of the processors and the optimization of the communica
tion channels should be conducted before the model can be expressed.

2. The syntax of the model is complex and it should be followed precisely, pa
ticularly if the model is going to be used in automatic configuration of the
Computing Platform.
3. A great deal of information is required to be provided in the model.

These difficulties multiply as the size of the DME grows.

In order to overcome these problems, a computer aided design and modeling too
referred to as Automatic Model Generator (AMG) has been developed to assist

user in the development of the Computing Platform model. An Initial Computing
Platform Model (ICPM) fully describes the logical and functional properties

real-time control system as well as the data flow and the communication chan

It suggests a provisional and non-optimized topology for mapping of the proc

on the processors. The ICPM is used as an input into AMG for generation of an
Optimal Computing Platform Model (OPCM) of DME. The AMG is guaranteed

to produce syntactically correct model of the Computing Platform and to comp

optimal or close to optimal mapping of the processes on processors and the c
on communication links provided that the ICPM is accurate enough.
The AMG is a stand-alone program that uses standard input and output for

source and result files. It will also produce a small number of error message

there is a syntax error in the ICPM. In order to utilize the potential of th

the user has to provide an estimate of the peak computational complexity, ex

rate, and data transfer rate of each process. These estimates can be either d
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based on the runtime data of the processes or by counting the instructions at

machine code or source code levels. Another alternative is to use an estimate
amount of arithmetic operations carried out in each process.
The Automatic Model Generator

• validates and verifies the ICPM model of DME,

• maps the suggested processes on an adequate number of processors and the
logical channels on physical links according to the computational capacity

available, the suggested processing load, and the inter-process communication
demands, and

• produces the optimized model of a CP of DME.

The generated file is in text format and can be edited manually. Later, it ca
used as a source file to generate the network configuration file.

6.3 Structure of AMG

The overall structure of the Automatic Model Generator is shown in figure 6.1
general, it consists of four major parts:

1. Scanner and Parser, which perform the following operations:
• scanning and parsing of the ICPM,
• reporting syntax errors, and
• building tree structured data representation of the DME model.

2. Link Allocation, which is designed to
• find the mutual channels between the processes,
• check the number of links required by each processor,
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Figure 6.1: Flow chart of the Automatic Model Generator (AMG) D M E
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• multiplex channels to reduce the number of links, and
• map the channels on physical links.

3. Processing and Communication Time Estimation, which is used to
• find the processes running on the same processor,
• compute the combined demand for processing and communication
power,
• redistribute some of the processes onto additional processors,
• map the processes on processors.

4. OCPM generation
• transforming the data objects into an OCPM according to definition
given in subsection 3.5.1

The scanning and parsing produces a series of data structure trees

1

containin

relevant information on the ICPM of DME 2. These trees are then repeatedly and

recursively traversed for various pieces of information. For example, the name

channels or the computational complexity of the processes are required in sev

operations, and thus, they have to be retrieved from the data structures using

recursive procedures which traverse hierarchically the tree structure one nod
time starting from the root.
During the execution of AMG, various operations are carried out on the data

structures, until all the nodes in the data trees have been processed and the
mapping is found. An example of a simplified binary tree of a data structure

is shown in figure 6.2. The method of building and traversing it using recurs
procedures is as follows:
1

a forest
2
A good description on the scanning and parsing techniques and the kind of data structures
and data trees used in AMG can be found in [ A S U 8 6 ] and [Ben90]
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Manipulation
Module 1

Null

PROC

Figure 6.2: A data tree defining a Super Module consisting of three Manipulation
Modules two of which contain two processes
PROCEDURE recursively_build_tree
IF NOT end.of_tree THEN
allocate_space_for_a_new_node
copy_data_to_node
node->left_leaf= recursively_build_tree
node->right_leaf= recursively_build_tree
RETURN node
ELSE
RETURN NULL
END

PROCEDURE recursively_traverse_tree(node)
IF NOT node = NULL THEN
print _neime_.and_type_of _node
recursively_traverse_tree(node->left.subtree)
recursively_traverse_tree(node->right.subtree)
ELSE
print_end_of_subtree_message
END

The AMG

can dynamically create new processes or add processors. If the de-

mand for physical communication links between the processors is higher than

number of links available, as in the system shown in figure 6.3, the channel
tween the processes belonging to two separate processors are multiplexed by
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Figure 6.3: A DME configuration where the number of channels exceeds the numb
of available communication links for Cell Controller Manipulation Module (2)

dynamically created process. Thus, a number of virtual channels are automatica
created between the processors, the result of which is illustrated in figure
On the other hand, if the peak computational and/or the communicational load
of one processor in the model is too high, as with the system illustrated in
an extra processor is added to the system model and some of the processes are
mapped onto it, which is illustrated in figure 6.6.
The mapping algorithm of the Automatic Model Generator is a simple optimization problem that can be stated as follows:

Definition 6.1 Let us denote a processor by Ui, its computational capacity
'M by U

computations per second, its floating point operation capacity by U{N operati

second, and its communication rate by IIJo bits per second. Let us also denote
of the processes by P3, its execution rate by PJR instructions per second, an
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Figure 6.4: A modified DME configuration where the number of channels is reduced
to meet the number of available communication links (2)
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Figure 6.6: A load balanced DME configuration

on its computational complexity by Pjcc, an estimate on its floating point oper

by PjFL, and an estimate on its average communicational load by PjCL • Then, th
following conditions must apply:

• i *nR)

x

Pjcc

(6.1)

3=1
n

n,-^ > ^2max(PlR,P2R,.
• •>

*•np)

X

"jFL

(6.2)

3=1
n

^max(PiR,P2RT • i *np )

n«o ^

X

-VJCL

(6.3)

3=1

If the equations 6.1-6.3 are not valid for the suggested configuration, a new

processor or even a set of additional processors should be introduced in orde
increase the total computational power of the system. Some of the processes,
will be redistributed on the new processors to enhance the execution rate.
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During the redistribution of the processes, however, the communication rate
between the processes should also be considered and maintained at a desired

The processes originally suggested to be mapped on a processor may have to b

mapped again, otherwise, the communication rate would increase considerably.

6.3.1 Channel Mapping Algorithm of AMG

The excessive number of physical links required by the processes mapped on t

processors is a critical issue in the mapping operation. There are two optio
available to solve this problem:

1. Some of the communication channels can be multiplexed onto one physical

link.

2. The whole process contents of a link may have to be combined and multiple
with the processes mapped to another link and the channels be rerouted via
another processor.

Both of these options have potential to introduce considerable time delays i
system as several channels share the same communication media, that is, the

physical link. In the latter case, however, the probability for additional ti

is far greater, since it covers the incidents where after multiplexing all t

channels connecting the processors, the total number of links required is st

large. Thus, the whole process contents of a link has to be combined with the
process contents of another link, which may yield to time delays due to the
level of multiplication required.
The algorithm adopted in AMG uses two types of rules in an iterative manner
in order to solve the problem described above:

1. Multiplex two of the channels that carry the least amount of information,
provided that their communication rate requirements allow it.
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2. Introduce a new processor to increase the number of physical links to othe
processors. Then multiplex two of the channels that carry the least amount
of information onto the link that connects the introduced and the existing
processor.

The first rule is simple and can be easily justified and applied provided tha

feasible solution to the problem of excessive number of links exists. This is

by examining all the possible channels-to-link combinations and selecting the

that fulfills the communicational requirements of each individual channel and

This is, however, yet another ./VP-complete problem, and as such, would requi

considerable amount of computing time. Hence, the algorithm in AMG concentrate

only on the channels and links on one processor at a time. A processor is sel

according to the number of links it requires and the total data throughput al
the channels to and from it.

The optimization of the number of links at a local basis can ignore the globa

configuration of the processors and reduce too many links. An example is show

the configuration illustrated in figure 6.7, where each Manipulation Module c

up to four two-way communication links. Thus, a backtrack feature has been add

that compares the original channel topology with the optimized model and reco

all the acceptable possible connections between the processors as seen in fig
and 6.8.
The second rule used in AMG differs from the multiplex-and-reroute methods

usually presented for solving the communication link mapping problems address

in the literature [She91], [TSP90]. The conventional solution is to reroute som

channels through the neighbour processors having a link connection to the sam

cessor. As the result, the communication load of the channels will be added t

existing load and causing unpredicted overloading of the neighbouring process

This was considered as a shortcoming of the reroute method. In order to overc
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2 links

2 links
2 links

2 links

1 link

1 link

1 link

2 links

MM

=
-• =

Manipulation

Module

Link

Figure 6.7: A configuration where too many links have been multiplexed due to
local optimization
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2 links

1 link

1 link

2 links

MM

=

Manipulation Module

>- = Link
>• = Recovered Link
Figure 6.8: A configuration where all the possible links have been recovered

this, a technique based on the introduction of an additional processor was dev

oped and adopted into AMG. Using this method, called add-a-processor, imposes

extra communication load on the neighbour processors. The external communica-

tion channels will be mapped on the links provided by the introduced processo

illustrated in figures 6.9 and 6.10. In addition, since the add-a-processor t

is based on the same conditions as the reroute method, the same mathematics ca

be applied.
The only drawback of this method compared with the reroute method is the need

for an extra processor. Nevertheless, since AMG is aimed for use in a distrib

environment, the addition of an extra processing element is a relatively easy
low cost solution to this problem.
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3 links

3 links

MM
pN

= Manipulation Module

Process

Figure 6.9: A D M E configuration where one Manipulation Module has an excessive
number of physical communication links

2

links

2

MM

links

= Manipulation Module

= Introduced Manipulation
Module
( R\i ) = Process
Figure 6.10: N e w D M E configuration after add-a-processor link mapping techniques
has been applied
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6.3.2 Kernel of AMG
Automatic Model Generator (AMG) of DME is a compiler-type program based on
LEX

3

[Les75] and YACC

4

[Joh75] scanner and parser generators. LEX and YACC

are convenient software tools that can be used in the generation of a custom

compiler. The purpose of LEX scanner generator is to produce the scanner part

the compiler following the rules given in the language. During the compilatio

scanner carries out lexical analysis on the source program file. The parser g

YACC, produces the parser part of the compiler that carries out for example t

syntax analysis and forms the complicated data structures required later in t

semantical analysis, type checking, and target program code generation. The u

of Lex and YACC are explained in more detail in appendix D, from which it can

seen that producing a compiler using LEX and YACC is quite a straightforward,
a laborious task. However, if the source and the target languages are simple
the complexity of the compiler is considerably smaller than of what it would

the case of a complex programming language allowing for example recursion, su
as C, Pascal [JW74], LISP [WP84], or Prolog [Bra86].
Development of a grammar and respective scanner and parser, in spite of the

effort required, is further justified when the following reasons are consider

1. The manual development of CP model, in particular the mapping of the processes on the processors is a laborious task.

2. A conventional hard-coded algorithm to produce OCPM from ICPM would
easily become complex and difficult to edit, improve, and maintain.

3. Development of a parser-based compiler to transform ICPM to OCPM ensures the flexibility of both the program code and the two models during the
development stage of the DME design and modeling.
3

LEXical analyzer generator
4
Yet Another Compiler Compiler
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4. A flexible and highly structured compiler based system makes the maintenance, modifications, and future improvements easier to implement- independent of the original system designers.

5. Modifications in the modeling language keywords and/or the logical struct
of the source model file reflect corresponding changes in the grammar of the

parser and in the lexemes of the scanner. If new actions based on the modifications are required, they can be added to AMG as separate modules which
can be called whenever requested by the parser while running it.

Apart from the denotations required for the description of the scanner and th

parser parts of the program 5, the AMG listed in the diskette supplied with th

thesis is written in C language [KR78] and it currently consists of some 800

175000 characters of plain program code, which covers some 150 pages. The dat

structures and algorithms required to compute the mapping of the processes o

processors and the channels on the links are complicated, reserve a large am

of dynamic memory, and are heavily recursive. Thus, it was justified to use C

not occam as the implementation language and to develop the program on a SUNSPARC workstation [SUN90] with UNIX operating system [Bou84]. At the time

of developing this algorithm there were not a many parser generators availab
The LEX and YACC parser generators are widely available under different UNIX
environments
5

7

and require to be programmed using C programming language.

due to the use of LEX and YACC
6
In fact, the only commercial parser generators found were Metaware TWS [Meta] and the
parser generator included in the Turbo Prolog Toolbox [Bor87]
7
N o w , that there is a P C compatible compiler compiler called BISON [Fre89] available at
several Public Domain program sites, for example at garbo.uwasa.fi, the Automatic Model
Generator can also be compiled and run on any IBM PC [IBM85] compatible computer, provided
that there exists a sufficient amount of RAM/virtual memory !
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3 links

2 links

3 links

Figure 6.11: A D M E system consisting of three Manipulation Modules

6.4 Performance of AMG Algorithms
The performance of AMG will be illustrated through three examples. The first

ample concentrates on the ability of AMG to solve the problem of excessive co
nication channels between the Manipulation Modules. The second example shows

how the processes are mapped on processors, when the computational requiremen

set on one MM is found to be excessive. The third example illustrates the abi
of AMG to generate additional MM's and multiplex communication channels on
physical links, when a MM requires additional physical links.

6.4.1

Excessive N u m b e r of Channels

A DME system consisting of three MM's as defined figure 6.11, and tables 6.1-

The ICPM for this system is provided in appendix Cl. In this DME configuration

three MM's are connected with each other in such a way that the number of vir

communication channels required is more than the the available physical links.
The CP model generated by AMG is illustrated in figure 6.12. It is seen that

AMG has detected the excessive communication link requirement given in the IC
and has multiplexed some of them to reduce the number of physical links. The
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execution time execution rate processor type max # of links
0.005
100
T8
mm.l
4
0.02
mm.2
50
T8
4
mm.3
0.05
10
T8
4

Table 6.1: Characteristic data of Manipulation Modules mm.l, mm.2, and mm.3

mm.l
mm.l
mm.2
mm.3

mm.2

mm.3

3 inputs + 2 outputs

input + 2 outputs
3 outputs

2 inputs + 3 outputs
2 inputs + output

3 inputs

5

6

# of links

5

Table 6.2: Channels between Manipulation Modules mm.l, mm.2, and mm.3

outputs
mm.l mm.2 mm.3

mm.l
mm.2
mm.3

-

900

200
800

-

700
500

0

-

mm.l

inputs
mm.2 mm.3

-

200

900
700

-

800
0

500

-

Table 6.3: Total data exchange rate between Manipulation Modules mm.l, mm.2,
and mm.3
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mm.l
mm.l
mm.2
mm.3

2 inputs + 2 outputs
2 inputs + output

# of links

4
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mm.2
mm.3
2 inputs + 2 outputs input + 2 outputs
2 outputs
2 inputs

4

4

Table 6.4: Channels between Manipulation Modules m m . l , m m . 2 , and m m . 3 after
processing the I C P M with AMG

2 links

2 links

2 links

Figure 6.12: A D M E System Model generated by Automatic Model Generator
multiplexed channels ml. m2 .1. o and ml. m2 .2. o; m2. m3.1. o and m2. m3.2
been selected according to their communicational weight, which is the amount
data passed through one particular communication channel per second, and the
number of channels assigned to one MM. The priority is given to the channels

are connected to the MM with the largest number of excessive channels attached
to it.
It is clear from figure 6.12, table 6.4, and the OCPM listed in appendix Cl,
that the multiplexing rules given in previous paragraph have been satisfied,
since the channels ml.m2.1.o and ml.m2.2.o have been multiplexed onto channel tmp.chan.O.o and the channels m2.m3.1.o and m2.m3.2.o onto channel
tmp.chan.l.o.
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links

3

MM

RN

links

Manipulation

=

Module

Process

Figure 6.13: A D M E system consisting of two Manipulation Modules out of one
has been assigned computationally too intensive processes

mm.l
mm.2

# of processes

processor type

2
1

T8
T8

m a x # of links
4
4

Table 6.5: Characteristic data of Manipulation Modules m m . l and mm.2

6.4.2 Excessive Computational Requirements

Let us define a DME system consisting of two Manipulation Modules, one contai

two processes and the other only one. Figure 6.13, tables 6.5-6.7, and the IC
listed in appendix C.2 all illustrate this example.

In this example the ability of AMG to solve the problem arising from assignin

too computationally intensive processes on one MM is illustrated. The soluti
this problem is based on balancing the computational load by introducing as
additional MM's to the system as required.
In this DME configuration, the computational load of mm.l exceeds the computational power it can provide.
The OCPM generated for this system is listed in appendix C.2 and illustrated
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execution time
p. 1
p .2 p. 3

mm.l

0.0075

0.08

mm.2
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execution rate
p. 1 p. 2 p. 3 % of capacity
100
10
155

10

0.05

50

Table 6.6: Characteristic data of Manipulation Modules mm.l and mm.l

mm.l
p. 1

p. 2

2 inputs + 3 outputs
p. 1
3 inputs 4- 2 outputs
p. 2
2 inputs + output
3 inputs
p. 3
5
# of links

mm.2
p. 3
input + 2 outputs
3 outputs
5

Table 6.7: Channels between processes p. 1, p. 2, and p. 3 in Manipulation Modules
mm.l and m m . 2

figure 6.14.The AMG has detected the excessive computational power requireme
in the ICPM and solved the problem by introducing an additional Manipulation

Module on which the process p .2 has been mapped. More generally, the algorit

performs a heuristic search on the process-processor domain having an emphasi

the processes with the highest computational complexity. The new processing l
of the system is shown in table 6.8.
In addition, AMG has also multiplexed some of the communication channels

to reduce the number of physical links needed for the communication in a simi
fashion as to the first example.

execution time
p. 1
p .2 p. 3

tmp.mm.O 0.0075
mm.l
0.08
mm.2

Table 6.8:

execution rate
p. 1 p. 2 p. 3 % of capacity

100
10
0.05

10

75
80
50

Characteristic data of Manipulation Modules m m . l , m m . 2 , and

tmp.mm.O in O C P M generated by

AMG
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2

195

links

2

links

MM

=

Manipulation

MM

=

Introduced
Module

RN

Module

Manipulation

= Process

Figure 6.14: A D M E configuration generated by Automatic Model Generator

6.4.3 Excessive Number of Links
In this example, the ability of AMG

to address the problem caused when the number

of physical links expected from a Manipulation Module for direct communicati

is more than it has to provide. Compared with the first example given in subs

tion 6.4.1, there is a considerable difference in the scope of the problem i

since multiplexing the channels between each pair of processors onto one comm

cation link does not provide the solution due to the excessive number of lin
will be required.

The solution proposed here is to introduce an additional MM between the init

MM and the rest. The number of communication channels multiplexed through thi

MM is small enough not to reduce the initial communication rate. In this proc
channels with the smalled data rate are selected for multiplexing.
Let us define a DME system consisting of six Manipulation Modules, one of
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Manipulation Module

Figure 6.15: A D M E system consisting of six Manipulation Modules out of one
requires an excessive number of physical communication links

mm.l
mm.2
mm.3
mm.4
mm.5
mm.6

execution time
0.01
0.03
0.001
0.003
0.01
0.05

execution rate

processor type

m a x jf of links

10
20

T8
T8
T8
T8
T8
T8

4
4
4
4
4
4

1000

150
10
10

Table 6.9: Characteristic data of Manipulation Modules

mm.l-mm.6

which has direct communication with all the others. Figure 6.15, tables 6.9 a

6.10, and the ICPM listed in appendix C.3, outline such a DME configuration i
more comprehensive form.
The OCPM generated by AMG is illustrated in figure 6.16 and listed in appendix C.3. The AMG has detected the excessive number of physical communication links required by one of the Manipulation Modules mm.l. In response, it
introduced an additional MM between mm.l, mm.5, and mm.6. This action is jus-

tified, since the communicational weight of the respective communication chan
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mm.l
mm.2
mm.3
mm.4
mm.5
mm.6

mm.l

mm.2

-

2 in+out
in-j-out
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in-j-2 out

mm.3
in+out

mm.4
out

mm.5
in

-

in+2 out

-

2 in

in+out
in+out

2 in+out

-

2 out

-

-

-

2 in

-

in+2 out

-

-

2 in+out

-

-

in+out

2 out
in+out

-

-

-

-

6

7

5

5

5

2

in
out

# of links

mm.6

Table 6.10: Channels between Manipulation Modules m m . l - m m . 6

mm.l
mm.2
mm.3
mm.4
mm.5
mm.6
tmp.mm.O
# of links

mm.4
out

mm.5

mm.6

-

-

tmp.mm.O
in+out

-

mm.3
in+out
in+out

-

in

in+out

-

in+out

-

out

-

-

-

in

-

in

-

in+2 out

-

-

-

out

-

2 in+out

-

-

out

-

in+out

-

-

-

-

in+out

in+out

-

-

-

in+out

-

4

4

3

4

in
4

2

3

mm.l

mm.2

-

in+out

in+out
in+out

Table 6.11: Channels between Manipulation Modules

mm.l-mm.6-tmp.mm.O
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MM

Manipulation Module

MM

= Introduced Manipulation
Module
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Figure 6.16: A D M E configuration generated by Automatic Model Generator

p5.pl .o between mml and mm.5 and pi .p6 .o and p6.pl .o between mm. 1 and mm.
are the lowest in the suggested system. In general, up to three additional M M ' s
can be added to reduce the number of physical links required by one M M .

Chapter 7
CASE STUDY: ACME
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM
7.1 Introduction
In order to evaluate the performance of the developed technique on a large-scale
system, it has been applied to a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS). The F M S
is available at the University of Wollongong and known as A C M E F M S

l

[ACF90].

During this study the Initial Computing Platform Model of A C M E F M S was designed and developed. The Automatic Model Generator (AMG)

was then used

to generate the Computing Platform model of D M E . In this chapter the result
obtained will be analyzed and current status and future of AMG
lr

will be discussed.

The acronym " A C M E " derives from the names of the four partners that pooled up their
resources to establish A C M E : A E A C / A E S , Centre for Advanced Manufacturing and Industrial
Automation (CAMIA), Department of Mechanical Engineering, and Department of Electrical
Engineering
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7.2 Elements of ACME FMS

The ACME FMS is a system targeted for education, training, research, development, demonstration in FMS technology. The ACME FMS has evolved considerably

from its first configuration illustrated in figure 7.1 in form of a system mo
initial ACME FMS consisted of the following devices:
• HITACHI SEIKI Turn Centre [Hit87]

• ZENFORD ZIEGLER Machining Centre [Aus87]

• HITACHI M6060II Industrial Robot [Hit90]
• Linear Track controlled by ALLEN BRADLEY [ALL] Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC)

• Welding Station controlled by HIZAC PLC [Hit]
• 2 Wyse PC 386s2 as Host Computer and CAD/CAM Computer

• Labtam Delta II [LAB89] based Unix system as Management Information
System (MIS)
The latest configuration of ACME as illustrated by a layout sketch in figure
[Las89] has a number of extra elements which include:
• an Adept One Scara type assembly robot

• Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) [Net]

• a Quality control system based on Ferranti Metrology System, a surfcom for
surface roughness measurement, and a Nikon Profile Projector,
In its present configuration, ACME FMS is capable of manufacturing various
metal and non-metal products with the following constraints:
2

Wyse is a registered trademark of Wyse Technologies, Inc.
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MIS

CAD/CAM

Material Requirements Planning,
Product Based Production Scheduler,
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CAD Package, NC Program
Generator, Process Planner
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I
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HOST

Operations Based Production Scheduler,
Contingency Plan, Simulator,
Sequence Controller, Interpreter,
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TURN

1

MILL

ROBOT1
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GRIP&
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£

FIX.&
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COMMUNICATION TYPES
TYPE 1: RS 422 SERIAL (< 9.6Kbit/sec)
TYPE 2: RS 232 SERIAL (4.8 kbit/sec)
TYPE 3 PARALLEL (5,12,24 vols D C )
Figure 7.1: System Model of Initial ACME FMS
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Building Outline
Safety Fence
AGV Transport Paths
Emergency Stop
Security Fence

Figure 7.2: Layout of the current A C M E FMS
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1. maximum size 500 mm x 500 mm

2. maximum weight 10 kg

ACME also incorporates a Safety System that is considered of utmost importan

for this system since unusually a large number of inexperienced people are l

to visit or to use ACME during its lifetime. It is built into the Host Compu
through an additional expansion module attached to the ALLEN BRADLEY PLC.
The operation of ACME FMS can be monitored through the Host Computer at all

the stages of operation in order to interrupt, delete, add, or modify manufa
operations and optimize the production.

7.3 Functional Architecture of ACME FMS

The ACME FMS has a hierarchical architecture to facilitate its future develo

ments and expansions. This approach requires higher set-up costs and more co
plex structure than if a typical hierarchical architecture was chosen. This

has led to the introduction of an interpreting Host Computer between the ACM
manufacturing devices and the external computer systems, such as Management
Information System (MIS), CAD/CAM Module, and Quality Control Module the

functions of which are of no significance in the validation of AMG. They wil

referred to in this section, however, to set a clear background. The functio
bedded into the Host Computer of ACME FMS have an intermediary nature and
include:

• a Sequence Controller to issue commands to the production machines in orde
to coordinate their actions

• an Operational Library to provide temporary storage for NC and robot programs and data
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• an NC Program Loader to transfer programs and data between NC machines
and Operational Library

• a Status Monitor to receive data from the manufacturing controllers and sensors

• a Contingency Planner to reorganize the production schedule whenever required

The Host Module has both serial and parallel interfaces to the devices under

control. The serial interfaces are implemented through RS-232C serial communi

cation links and the parallel connections are based on MetraByte PI012 Interf

Card [Metb]. The serial connections provide Host Module with the data transfer

interfaces to the two NC machines and the robots of ACME FMS, whereas the par-

allel interfaces are reserved for issuing commands to the production tools, t

by setting single bits of the parallel I/O ports to start, stop, and sequence

erations. The commands issued through the parallel I/O ports of the Host Modu

do not directly control the machine tools and tool operations of the ACME FMS,
but operate the PLC's. For example, the Weld Station controlled by the HIZAC

PLC is connected with the Host Module through eight parallel I/O channels3. Th

first three input channels are used to request one of the four predefined pos

the Weld Station and the direction of movement can be selected through the fo

input channel. The output channels are, in a similar fashion, used for quotin
current position of the Weld Station back to the Host Module. The PLC of the

Weld Station runs a position control program of its own concurrently with the
Module. This program is implemented using the Ladder Diagram4 representation

supported by HIZAC PLC. The parallel control principle described above applie
3

four for input and four for output
4
Ladder Diagram representation is the most commonly used programming language with the
PLC's. It is supported by all the leading P L C manufacturers, such as A L L E N B R A D L E Y ,
HITACHI, FESTO, O M R O N , and MITSUBISHI
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Figure 7.3: Architecture of ACME FMS

to all of the PLC's used in ACME FMS. This enables several time-critical rea

operations to take place concurrently under the control of the Host Module y
tying them up excessively. The block diagram of the current ACME FMS archi-

tecture defining the connections of the Host Module with the production mach
and tools is illustrated in figure 7.3.
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7.4 DME System Model of ACME
The processes running on the PLC's in the control of the production machines

tools consist of relatively simple control programs defined using Ladder Diag

representation and perform only a small number of well defined control and da

acquisition functions. The PLC's cannot usually run complex tasks, since they

equipped with 8-bit or at the most 16-bit processors running at a relatively

clock frequency, such as 4.77 MHz. They have to meet the real-time requiremen

partially set by the control application and partially by the programmer. Uti

of more powerful computing devices, such as transputer, can considerably rais

level of autonomy, preprocessing, and intelligence embedded into these low le

control processes. This enables the upper level control modules to be focusse

at other issues rather than being tied down with continuous communication and
control operations with the lower level machines and tool controllers.
The Initial Computing Platform Model of ACME FMS, was kept as close to

the original ACME FMS control system structure as possible. The functions embedded in the ACME FMS control system can be found also in the DME model of

ACME, although the hierarchy and placement of these functions may not exactly

correspond. This is mainly due to the differences arising from the completely
ferent approach in the implementation of the communication means between the
processing elements in these two control system versions.
The Initial Computing Platform Model (ICPM) developed for ACME FMS is

illustrated in figure 7.4. It consists of 9 functional entities or Super Modu

that originate from the functions of the current ACME FMS control system illu
trated earlier in figure 7.3:

1. FMS Host Super Module

2. Linear Track Super Module
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1 = Sequence Control
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status
4 = Contingency Plan
5 = NC Program Loader
6 = Safety
TRACK SUPER MODULE:
7 = Supervisor
8 = Status Collector
9 = Coordinator
10 = Driver
W E L D SUPER MODULE:
23 = Supervisor
24 = Status Collector
25 = Coordinator
26 = Roll Over Control
27 = Fixture Control

AGV SUPER MODULE:
28 = Supervisor
29 = Status Collector
30 = Coordinator,
31 = Planner
32 = Monitor
33 = Control
NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
11 = Supervisor
12 = Status Collector
13 = Coordinator
14 = Tool Control
15 = Driver
16 = Peripheral Control
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
17 = Supervisor
18 = Status Collector
19 = Coordinator
20 = Tool Control
21 = Driver
22 = Peripheral Control

Figure 7.4: D M E System Model

TRACK R O B O T SUPER MODULE:
34 = Supervisor
35 = Status Collector
36 = Coordinator
37 = Driver
38 = Sensor Driver
39 = Weld Control,
40 =Tool Control
ASSEMBLY R O B O T SUPER MODULE:
41 = Supervisor
42 = Status Collector
43 = Coordinator
44 = Driver
45 = Sensor Driver
46 = Vision System
47 = Tool Control
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
48 = Supervisor
49 = Status Collector
50 = Coordinator
51 = Stop Switch Driver
52 = Stop Circuit Driver
of 53A=CSensor
M E Driver
FMS
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3. Turn Super Module

4. Mill Super Module

5. Weld Super Module

6. AGV Super Module

7. Track Robot Super Module

8. Assembly Robot Super Module

9. Safety Super Module

The number and nature of the processes in each Super Module varies according t

their specific task in the control hierarchy. However, most of the SM's conta
following three basic processes:

1. a Supervisor Process,

2. a Status Collector Process, and

3. a Coordinator Process.

In addition to these, a Driver Process of some type is required in most of th
of the Computing Platform of ACME FMS. The rest of the processes required are

various Control, Monitor, and Planning Processes used for highly specific tas

functions and contents of the above Super Modules are described in appendix E

7.5 Initial Computing Platform Model of A

FMS
The Initial Computing Platform Model of ACME FMS contains nine Super Mod-

ules and 53 processes, where each Super Module represents at least one proces
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running on a Manipulation Module. In this configuration, most of the processe

communicate with at least two other processes and many with more than four. D

to the limited number of physical links available on transputer, such config

cannot be physically realized unless certain actions are taken. This will be
of the Automatic Model Generator. The AMG will

• multiplex the communication channels onto the physical links and map the
processes onto the processors,

• whenever the number of physical communication links provided by the ex-

isting processor network cannot offer point-to-point connections between the

processors, introduce additional processors in between the processors lackin

free links in order to avoid rerouting of the channels via neighbour process
and

• introduce extra processors in the Super Modules of ACME FMS if the computing power required exceeds the number of processes defined in the Initial
Computing Platform Model.

The Initial Computing Platform Model of ACME FMS is provided in appendix J

and the respective configuration of processes and processors was already sho

figure 7.4.
A summary of the features indicating the approximate peak computational and

communicational requirements of the 53 processes in the suggested nine trans
assigned for their execution is given in tables F.1-F.18 in appendix F.
The execution rate, processor loading, number of communication channels, and

data exchange rate defined for each process provide only a relative estimate

values of the features. This in fact illustrates one of the possible scenari

be considered for the control computing platform of ACME FMS. Since the cont

software environment suggested by Laszlo et al. [LCAY90] and further develop
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this thesis has not yet been implemented for ACME FMS, the exact values of the

features were not available. This however does not affect the validation of t
however, as the outcome depends mainly on the relative magnitude of features

the processes, not on their absolute values. A change in these features will v

optimized model produced by the AMG, but it will only reflect the modificatio
made in the system behaviour and priorities.
The features of the ICPM shown in the tables F.1-F.18 include the execution

rate and execution time of the processes in the worst possible case, the respe

computational load of the transputer assigned to execute these particular pro
and the data exchange rate of the processes.

7.6 Generation of OCPM for ACME FMS
The ICPM of ACME FMS defined in section 7.5 was given as an input to AMG.

The syntax and semantics of the ICPM were initially verified. The computation

and communicational requirements were then computed and extra processors were
added to the model where they were required. Finally, the OCPM was generated.
For this work, the AMG was run on a SUN SPARC workstation, but it can be

executed practically on any UNIX based workstation. The only point to conside
is the amount of memory required as the AMG needs a great deal of memory when
processing a large ICPM for a system like ACME FMS.
The execution time for the AMG to process ICPM of ACME FMS was approx-

imately 7 minutes. It is interesting to compare it with the execution times o

three sample ICPM's studied in section 6.4 which were around 15-20 seconds. Du

ing the timed execution of AMG, the only other processes running concurrently
the system were the operating system primitives reserving only a fraction of
CPU time available.
Up to 22% of the available system memory was initially used during the pro-
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MIS
MODULE

A

LEGEND:
FMS HOST

t-JfWJ—

f^3 = Manipulation Module

liH——fill

= Added
Manipulation Module

lip iftp— Hp-*

= Super Module

WELD

AGV

TRACK

NCTURN

HSpBj—

lip——lip

NC MILL

|24|

| 26 1

M

Imi mm

TRACK
ROBOT

ASSE.MBLY
ROBOT

P R O C E S S E S IN M A N I P U L A T I O N M O D U L E S :
FMS HOST SUPER MODULE:
1 = Sequence Control, Safety,
3 Communication
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status, 3 Communication
4 = NC Program Loader,
4 Communication
5 = Contingency Plan
6 = Communication
7 = Communication
8 = 3 Communication
9 = Communication
10 = 7 Communication
11 = Communication
LINEAR TRACK SUPER MODULE:
12 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
13 = Driver
WELD SUPER MODULE:
20 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Roll Over Control,
Fixture Control, 4 Communication

AGV SUPER MODULE:
22 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Monitor,
2 Communication
23 = Planner, 2 Communication
24 = Control
NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
14 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Peripheral Control,
4 Communication
15 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
16 = Driver
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
17 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Peripheral Control,
4 Communication
18 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
19 = Driver

TRACK ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
24 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Sensor Driver,
Weld Control, Tool Control,
2 Communication
25 = Driver
ASSEMBLY ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
26 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Sensor Driver,
Tool Control,4 Communication
27 = Driver, 2 Communication
28 = Vision System
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
29 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Stop Switch Driver,
Stop Circuit Driver
30 = Sensor Driver

Figure 7.5: Optimized Computing Platform Model (OCPM) of A C M E FMS generated by Automatic Model Generator (AMG)
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cessing of the ICPM of ACME FMS. At that time, the available virtual memory

consisted of 16MB of RAM added with the current swap space of around 72 MB allowed for the particular SUN SPARC workstation used. Altogether, AMG required
around 20 MB of memory to process the ICPM of ACME FMS. This provides an

idea on the order of recursive function calls and the total size of dynamic da
structures required in AMG.
The OCPM generated by AMG is listed in appendix K and illustrated in fig-

ure 7.5. The features of the model are given in tables G.1-G.9 and appendix G.

The outcome shows that the communicational and computational requirements hav
been met, since

1. all the processors have been allocated a process contents, the computationa
load of which does not exceed the computing power of that particular process
and

2. no processor is requested a greater number of physical communication links
that it can provide

The number of processors in the generated OCPM is much higher than what

was suggested in the initial model. This is as the result of the processors ad

the computational and communicational requirements of the processes. It can be

seen from figure 7.5 that the number of processors added due to the former re
is 15 and the latter 6.
The computational load has been balanced in the Super Modules in such a way
that additional processors have been introduced to the system in all but one

Module, that is in Weld Super Module. Load balancing was particularly importan

to perform in FMS Host Super Module, since it required an extra four processor
to be added, whereas the computational load of the other Super Modules were
distributed better as only one or two processors were required.
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7.6.1 Robustness of AMG

The main objective of the development of the model generator has been to sim

the task of the generation of the parallel Computing Platform Model for the D
tributed Manipulation Environment. The order of complexity of this task has
discussed in this thesis indicating that carrying it out manually demands a
deal of effort and expertise, as described in the literature [HF90], [TSP90],
[She91], [BIK91]. The AMG has been aimed at minimizing this effort.
In order to demonstrate the characteristics of the AMG, a number of experi-

ments were conducted with the aim of showing its robustness of the AMG. In ot
words, the OCPM model generated by the AMG is very much independent from the
initial configuration defined in the ICPM. The final results are marginally

no matter how the processes are mapped on the processors in the initial desig

This will remove a great load from the shoulder of the system designer. These

experiments will also show that the final results will be optimal in terms o

number of processors as they will marginally differ when the initial configu

is significantly changed from one case to another. The optimality of the gen

model is defined based on the criteria discussed in chapter 6 and built into
In this experiment, four ICPM's for the ACME FMS were developed. They all
had the same set of processes and channels. The configuration of each model,

ever, in terms of the number of Super Modules and their associated Manipulat
Modules, was different. This would have affected the structure and hierarchy
processes in each model.

The first ICPM, ACME.l, is illustrated in figure 7.6 and listed in the disket

supplied with this thesis. In this initial model, all the processes are organ

one Super Module and suggested to be mapped on one Manipulation Module driven
by one transputer.
The second ICPM, ACME.9, illustrated earlier in figure 7.4 and listed in ap-
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MIS MODULE

o

Process

[

1 = Super Module

PROCESSES IN EXTENDED ACME FMS SUPER MODULE:
1 = Sequence Control
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status Monitor
4 = Contingency Plan
5 = N C Program Loader
6 = Safety
7 = It.Supervisor
8 = It.Status Collector
9 = It.Coordinator
10 = ItDriver
11 = weld.Supervisor
12 = weld.Status Collector
13 = weld.Coordinator
14 = Roll Over Control
15 = Fixture Control
16 = agv. Supervisor
17 = agv.Status Collector
18 = agv.Coordinator
19 = agv.Planner
20 = agv.Monitor
21 = agv.Control
22 = turn.Supervisor
23 = turn.Status Collector
24 = turn.Coordinator
25 = turn.Tool Control
26 = turn.Driver
27 = turn.Peripheral Control

28 = mill.Supervisor
29 = mill.Statur Collector
30 = mill.Coordinator
31 = mill.Tool Control
32 = mill.Driver
33 = mill.Peripheral Control
34 = tr.Supervisor
35 = tr.Status Collector
36 = tr. Coordinator
37 = tr. Driver
38 = tr.Sensor Driver
39 = tr.Weld Control
40 = tr.Tool Control
41 = ar.Supervisor
42 = ar.Status Collector
43 = ar.Coordinator
44 = ar.Driver
45 = ar.Sensor Driver
46 = ar.Vision System
47 = ar.Tool Control
48 = sm.Supervisor
49 = sm.Status Collector
50 = sm.Coordinator
51 = sm.Stop Switch Driver
52 = sm.Stop Circuit Driver
53 = sm.Stop Sensor Driver

Figure 7.6: D M E System Model of ACME.l
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pendix J is identical to the model developed for ACME FMS in sections 7.2-7.

this ICPM, the processes are suggested to be mapped on nine Super Modules eac
powered with at least one Manipulation Module.
ACME.17 is acquired by introducing eight additional Manipulation Modules

into the ACME.9. The result of this operation is illustrated in figure 7.7 an

the ACME.17 listed in the diskette supplied with this thesis. In this config

some of the processes inside the Super Modules are mapped on the newly intro
Manipulation Modules.
Fourth ICPM, ACME.26 illustrated in figure 7.8 and listed in the diskette

supplied with this thesis represents a "well designed" configuration with it

Manipulation Modules. The development of this model has been quite elaborate

some of the optimization process had to be carried out manually. Nevertheles

amount of optimization carried out is just a fraction of the full scale task
Three of the four Optimized Computing Platform Model configurations are

listed in the diskette supplied with this thesis, namely ACME.l, ACME.17, and
ACME.2Q. The ACME.9 is listed in appendix K. The OCPM's are illustrated in
figures 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, and 7.5, respectively.
A study of the characteristic data of the four OCPM's reveals the following
results:

1. The initial, added, and total number of processors after optimization are
illustrated in figure 7.12. It is clear that:
• The number of added processors or Manipulation Modules correlates
inversely with the number of initial MM's proposed in the ICPM. The smallest
total number of processors is achieved based on the ICPM's having the least
number of initial processors. As far as the AMG is concerned, the most

effective results are generated through the initial configurations having th
largest degrees-of-freedom.
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MIS
MODULE

LEGEND:
Q_J = Process

HOST MODULE

I I = Manipulation Module
ll I = Super Module
SAFETN

| 8|

| 2|

| 10 1

[ 4|

[ 6|

| 12 |

| 9|

[ 3|

WELD

TRACK

[ 11 |
AGV

[ 5 |
NC
TURN

| 7|
NC
MILL

| 13 |
TRACK
ROBOT

ASSEMBLY
ROBOT

PROCESSES IN SUPER/MANIPULAT ION MODULES:
FMS HOST SUPER MODULE:
A = Sequence Control
B = Operational Library
C = Status
D = Contingency Plan
E = NC Program Loader
F = Safety
TRACK SUPER MODULE:
2 = Supervisor, Status
Collector, Coordinator
3 = Roll Over Control,
Fixture Control
WELD SUPER MODULE:
8 = Supervisor, Status
Collector, Coordinator
9 = Driver

AGV SUPER MODULE:
10 = Supervisor, Status
Collector, Coordinator,
Planner
11 = Control, Monitor
NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
4 = Supervisor, Status
Collector, Coordinator,
5 = Tool Control, Driver,
Peripheral Control
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
6 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
7 = Tool Control, Driver,
Peripheral Control

TRACK R O B O T SUPER MODULE:
12 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
13 = Driver, Sensor Driver,
Weld Control, Tool Control
ASSEMBLY ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
14 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
15 = Driver.Sensor Driver,
Vision System, Tool Control
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
16 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
17 = Stop Switch Driver,
Stop Circuit Driver,
Sensor Driver

Figure 7.7: D M E System Model of ACME.17
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MIS
MODULE

LEGEND:
[ 1 = Manipulation Module
|l I = Super Module

P R O C E S S E S IN MANIPULATION M O D U L E S :
FMS HOST SUPER MODULE:
1 = Sequence Control, Safety
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status
4 = Contingency Plan
5 = NC Program Loader
TRACK SUPER MODULE:
14 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator
15 = Roll Over Control, Fixture Control
WELD SUPER MODULE:
6 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator
7 = Driver
AGV SUPER MODULE:
16 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator,
Planner, Monitor
17 = Driver

NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
8 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator,
Peripheral Control
9 = Tool Control
10 = Driver
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
11 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator,
Peripheral Control
12 = Tool Control
13 = Driver
TRACK ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
18 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator
19 = Driver
20 = Sensor Driver, Weld Control, Tool Control
ASSEMBLY ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
21 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator
22 = Driver
23 = Sensor Driver, Vision System, Tool Control
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
24 = Supervisor, Status Collector, Coordinator
25 = Stop Switch Driver, Stop Circuit Driver
26 = Sensor Driver

Figure 7.8: D M E System Model of

ACME.26
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~J = Manipulation Module
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^
—
S
"
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PROCESSES IN MANIPULATION MODULES:
A C M E F M S SUPER M O D U L E :
1 = Sequence Control, Safety,
.^Supervisor, ItCoordinator,
ItStatus Collector, turn.Supervisor,
turn.Status Collector, mill.Status
Collector, 3 Communication
2 = turn.Coordinator, turn.Peripheral
Control, mill.Supervisor,
mill.Coordinator, mill.Peripheral
Control, weld.Supervisor,
weld.Status.Collector,
weld.Coordinator, weld.Roll
Over Control, weld.Fixture
Control, 2 Communication
3 = agv.Supervisor, agv.Status Collector,
agv.Coordinator, agv.Monitor,
tr.Supervisor, tr.Status Collector,
tr.Coordinator, tr.Sensor Driver,
tr.Weld Control, tr.Tool.Control,
3 Communication
4 = ar.Supervisor, ar.Status Collector,
ar.Coordinator, ar.Sensor Driver,
ar.Tool Control, sm.Supervisor,
sm.Status Collector, sm.Coordinator,
sm.Stop Switch Driver, sm.Stop
Circuit Driver, 5 Communication
5Figure
= Operational
7.9:Library
Optimized Computing

6 = Status Monitor, 3 Communication
7 = N C Program Loader,
3 Communication
8 = Contingency Plan
9 = It.Driver, 2 Communication
10 = turn.Tool Control
11 =turn.Driver
12 = mill.Tool Control
13 = mill.Driver
14 = agv.Planner, 2 Communication
15 = agv.Control
16 = tr.Driver, 2 Communication
17 = ar.Driver, 2 Communication
18 = ar.Vision System
19 = scm.Sensor Driver,
2 Communication
20 = 5 Communication
21 = 3 Communication
22 = Communication
23 = 3 Communication
24 = 3 Communication
25 = 3 Communcation
26 = 5 Communication
27 = 3 Communication
28 = Comunication
29 = 7 Communication
30 = 3 Communication
Platform
model of ACME.l
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MIS
MODULE

A

LEGEND:
FMS HOST

~J = Manipulation Module

ill = Added
Manipulation Module
\f~\\ = Super Module

ASSEiVBLY
ROBOT

WELD

PROCESSES IN MANIPULATION MODULES:
FMS HOST SUPER MODULE:
1 = Sequence Control, Safety,
3 Communication
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status, 3 Communication
4 = NC Program Loader,
4 Communication
5 = Contingency Plan
6 = Communication
7 = Communication
8 = 3 Communication
9 = Communication
10 = 7 Communication
11 = Communication
LINEAR TRACK SUPER MODULE:
12 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
13 = Driver
WELD SUPER MODULE:
22 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 4 Communication
23 = Roll Over Control, Fixture
Control, 4 Communication

A G V SUPER M O D U L E :
24 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 3 Communication
25 = Planner
26 = Monitor, 2 Communication
27 = Control
28 = Communication
NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
14 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 8 Communication
15 = Peripheral Control, 2 Communication
16 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
17 = Driver, 2 Communication
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
18 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 8 Communication
19 = Peripheral Control, 2 Communication
20 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
21 = Driver, 2 Communication

T R A C K R O B O T SUPER MODULE:
29 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 6 Communication
30 = Sensor Driver, Weld Control,
Tool Control, 2 Communication
31 = Driver, 2 Communication
ASSEMBLY ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
32 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 8 Communication
33 = Sensor Driver, Tool Control,
2 Communication
34 = Driver, 2 Communication
35 = Vision System, 2 Communication
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
36 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 4 Communication
37 = Stop Switch Driver, Stop Circuit
Driver, 2 Communication
38 = Sensor Driver, 2 Communication

Figure 7.10: Optimized Computing Platform model of ACME.17
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MIS
MODULE

A

LEGEND:
FMS HOST

| | = Manipulation Module

HI

Added
Manipulation Module

|| || = Super Module

WELD

TRACK

AGV

IMC TURN

NC MILL

TRACK
ROBOT

ASSEMBLY
ROBOT

PROCESSES IN MANIPULATION MODULES:
FMS HOST SUPER MODULE:
1 = Sequence Control, Safety,
3 Communication
2 = Operational Library
3 = Status, 3 Communication
4 = NC Program Loader,
4 Communication
5 = Contingency Plan
6 = Communication
7 = Communication
8 = 3 Communication
9 = Communication
10 = 7 Communication
11 = Communication
LINEAR TRACK SUPER M O D U L E :
12 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator
13 = Driver
WELD SUPER MODULE:
20 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 4 Communication
21 = Roll Over Control, Fixture
Control, 4 Communication

A G V SUPER M O D U L E :
22 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Monitor,
2 Communication
23 = Planner, 2 Communication
24 = Control
NC TURN SUPER MODULE:
14 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Peripheral Control,
4 Communication
15 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
16 = Driver
NC MILL SUPER MODULE:
17 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, Peripheral Control,
4 Communication
18 = Tool Control, 2 Communication
19 = Driver

T R A C K R O B O T SUPER MODULE:
25 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 6 Communication
26 = Driver, 2 Communication
27 = Sensor Driver, Weld Control,
Tool Control, 2 Communication
ASSEMBLY ROBOT SUPER MODULE:
28 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 8 Communication
29 = Driver, 2 Communication
30 = Sensor Driver, Tool Control,
2 Communication
31 = Vision System, 2 Communication
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
32 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
Coordinator, 4 Communication
33 = Stop Switch Driver, Stop Circuit
Driver, 2 Communication
34 = Sensor Driver, 2 Communication

Figure 7.11: Optimized Computing Platform model of ACME.26
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• The total number of a processors grows with the number of initial processors. This increase is not particularly significant, however, and is in the
range of 30 — 38. This figure indicates that the final number of processors
required for the execution of an initial set of processes does not vary much
with the initial number of processors defined in the ICPM.

2. The number of processors, processes, and links for the four OCPM's are given
in figure 7.13:
• The final number of processes is significantly higher than the initial number of processes (53). It is rather difficult to identify a relationship between
the number of processors and processes based on the experiments conducted.
It is however obvious that an increase in the number of processors will demand
more processes for multiplexing the channels on links.
• The number of links grows marginally with the number of initial processors in a range of 83 — 95.

3. The channel/link ratio and the link and the processor utilizations are given
in figure 7.14:
• The processor and the link utilizations correlate inversely with the number of initial processors. The link and process utilization vary in the ranges
of 55.7% - 64% and 62.5% - 70% of the full capacity, respectively. A finer
distribution of the processes will reduce the link utilization as there will be
less processes mapped on a processor.
• The number of channels allocated to a link decreases marginally as the
number of processors increase. The link utilization range is 1.191 - 1.317
unidirectional channels per link. This occurs due to the reasons mentioned in
the previous subitem.
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Figure 7.14: Channel/Link Ratio and Link and Processor Utilization in O C P M of
ACME FMS
The above experiments demonstrate the robustness of the technique and its

potential in removing the complex task of the optimization of the mapping pr

from the designer of the system. According to this study, there seems to be n

grounds for even partial manual premapping of the processes or channels in th
ICPM.

7.6.2 Extended ACME FMS

In order to develop a better understanding of the performance of AMG and stud
its performance as the result of variation in the processes of the ICPM, an
model of ACME FMS referred to as Extended ACME FMS was constructed. This

added another dimension to the previous experiment in which only the configu
of the ICPM was varied, not the process contents.
The ICPM developed for Extended ACME FMS, the following characteristics
have been added:

1. Low level control processes have been broken down into several smaller con-

current processes, each performing a different type of function, such as c
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dination, control, supervision, and status collection

2. Additional manufacturing devices and processing elements have been introduced into ACME FMS in order to create initial control process configurations
that differ significantly from the ones used earlier in sections 7.4-7.6.1.

All the original tools, machines, modules, operations, and control functions i
cluded in the ICPM of the Extended ACME FMS are illustrated in figure 7.15.
At the highest level of control, the ICPM of Extended ACME FMS consists of
five Super Modules:

1. FMS Host Super Module

2. Production Machines Super Module

3. Peripheral Devices Super Module

4. Serial Link Super Module

5. Safety Super Module

Each Super Module is then broken down into a varying number of MM's designated

to perform a specific control or data acquisition tasks. Each MM, in turn, may
tain a number of parallel processes with virtual serial connections to other

within or without the same MM. The higher levels of control in the original AC
FMS have not been broken down into Manipulation Modules and processes mainly

due to the sequential nature and non-real-time properties of the functions pr

7.6.3 OCPM of Extended ACME FMS

Similar to the previous study, three ICPM's with different configurations wer
developed for Extended ACME FMS referred to as ACME.b, ACME.H, and
ACME.24. They are illustrated in figures 7.17, 7.18, and 7.15. The diskette
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supplied with this thesis contains listings of the two former ICPM's,
ACME.2A is listed in appendix L.

The OCPM's of ACME. 5 and AC ME.14 generated by AMG are also listed i

the diskette whereas the OCPM of ACME.24 is listed in appendix K. The
are illustrated in figures 7.16, 7.19, and 7.20.

The following conclusions can be made by analysing the characteristic
the four OCPM's :

1. The Initial, Added, and Total number of Processors are shown infigure7.
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PROCESSES IN MANIPULATION MODULES:
EXTENDED ACME FMS SUPER MODULE:
1 = Operational Library, Safety,
Communication
2 = NC Program Loader,
Contingency Plan,
2 Communication
3 = Sequence Control,
2 Communication
4 = Status Monitor, 3 Communication
5 = 2 Communication
6 = Communication
7 = Communication
PRODUCTION MACHINE SUPER MODULE:
8 = pmcSupervisor, pmc.Status Collector,
pmm.Supervisor, pmm.Local Status,
rsm.Supervisor, 2 Communication
9 = pmm.Control, rsm.Local Status,
3 Communication
10 = pmc.Coordinator
11 = rsm.Coordinator, 2 Communication
12 = Intelligent Sensor Control
13 = Manipulator Control
14 = Peripheral Device Control
15 = Communication
16 = Communication

Figure 7.19: Optimized Computing

PERIPHERAL DEVICE SUPER MODULE:
17 = pdc.Supervisor, mhm.Supervisor,
mhm.Local Status, mhm.Coordinator,
jfm.Supervisor, 2 Communication
18 = jfm.Local Status, agv.Supervisor,
agv.Local Status, agv.Communication,
2 Communication
19 = pdcStatus Collector, agv.Coordinator,
4 Communication
20 = jfm.Coordinator
21 = Jig Control
22 = pdcCoordinator, 2 Communcation
23 = Store Control, 2 Communication
24 = Raw Material Control, 2 Communication
25 = Conveyor Control, 2 Communication
26 = Fixture Control
27 = 5 Communication
28 = 7 Communication
SERIAL CONNECTION SUPER MODULE:
29 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
NC Program Sequencor, Serial
Connection Driver
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
30 = Supervisor, Stop Switch Driver,
Stop Circuit Driver,
2 Communication
31
=
Status
PlatformCollector,
modelCoordinator,
of ACME.b
Sensor Driver, 2 Communication
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Extended A C M E FMS
Super Module

Manipulation Module
: Super Module

PROCESSES IN MANIPULATION MODULES:
EXTENDED A C M E FMS SUPER MODULE:
1 = Operational Library
2 = Sequence Control, 2 Communication
3 = Status Monitor, 3 Communication
4 = Safety
5 = NC Program Loader, Contingency Plan,
2 Communication
6 = Communication
7 = 2 Communication
8 = Communication
9 = Communication
PRODUCTION MACHINE SUPER MODULE:
10 = pmcSupervisor, pmc.Status Collector,
pmm.Supervisor, pmm.Local Status,
11 = pmc.Coordinator, pmm.Control,
12 = rsm.Supervisor, rsm.Local Status,
Communication
13 = rsm.Coordinator, Communication
14 = Intelligent Sensor Control
15 = Manipulator Control
16 = Peripheral Device Control
17 = Communication
18 = Communication
PERIPHERAL DEVICE SUPER MODULE:
19 = mhm.Supervisor, Communication
20 = pdcSupervisor, pdc.Status Collector,
mhm.Local Status, mhm.Coordinator,
Figure
3 Communication
7.20: Optimized Computing

21 = pdc.Coordinator, 2 Communication
22 = Store Control, 2 Communication
23 = Raw Material Control, 2 Communication
24 = Conveyor Control, 2 Communication
25 = jfm.Supervisor, jfm.Local Status,
jfm.Coordinator, 4 Communication
26 = Jig Control, 2 Communcation
27 = Fixture Control, 2 Communication
28 = agv.Supervision, agv.Communication,
2 Communication
29 = agv.Local Status, agv.Coordinator,
2 Communication
30 = 3 Communication
31 = 7 Communication
SERIAL CONNECTION SUPER MODULE:
32 = Supervisor, Status Collector,
NC Program Sequencor, Serial
Connection Driver
SAFETY SUPER MODULE:
33 = Supervisor, Stop Switch Driver,
Stop Circuit Driver,
2 Communication
34 = Status Collector, Coordinator,
Sensor Driver, 2 Communication

Platform model of ACME. 14
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• The number of added processors or Manipulation Modules increases
slightly with an increase in the number of initial processors introduced in
ICPM. This increase is very marginal, and hence, demonstrates once again
the robustness of the AMG.
• The smallest final number of processors within the three OCPM's gener-

ated was achieved using the most detailed initial configuration. The differe

in the number of final processes is, however, quite insignificant and does no

justify the amount of effort required in the development of a better configu
ICPM.

2. The number of Processors, Processes, and Links are shown in figure 7.22:
• The number of final processes only varies slightly across the experiments.

This is the result of similarities in the structure of the initial configura

even though the number of processes configured initially for each case is dif
ferent. There is in general a trend, however, towards a larger number of

processes, processors, and links as the number of initial processors increase
the cause of which is obviously the request for more links and communication
processes as the number of initial processors is increased.
• The number of links grows marginally with the number of initial processors in the range of 93 — 97.

3. The Channel/Link Ratio, Link Utilization and Processor Utilization are
shown in figure 7.23:
• The processor utilization correlates inversely with the number of initial
processors, which is due to the decrease in the number of processes mapped
on an average processor.

• There is no definite trend in the link utilization rate as the first and th
last configurations ended up with the same percentage, whereas the second
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Figure 7.21: Initial, Added, and Total Number of Processors in O C P M of Extended

A C M E FMS

configuration has a slightly smaller rate. The variation however, is very smal
• The link and processor utilization vary in the range of 65.3% — 69.3%
and 72.8% — 75% of the full capacity, respectively.
• The number of channels allocated on a link does not vary much in the
configurations. The channel/link ratio varies in the range of 1.463 — 1.516
unidirectional channels per link. The relatively equal values produced in the
experiment is again due to the robustness of the AMG which generates more
or less the same configuration for an OCPM independent from the initial
configuraion suggested.

The results obtained in this section further highlight the robustness of the

developed in this work. It also shows that the heuristic algorithms used in AM

can handle various degrees of complexity built into the Initial Computing Pla
Model of a DME system.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
8.1 Conclusions
The work conducted to achieve the objectives set for the project was presented over
a number of chapters in this thesis. In the first chapter, the concept behind the
project was introduced. The overall philosophy of the work was to develop a more
generic robotics technique than the conventional methods using articulated robots.
A distributed robotics approach formally referred to as Distributed Manipulation
Environment ( D M E ) was proposed.

A n extensive research into the Computing

Platform (CP) of the D M E using parallel processing was set as the objective of this
work. The aim of using parallel processing was to improve the architecture not to
increase the processing speed. This would reduce the complexity of the Computing
Platform and simplify the design, development, and maintenance of such a system.
The software and hardware architecture offered by the transputer was selected as
the building block of the Computing Platform of D M E .
In the second chapter, a thorough literature search in the areas associated with
the project was conducted. In order to better understand the existing differences
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between the approach proposed in this thesis and the state of the art in manu

turing automation, a review of the general requirements, present state, and f

trends of the automated manufacturing systems was carried out. The significa

features observed were the enormous diversity in the hardware and software o
current manufacturing control systems and lack of recognized standards. This

evident at all levels from the control of the production machines to the supe
sory control. Such diversity was another factor increasing the complexity of
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) systems, and hence, their cost.

The focus of chapter 3 was on formalizing the definition of DME. In order to

illustrate the proposed concept, some survey of the associated work was condu
The DME and its components were then introduced. A mathematical model was

also defined to represent the optimal model of its Computing Platform. The o

timality was defined in terms of the load balance of the processors and mini

communication time required by the processes. It was illustrated that the arc

ture offered by the proposed model provided a unique flexibility, expansibil

reconfigurablity both in the hardware and software of the control systems re
in the automation of a manufacturing system.
The optimisation of the Computing Platform model was recognized to be the
main drawback in specifying such a model. Developing a method to remedy this

shortcoming determined the direction of the development of the project. Speci

a non-optimal Computing Platform model was quite straightforward. Such a mod
was defined as the Initial Computing Platform Model (ICPM) of DME. The plan
was then to use this model in an Automatic Model Generator (AMG) to produce
the Optimal Computing Platform Model (OCPM). This would have removed a

great load from the shoulder of the system designer, provided that the huge s

space of the mapping algorithm would be reduced from the ./VP-completeness b

sufficient amount of a priori information supplied to it. In the proposed me

this a priori information will be presented by the ICPM using the simple gra
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developed for it.
The computational aspects of DME-based automation systems compared to the

articulated robots were studied in chapter 4. The results of the inverse kine

and dynamics comparisons were clearly in favour of the less complex manipulat

structures proposed in DME. The final section of chapter 4 concentrated on th

analysis of the performance and cost effectiveness of the manufacturing cells

on various manipulator constructions. The results followed the same pattern a
found in the study of the computational aspects of DME.

The issues related to the mapping of processes on processors and the automati
generation of the OCPM were dealt with in the following two chapters. It was

realized that two separate algorithms were required in order to respond to va

ous conditions arising in a manufacturing system. Both of the algorithms were
implemented as parts of separate computer programs.
The first algorithm used in automatic Mapping Analyzor Program (aMAP) was

targeted at the distributed real-time processes, where tightly coupled proces

on loosely coupled processors to minimize their execution time. Whereas the s

ond algorithm implemented in AMG is targeted at the loosely coupled processes
running on loosely coupled processors, in which the load on the processors is

anced and the virtual channels are mapped on physical links of the processors

ICPM of a DME containing real-time dependencies is developed using the inform

tion produced by aMAP for its tightly-coupled processes and the ICPM of a DME
containing non-real-time dependencies directly by the designer.
The mapping algorithm of aMAP was described in detail in chapter 5 using
the tightly coupled processes of a parallelized inverse dynamics computation

a three degree-of-freedom manipulator as an example. The degree-of-optimality

of the solution computed by this algorithm depends on the number of processor

made available for the target DME system. This should not be considered solel
as a shortcoming of the aMAP, since it also provides the designer with means
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adjusting the cost/effiency ratio of the final configuration.
The process mapping algorithm of AMG was reported in chapter 6. In the

mapping of the processes, given an ICPM as an input the AMG simply calculate

the computational requirements of the system and balances its load by distri

the processes onto processing elements, the total number of which is increas

by adding new elements where needed, in order to fulfil the computational an

communicational requirements. The method was reported to produce an acceptab

mapping for any set of processes, provided that none of the processes overlo
processor by itself.

This was in contrast to rerouting of the exceeding communication channels vi

the neighbour processors, as used in other applications reported in the liter

In general, the delay caused by rerouting of the messages through other proc

cannot be accurately predicted as a neighbour processor may not be the first
with a spare link or spare time for communication. Hence in complex systems,

delay may accumulate substantially, and lead into severe timing errors. Rerou

the messages through other processors is extremely difficult to optimize, as
of rerouting itself increases the complexity of the mapping problem.

The channel mapping approach introduced in this thesis, on the contrary, tend

to localize the problem and the solution provided, and thus, it also does not
an overhead to the neighbour processors.
A case study on the AMG was conducted in chapter 7 in which the OCPM
for a Flexible Manufacturing Cell called ACME FMS was generated. In order
to show the performance and robustness of the AMG, two sets of ICPM's with
different configurations were constructed for ACME FMS. The OCPM's produced

by the AMG for each ICPM were only marginally different, and hence, demonstra

the potential of the technique in simplifying the design of an optimal Compu

Platform for DME. A critical analysis of the ICPM's and OCPM's were conducte
and the results were presented in a number of charts, tables, and figures.
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The advantages of the method of the automatic generation of the Computing

Platform model over the conventional modeling techniques can be summarized as

its mathematical background and formal representation, flexibility and modula

ity, automatic mapping problem solving, and independency from system hardware
implementation.

8.2 Shortcomings of the Approach and Future

Work

The most severe drawbacks identified for the proposed techniques are associat
with the development of ICPM, interpretation of the Computing Platform model,

computing requirements for the execution of the AMG, and near-optimality of t

generated OCPM. In large models, the first two issues become complex and diff

due to the large amount of data and cross-references they contain. The proble
associated with this issue include:

• Large ICPM's and CP's are relatively difficult to create or interpret corre

• The semantics errors are difficult to locate in the ICPM.

• All the CP models, currently, have to be transformed manually into a graphical form for interpretation and better comprehension.

• The channel naming convention is effective, but extremely prone to errors.

• Careful attention has to be paid to the characteristics of the processes and
channeles for coherent system definition.

• The objects, elements, and features will only be accepted into the AMG when
defined by a valid grammar in the ICPM developed for the DME.
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• The real-time constraints are neither defined in the CP model nor processe
the AMG. Hence, the user should consider them when the ICPM is developed.

The above shortcomings will be rectified, if a more comprehensive method for

development of ICPM is devised. The ideal solution is an object-oriented CAD

with a graphical interface which can generate the required ICPM automaticall

the diagrams created by the user and defining the configuration and the feat
of the initial model. This can take into account the real-time requirements
tightly coupled processes present in the model, as well.
The second problem is caused by the memory allocation policy adopted in AMG
and the recursive method implemented in it. The AMG reserves too much memory

without freeing all the possible pointers. A careful analysis of the program
can identify and free all the allocated pointers no longer required.
During the processing of the complex ICPM's, the recursive procedures of AMG
may call to themselves several times which will cause problems in the stack.

different solution will be required to tackle this difficulty. As a quick so

all the local variables in these recursive procedures could be declared as g
provided that their values can be allowed to change during the recursion. A

fundamental result could be obtained by emulating the recursion through repe

and declaring a vector of, say, 100 variables for each argument. Pushing and

of these variables could then imitate the recursion without a need to stacki

the variables and arguments into the stack memory by the processor. This woul

lead into a compact and elegant solution that would cut the memory allocation
requirements of AMG down to a fraction.
As mapping of the processes on the processors and communication channels on

links is known to be a NP-complete problem, the AMG being based on a heuristi
mapping algorithm cannot guarantee an optimal solution for the mapping oper-

ation, although the solution satisfies the computational and communicational
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quirements. The solution produced by the AMG is therefore 'near-optimal', thou

referred to as optimal in terms of the criteria defined in this thesis. This i
by the AMCs mapping algorithm, as in order to reduce the level-of-complexity

down to a level that can be implemented in practice, it does not take a globa

on the processors. The algorithm may add a new processor to provide extra phys

ical links required locally, even though there would be a processor with free

or free computational power somewhere else in the system. This could be avoid

by a backtrack function built into the AMG, which would naturally considerabl

increase the usage of memory and time. The current solution, nevertheless, alw

fulfills the computational and communicational requirements, which is consider

a far more important factor than the number of processors used particularly i
application.
The computational power required by the additional communication processes

added to multiplex the excessive channels has not been included into the calc

of the load. This is justified in theory, as the transputer can carry out comm

tion concurrently with other processing operations. In practice, however, it r

a small amount of processing power to run the kind of multiplexation processes

suggested in subsection 7.6. This does not affect the solution, unless the fe
defined in the ICPM are very tight and accurate.
An extra tool will be also required to implement the OCPM generated by the

AMG directly on transputer. This is the Automatic Configuration Generator (AC
which will use the OCPM as an input and generate a configuration file for the
transputer implementation of the CP of DME.
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Appendix A
Examples of occam processes
A.l

occam Processes

A parallel one producer-two consumers problem can be expressed in occa
follows:

PROC producer(channel.l, channel.2)
INT product.1, product.2:
PAR
WHILE product.1 < 100
SEQ
product.1:= product.1+1
channel.1 ! product.1
SEQ
product.2:= product.2+1
channel.2 ! product.2

PROC consumer.1(channel.1)
INT received:
SEQ
WHILE TRUE
channel.1 ? received
wait.random.seconds
send.screen(received)
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PROC consumer.2(channel.2)
INT received:
SEQ
WHILE TRUE
channel.2 ? received
wait.random.seconds
send.screen(received)

CHAN OF INT channel.1, channel.2:
PAR
producer(channel.1, channel.2)
consumer.1(channel.1)
consumer.2(channel.2)

The producer and the consumers are not synchronized in any way, except momentarily during the communication. The product

1

is transferred to the consumer

through the channel, as both communicating process partners are ready. The pro

ducer and the two consumers operating in parallel and asynchronously. There i

definition or guarantee of the order of the transfers between the two consumer

cesses due to the random waiting time generated for the consumers by the proc

wait.random.seconds that is, in this example, assumed to have been well define
elsewhere.

A.2 Timers and Delays

The following piece of occam code serves as an example of the use of timers an
delays:

Example A.l A process causing the calling process to wait a period of time determined by the argument delay
PROC wait (VAL INT delay)
an integer number incremented by 1 after each transfer
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TIMER timer:
INT current.t ime:
SEQ
timer ? current.time
timer ? AFTER current.time PLUS delay

A timeout in occam is only an extension of the concept of delay. Using the 'ALT'

constructor together with the delay introduced in the example A.l above, a ti
can be easily programmed. It is shown in the following example:

Example A.2 A process including timeout feature the length of which is deter
mined by the argument timeout
VAL timeout IS 1000:
PROC watch.dog(VAL INT timeout)
TIMER timer:
INT current.t ime:
SEQ
timer ? current.time
ALT
input.channel ? value
SEQ
action(value)
timer ? current.time
timer ? AFTER current.time PLUS timeout
timeout.handling.process()

If nothing is received through the input. channel during a time period determined
by the variable timeout, the process timeout .handling.process is executed.

A.3

Priorities

As priorities are required to determine the order of which the parallel proc
are executed by the shared processor, the processes given the higher priority are
declared using the ; PRI ; constructor. 'PRI' can precede constructions created by
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'ALT' and 'PAR' statements giving the higher priority to the process immediately

following it. The use of prioritised processes is clarified by the following e

Example A.3 Two processes out of thefirstis given high priority
PRI PAR
SEQ
channel.one ? important.variable
real.time.process(important.variable)
SEQ
channel.two ? variable
usual.process(variable)

Appendix B
Example of aMAP input and
output
Input to aMAP

is a two-dimensional array of processes defined with three C-

language "array of structs" definitions. The definitions of these stru
a static two-dimensional array of these structs is given below:

typedef struct process_node {
char *name;
int status;
int group;
/* GSP of this process, NULL at first
int start;
int stop;
int duration;
PID *links;
/* A pointer to sink processes
RID *reverse;
/* A pointer to source processes
} Node;

*/

*/
*/

typedef struct link_type {
int com.delay;
/* Communication delay through this link
*/
int level;
/* level and process are indexes to the
*/
int process;
/* sink process (to member of node -array) */
} PID;
typedef struct reverse_type {
int level;
/* level and process are indexes to the
*/
int process;
/* source process (member of node -array) */
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} RID;
Node *node[20] [10]; /* A 2D array of 20 x 10 of process nodes */

node[i][j]= (Node *)malloc(sizeof (Node)) ;
node[i][j]->links= (PID *)malloc((MAX_NUMBER_OF_LINKS+l)*sizeof (PID));
node[i][j]->reverse= (RID *)malloc(sizeof(RID));
node[i][j]->name= (char *)malloc((MAX_NAME_LENGTH+l)*sizeof(char));

The processes must contain a name, duration of their execution time, links to
processes defined with the respective communication delay, and links to source
processes.
In order to develop and test aMAP, an automatic process generator was inte-

grated into it. This feature is useful, as it generates the two-dimensional ar
data structures filled with all the required information. In the beginning of

cution, aMAP asks whether the user wants to use an own structure or generate on

representing the processes required in computation of inverse dynamics problem

a Af-degree-of-freedom manipulator. If one is wanted to be generated, aMAP asks
the number of DOF's in the manipulator and starts the mapping procedure. The

processes generated are based on the recursive Newton-Euler (NE) representatio

[LWP80], their runtimes are estimated based on the complexity study carried out
in chapter 4, and the communication delays are computed according to the work
conducted by Naghdy and Phang in Robot Jacobian Computation on Transputer
[NP90].

Output of aMAP contains a list of processes together with their relational star

and termination times and group of sequential processes GSP they belong to. Eac

GSP can be mapped on a separate transputer. As the processes in the 3 degree-of
freedom inverse dynamics problem were input to aMAP, the following output was
generated:

Example of a M A P input and output

Do you want to use your own set of processes (y/n) ? n
Give number of DOF's of the manipulator 3
PROCESSES GENERATED:
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Mame=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Mame=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Mame=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=
Name=

Source.process.
Sink.process,
w.O.process,
w..0.process,
v.O.process,
fi.0.process,
N.O.process,
F.O.process,
f.0.process,
n.0.process,
t.0.process,
w.1.process,
w..1.process,
v.1.process,
fi.1.process,
N.1.process,
F.1.process,
f.1.process,
n.1.process,
t.1.process,
w.2.process,
w..2.process,
v.2.process,
fi.2.process,
N.2.process,
F.2.process,
f.2.process,
n.2.process,
t.2.process,

runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runt ime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runtime=
runt ime=
runt ime=
runtime^

10
10
70
123
171
118
148
11
60
180
88
70
123
171
118
148
11
60
180
88
70
123
171
118
148
11
60
180
88

Give number of transputers the processes are to be mapped on
MAPPING ON 6 TRANSPUTERS SUCCESSFUL:
Source.process
Sink.process,
w.O.process,
w..0.process,
v.O.process,
fi.0.process,
F.0.process,

start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=

0
1470
60
10
140
321
439

stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=

10
1480
130
133
311
439
450

group
group
group
group
group
group
group
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N.O.process,
f.0.process,
n.0.process,
t.0.process,
w.l.process,
w..1.process,
v.l.process,
fi.l.process,
F.l.process,
N.1.process,
f.1.process,
n.1.process,
t.1.process,
w.2.process,
w..2.process,
v.2.process,
fi.2.process,
F.2.process,
N.2.process,
f.2.process,
n.2.process,
t .2.process,

start=
st art=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
start=
starts

1044

912
1202
1382

140
143
311
492
610
276
852
1022
1212

220
276
482
653
771
399
782
842
1378

stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=
stop=

1192

972
1382
1470

210
266
482
610
621
424
912
1202
1300

290
399
653
771
782
547
842
1022
1466

group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=
group=

6
3
0
0
8
3
0
3
3
8
3
0
6
6
4
0
0
0
4
0
0
6

Appendix C
Three examples on A M G
Cl

AMG

Example 1: Excessive Number of

Channels
Initial Computing Platform Model (ICPM) of the DME system referred to in the
example of section 6.4.1.

S M cell.controller

M M mm.l
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.005
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 2
DATA _PER_CHANNEL_7 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 8
END
P R O C p.l(ml.m2.1.o, ml.m2.2.o, ml.m2.3.o,
m2.ml.l.i, m2.ml.2.i,
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ml.m3.1.o, ml.m3.2.o, m3.ml.i)
END
M M mm.2
PROCESSOR_DATA
T R A N T Y P E = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 50
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.02
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 2
END
PROC p.2(m2.ml.l.o, m2.ml.2.o,
ml.m2.1.i, ml.m2.2.i, ml.m2.3.i,
m2.m3.1.o, m2.m3.2.o, m2.m3.3.o)
END

M M mm.3
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 10
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.05
DATAJPER_CHANNEL_1 = 80
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 50
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 10
END
PROC p.3(m3.ml.o, ml.m3.1.i, ml.m3.2.i,
m2.m3.1.i, m2.m3.2.i, m2.m3.3.i)
END
END
As A M G has processed the ICPM above, it generates the following Computing
Platform model:

C.l A M G Example 1: Excessive Number of Channels

SM.cell.controller = { mm.l, mm.2, mm.3 }
C_cell.controller = { C_mm.l, C_mm.2, C_mm.3 }
MM_mm.l = { p.l, comm.process.0 }
C_mm.l = < N_mm.l, T_mm.l, L_mm.l, P_mm.l > N_mm.l = 1
T.mm.l = T8
L.mm.l = { PLACE ml.m2.3.o AT linkO.out
PLACE m2.ml.l.i AT linkO.in
PLACE m2.ml.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.O.o AT linkl.out
PLACE ml.m3.1.o AT link2.out
PLACE m3.ml.i AT link2.in
PLACE ml.m3.2.o AT link3.out }
P.mm.l = { p.l(ml.m2.1.1.o, ml.m2.2.1.0, ml.m2.3.o,
m2.ml.l.i, m2.ml.2.i, ml.m3.1.o, ml.m3.2.o,
m3.ml.i)
comm.process.0(ml.m2.1.1.i, ml.m2.2.1.i,
tmp.chan.O.o) }
{ MM_mm.2
p.2, comm.process.1,
comm.process.2 }
=
C_mm.2 = < N_mm.2, T_mm.2, L_mm.2, P_mm.2 > N_mm.2 = 2
T_mm.2 = T8
L_mm.2 = { PLACE m2.ml.l.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ml.m2.3.i AT linkO.in
PLACE m2.ml.2.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.O.i AT linkl.in
PLACE m2.m3.3.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.l.o AT link3.out }
Pmm. 2 = { p.2(m2.ml.l.o, m2.ml.2.o, ml.m2.1.i, ml.m2.2.i,
ml.m2.3.i, m2.m3.1.2.0, m2.m3.2.2.o, m2.m3.3.o)
comm.process.1 (ml.m2.1 .o, ml.m2.2.o, tmp.chan.O.i)
comm.process.2(m2.m3.1.2.i, m2.m3.2.2.i,
tmp.chan.l.o) }
MM_mm.3 =
C_mm.3 =
N_mm.3
T_mm.3
L_mm.3

{
<
=
=
=

p.3, comm.process.3 }
N_mm.3, T_mm.3, L_mm.3, P_mm.3 >
3
T8
{ PLACE m3.ml.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ml.m3.1.i AT linkO.in
PLACE ml.m3.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE m2.m3.3.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.l.i AT link3.in }
P_mm.3 = { p.3(m3.ml.o, ml.m3.1.i, ml.m3.2.i, m2.m3.1.i,
m2.m3.2.i, m2.m3.3.i)
comm.process.3(m2.m3.l.o, m2.m3.2.o, tmp.chan.l.i) }
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AMG Example 2: Excessive Computational

Requirement s

Initial Computing Platform Model of the DME system referred to in the exa
of section 6.4.2.

SM cell.controller

M M mm.l
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIME = 0.0075
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 5
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_8 = 8
END
P R O C p.l(pl.P2.1.o, pl.P2.2.o, pl.P2.3.o,
p2.pl.l.i, p2.pl.2.i,
pl.p3.1.o, pl.p3.2.o, p3.pl.i)
PROCESS_DATA
E X E C U T I O N _ R A T E = 10
E X E C U T I O N _ T I M E = 0.08
DATA.PER_CHANNEL_1 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 10

END
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P R O C p.2(p2.pl.l.o, p2.pl.2.o,
pl.p2.1.i, pl.p2.2.i, pl.p2.3.i,
p2.p3.1.o,P2.p3.2.o, p2.p3.3.o)

END
M M mm.2
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 10
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.05
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 80
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 50
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6= 10
END
P R O C p.3(p3.pl.o, pl.p3.1.i, pl.p3.2.i,
p2.p3.1.i, p2.p3.2.i, p2.p3.3.i)
END
END

As A M G has processed the I C P M above, it generates the following O C P M :

SM_cell.controller = { mm.l, tmp.mm.O, mm.2 }
C.cell.controller = { C_mm.l, C.tmp.mm.O, C_mm.2 }
MM.mm.l = { p.2, comm.process.O, comm.process.2 }
C.mm.l = < N_mm.l, T_mm.l, L_mm.l, P_mm.l >
N.mm.l = 1
T.mm.l = T8
L.mm.l = { PLACE p2.pl.l.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pl.p2.3.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p2.pl.2.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.O.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p2.p3.3.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.l.o AT link3.out }
P.mm.l = { p.2(p2.pl.l.o, p2.pl.2.o, pl.p2.1.1.i,
pl.p2.2.1.i, pl.p2.3.i, p2.p3.l.l.o,
p2.p3.2.1.o, p2.p3.3.o)
comm.process.0(pl.p2.l.l.o, pi.p2.2.l.o, tmp.chan.O.i)
comm.process.2(p2.p3.1.1.i, p2.p3.2.1.i, tmp.chan.l.o) }
MM_tmp.mm.0 = { p.l, comm.process.1 }
C.tmp.mm.O = < N.tmp.mm.O, T.tmp.mm.O, L.tmp.mm.O, P_tmp.mm.0 >
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N_tmp.mm.O = 2
T.tmp.mm.O = T8
L.tmp.mm.O = { PLACE pl.p2.3.o AT linkO.out
PLACE p2.pl.l.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p2.pl.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.O.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pl.p3.1.o AT link2.out
PLACE p3.pl.i AT link2.in
PLACE pl.p3.2.o AT link3.out }
P.tmp.mm.O = { p.I(pl.p2.l.o, pl.p2.2.o, pl.p2.3.o,
p2.pl.l.i, p2.pl.2.i, pl.p3.1.o,
pl.p3.2.o, p3.pl.i)
comm.process.1(pi.p2.1.i, pi.p2.2.i,
tmp.chan.O.o) }
MM_mm.2 =
C_mm.2
N_mm.2
T_mm.2
L_mm.2

p.3, comm.process.3 }
< N_mm.2, T_mm.2, L_mm.2, P_mm.2 >
3
T8
{ PLACE p3.pl.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pl.p3.1.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pl.p3.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p2.p3.3.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.l.i AT link3.in }
P_mm.2 = { p.3(p3.pl.o, pl.p3.1.i, pl.p3.2.i, p2.p3.1.i,
p2.p3.2.i, p2.p3.3.i)
comm.process.3(p2.p3.l.o, p2.p3.2.o, tmp.chan.l.i) }

C.3

{
=
=
=
=

AMG

Example 3: Excessive Number of

Links
Initial Computing Platform Model of the DME system referred to in the example
of section 6.4.3.

S M cell.controller

M M mm.l
PROCESSOR_DATA
T R A N T Y P E = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 10
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EXECUTION_TIME = 0.01
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 6
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_9 = 2
END
PROC p.l(pl.p2.1.o,pl.p2.2.o,P2.pl.i,
pl.p3.o,p3.pl.i,
pl.p4.o,
p5.pl.i,
pl.p6.o,p6.pl.i)
END
M M mm.2
PROCESSOR_DATA
T R A N T Y P E = T8
END
PROCESS-DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 20
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.03
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 3
DATAJPER_CHANNEL_3 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 50
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 50
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 50
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_9 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_10 = 2
END
PROCp.2(p2.pl.o,pl.p2.1.i,pl.p2.2.i,
p2.p3.1.o,P2.p3.2.o,p3.p2.i,
p5.p2.1.i,p5.p2.2.i,
p2.p6.o,p6.p2.i)

END
M M mm.3
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 1000
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EXECUTION_TIME = 0.001
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 1
DATAJPER_CHANNEL_6 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 2
END
PROC p.3(p3.pl.o,pl.p3.i,
p3.p2.o,p2.p3.1.i,p2.p3.2.i,
p3.p4.1.o,p3.p4.2.o)
END

M M mm.4
PROCESSOR_DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 150
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.003
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 3
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 7
END
PROC P.4(pl.p4.i,p3.p4.1.i,
P3.p4.2.i,

p4.p5.1.o,p4.p5.2.o,p5.p4.i)
END
M M mm.5
PROCESSOR_DATA

TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 10
EXECUTION_TIME = 0.01
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 5
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 4
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 4
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 70
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 30
END
PROC p.5(P5.pl.o,
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p5.p2.1.o,p5.p2.2.o,
p5.p4.o,p4.p5.1.i,p4.p5.2.i)

END
M M mm.6
PROCESSORJDATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS_DATA
EXECUTION_RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIME = 0.05
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_1 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 2
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 4
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 4
END
PROC p.6(p6.pl.o,pl.P6.i,
p2.p6.i,p6.p2.o)
END
END

As A M G has processed the I C P M above, it generates the following Computing
Platform model:

SM_cell.controller = { mm.l, mm.2, mm.3, mm.4, mm.5, mm.6, tmp.mm.O }
C_cell.controller = {. C_mm.l, C_mm.2, C_mm.3, C_mm.4, C_mm.5,
C_mm.6, C_tmp.mm.O }
MM_mm.l = { p.l, comm.process.1, comm.process.2 }
C.mm.l = < N_mm.l, T.mm.l, L_mm.l, P_mm.l > N_mm.l = 1
T.mm.l = T8
L.mm.l = { PLACE p2.pl.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.2.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pl.p3.o AT linkl.out
PLACE p3.pl.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pl.p4.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.O.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.l.o AT link3.out }
P.mm.l = { p.l(pl.p2.1.1.o, pi.p2.2.l.o, p2.pl.i, pl.p3.o,
p3.pl.i, pl.p4.o, p5.pl.i, pl.p6.o, p6.pl.i)
comm.process.1(p6.pl.o, pl.p6.i, p5.pl.o,
tmp.chan.O.i, tmp.chan.l.o)
comm.process.2(pi.p2.1. l.i, pl.p2.2.1.i,
tmp.chan.2.o) }
MM_mm.2 = { p.2, comm.process.3, comm.process.4, comm.process.6 }
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C_mm.2 = < N_mm.2, T_mm.2, L_mm.2, P_mm.2 > N_mm.2 = 2
T_mm.2 = T8
L_mm.2 = { PLACE p2.pl.o AT linkO.out
PLACE tmp.chan.2.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p3.p2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.cham.3.o AT linkl.out
PLACE p2.p6.o AT link2.out
PLACE p6.p2.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.4.i AT link3.in }
P_mm.2 = { p.2(p2.pl.o, pl.p2.1.i, pl.p2.2.i, p2.p3.1.2.o,
p2.p3.2.2.o, p3.p2.i, p5.p2.1.2.i, p5.p2.2.2.i,
p2.p6.o, p6.p2.i)
comm.process.3(pl.p2.1.o, pl.p2.2.o, tmp.chan.2.i)
comm.process.4(p2.p3.1.2. i, p2.p3.2.2.i, tmp.chein.3.o)
comm.process.6(p5.p2.1.2.0, p5.p2.2.2.o, tmp.cheoi.4.i) }
MM_mm.3 = { p.3, comm.process.5 }
C_mm.3 = < N_mm.3, T_mm.3, L_mm.3, P_mm.3 >
N_mm.3 = 3
T_mm.3 = T8
L_mm.3 = { PLACE p3.pl.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pl.p3.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p3.p2.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.3.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p3.p4.1.o AT link2.out
PLACE p3.p4.2.o AT link3.out }
P_mm.3 = { p.3(p3.pl.o, pl.p3.i, p3.p2.o, p2.p3.1.i,
p2.p3.2.i, p3.p4.1.o, p3.p4.2.o)
comm.process.5(p2.p3.l.o, p2.p3.2.o, tmp.chan.3.i) }
MM_mm.4 = { p.4, comm.process.8 }
C_mm.4 = < N_mm.4, T_mm.4, L_mm.4, P_mm.4 >
N_mm.4 = 4
T_mm.4 = T8
L_mm.4 = { PLACE pl.p4.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p3.p4.1.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p3.p4.2.i AT link2.in
PLACE p5.p4.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.5.o AT link3.out }
P_mm.4 = { p.4(pl.p4.i, p3.p4.1.i, p3.p4.2.i, p4.p5.1.4.o,
p4.p5.2.4.o, p5.p4.i)
comm.process.8(p4.p5.1.4.i, p4.p5.2.4.i, tmp.chan.5.o) }
MM_mm.5 = {_ p.5, comm.process .7, comm.process.9 }
C_mm.5 = < N_mm.5, T_mm.5, L_mm.5, P_mm.5 > N_mm.5 = 5
T_mm.5 = T8
L_mm.5 = { PLACE p5.pl.5.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE p5.p4.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.5.i AT linkl.in
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PLACE tmp.chan.4.o AT link2.out }
P_mm.5 = { p.5(p5.pl.5.o, p5.p2.1.o, p5.p2.2.o, p5.p4.o,
p4.p5.1.i, p4.p5.2.i)
comm.process.7(p5.p2.1.i, p5.p2.2.i, tmp.chan.4.o)
comm. process. 9 (p4.p5. l.o, p4.p5.2.o, tmp. chain. 5. i) }
MM_mm.6 =
C_mm.6 =
N_mm.6
T_mm.6
L_mm.6

{
<
=
=
=

p.6 }
N_mm.6, T_mm.6, L_mm.6, P_mm.6 >
6
T8
{ PLACE p6.pl.6.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pl.p6.6.i AT linkO.in
PLACE p2.p6.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p6.p2.o AT linkl.out }
P_mm.6 = { p.6(p6.pl.6.o, pl.p6.6.i, p2.p6.i, p6.p2.o) }

MM_tmp.mm.O =
C.tmp.mm.O
N.tmp.mm.O
T.tmp.mm.O
L.tmp.mm.O

{ comm.process.0 }
= < N_tmp.mm.O, T_tmp.mm.O, L_tmp.mm.O, P.tmp.mm.O >
= 7
= T8
= { PLACE p6.pl.6.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pl.p6.6.o AT linkO.out
PLACE p5.pl.5.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp. chain. 0. o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.l.i AT link2.in }
P_tmp.mm.O = { comm.process.0(p6.pi .6.i, pl.p6.6.o,
p5.pl.5.i, tmp.chan.O.o, tmp.chan.1.i) }

Appendix D
LEX and YACC in AMG
D.l LEX
L E X is a scanner generator that given the description and the syntactic rules on
the tokens of the grammar, for example keywords, variables, delimiters, literals,
and numbers, automatically produces a linkable C programfile"scanner.c" with
respective headerfile"scanner.h". In thefinalcompiler, the scanner operates as
a Finite State Machine 1 using transition and output tables and regular expressions
to recognize the tokens from the input stream.
A scanner recognizing the following simplified grammar,

refer to figure D.l
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Alphanumeric
Letter

•(OTHER)

J Any

Digit

Figure D.l: A Finite State M a c h i n e ( F S M ) recognizing variables
statementJist
statement
assign_statement
expression
expression
expression
expression
expression
operator
operator
operator
operator

-•»
-•»
-•»
-•»
--»
-•»
--»•
-•»
-->
--+
-->

statementJist statement
assignstatement
variable = expression
expression operator expression
( expression )
- expression
integer
varible
*
/

+

that defines for example the following section of a program,

a = 1 + 3 * b
tmp = ( a / b ) * c - ( 256 * d )
another.variable = 1000 / ( a * 25 )
result = veryLONGvariableNAMEwithDIGITS1234567890 - 1000
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can be described using a lexical analyzer produced by L E X according to the following definitions of the tokens

delimiter
whitespace
uc_letter
lc_letter
letter
digit
variable
integer

2

[ \n]
[delimiter]+
[A-Z]
[a-z]
{lc_letter} I {uc_letter}
[0-9]
{lc_letter}(letter I digit)*
{digit}+

The following rules that consist of a pattern to match and a subroutine call to

construct the symbol table and other data structures are required by th

{whitespace} {
}
{variable}
{ make_variable_name();
return VARIABLE;}
{integer}
{ make_integer();
return INTEGER;
}
ii—n
}
{ return ASSIGN.SYMBOL;
*"
{ return MULTIPLY.SYMBOL; }
/"
{ return DIVIDE.SYMBOL;
}
IIJ.II
+"
{ return PLUS.SYMBOL;
}
{ return MINUS.SYMBOL;
}

During the execution of the compiler, L E X recognizes the tokens and when, for

example, matching the variable name tmp from the program section above,
the lexeme just matched in an array and returns it when the subroutine
is called from the parser part of the compiler.
-single characters, such as '(', '-', and '&' need not to be defined

D.2 YACC
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The user has to provide L E X with a number of subroutines, for example the
make_variablejiame() and make_integer() used above, that among other things

save the variable names in the symbol table, convert strings to integers, and
pieces of text as constants to the data area of the program.

D.2 YACC

YACC parser generator produces the kernel of the compiler being developed. D

the execution of the actual compiler, the parser uses LEX to recognize and re

the lexemes found in the source file and checks whether the source file is s
correct. At the same time, it organizes the different entities received from
a Three Address Code (TAC) data structure in form of a data tree and carries

semantical and type checks. The data structure created is quite complicated a
contains various nodes of different kind of information, for example

typedef struct symb {
struct symb *next;
int type;

union {
int
value;
char *text;
} value1;
union {
int
value;
struct tac *label;
} value2;
} SYMB;
typedef struct tac {
struct tac *next;
struct tac *previous;
int operation_code;
union {

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

The symbol table node is the central
data structure of the compiler. It
is an open hash table, where the
entries are linked via the "next" and
have "type" field to define the type
of the entry.
Primary value of the entry
Used, if the entry is an integer
Used, if the entry is a variable

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Secondary value of the entry */
/* Used, if the entry is an offset
/* Used, if the entry is a branch

*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/

Three Address Code (TAC) instruction
node with two pointers to the next
and previous node.
The operation code itself
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SYMB
*variable;
struct tac *label;
} first_field;
union {
SYMB
*variable;
struct tac *label;
} second_field;
union {
SYMB
*variable;
struct tac *label;
} third.field;
} TAC;
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/* Name of the node containing the result */
/* Address to result node
*/

/* Name of the first operand
/* Address of the first operand

*/
*/

/* Name of the second operand
/* Address of the second operand

*/
*/

typedef struct expression_node
struct expression_node *next;
TAC *tac;
SYMB *result;
} EXPRESSION_NODE;

{ /* A structure holding the code
/* and the result of the
/* expression aind also the pointer
/* to the next expression.

*/
*/
*/
*/

The T A C is stored as a doubly-linked list of quadruples. A T A C . perhaps, can be
best described by a statement

a = b op c,

where the TAC data structure presented above is used as follows:

• the operation code is stored as the value of op,

• a is the variable containing the result, and

• b and c are the arguments, respectively.

and by the respective graph represented in figure D.2. YACC needs to be given

list of the tokens or the terminals expected to be found in the source program
For example, for the simplified grammar given above, this is done by defining
as follows:
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Previous T A C
(pointer to root)

2nd Operand
(pointer to c)

Result
(pointer to a)
Operation Code
(pointer to op)

Next

TAC

1st Operand
(pointer to b)

(pointer to null)
Figure D.2: Graphical representation of an assign statement

'/.token <symb> VARIABLE
'/.token <symb> INTEGER
ASSIGN_SYMBOL
'/.token
MULTIPLY.SYMBOL
'/.token
DIVIDE.SYMBOL
'/.token
PLUS.SYMBOL
'/.token
MINUS.SYMBOL
'/.token

T h e non-terminals in the same g r a m m a r have also to be defined:

'/.type <tac>

statement_list

/.type <tac>
statement
'/.type <tac>
assign.statement
'/.type <expression_node> expression

Finally, the g r a m m a r itself has to be provided for the Y A C C :

statement_list

statement_list statement
{
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$$= join_two_tacs_as_a_tree_structure( $1, $2 );
}

statement : assign.statement

as sign.statement : VARIABLE ASSIGN.SYMBOL expression
{
$$= process_an_assign_statement( $1, $3 );
}

expression : expression '*' expression
{
$$= process_multiplication( $1, $3 );
}
I expression '/' expression
{
$$= process_division( $1, $3 ) ;
}
I expression '+' expression
{
$$= process_addition( $1, $3 );
}
I expression '-' expression
{
$$= process_substraction( $1, $3 );
}
I '-' expression
{
$$= process.unary.minus( $2 );
}
I VARIABLE
{
$$= produce_expression( $1 );
}
I INTEGER
{
$$= produce_expression( $1 ) ;
}
I '(' expression ' ) '
{
$$= $2
}
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YACC uses the denotation $$ to pass back the TAC constructed and the denotation $JV, where JV <G {1,2, 3,...}, to refer to the respective token found
with the particular statement of the grammar.
The subroutines used in the above grammar, for example

• join_two_tacs_as_a_tree_structure( $1, $2 ),

• process_an_assign_statement ( $1, $3 ), and

• process_multiplication( $1, $3 )

have to be provided by the user, as well as all the subroutines required to c

the semantical and the type checking and finally, to generate the target prog
code.

An overview on the compiling techniques and the data structures required, suc
as the ones presented here, can be found in [Ben90] and [ASU86].

Appendix E
Super Modules of ACME FMS
E.l FMS Host Super Module
The task of F M S Host Super Module is enormous. It contains several functions
essential to the operation of the A C M E F M S :

1. Sequence Controller,

2. Status Monitor,

3. Operational Library,

4. Contingency Plan,

5. N C Program Loader, and

6. Safety.
The Sequence Controller Process issues commands to the SM's controlling the
production machines and other system devices. It also communicates with the
higher level M I S module of the A C M E F M S control system in order to receive
manufacturing tasks and production plans or to send status information, requests.
and progress reports. Due to the nature of its relatively high level control task,
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the operation of the Sequence Controller does not have to be extremely fast.

a real-time control system of this kind a response time of around 10-100 ms i

acceptable [LL79]. On the other hand, the relatively high rate of communicati
between the Sequence Controller and the SM's must not congest the processor

being executed on. Thus, the worst case data exchange rate through the Sequen

Controller must be estimated before hand and kept within the limits of the t
available bandwidth of the processor's communication links, that for example
transputers is 10-20 Mbits/s per link.
The Status Monitor Process receives data from the Status Collector processes

in the SM's controlling the various manufacturing devices of the system. It i

kept up-to-date with the ongoing operations within the system by the Sequence

Controller, in order to determine malfunctions and false responses of the pro

machines. As the Status Monitor is responsible for the correct operation of t
whole FMS, it must be executed at a relatively high frequency, preferably at
at one half of the rate by which the commands are issued in the system.
The Operational Library Process serves as a temporal storage of NC programs,

robot programs, and other manufacturing data. The operation of this process i

mainly data exchange, and thus, it does not require a high execution rate, bu
wide communication bandwidth.
The Contingency Plan Process is required for when the system malfunctions

and/or the product schedule has to be reorganized. This function is mostly id

during the normal operation, but requires a lot of processing power as invoke
rescheduling task.
The NC Program Loader Process transfers data from the Operational Library to

the NC machines and robots. The computational and communicational load of thi

process depends heavily on the status and use of the FMS. They are high durin
the sequencing of the NC machines and robots and low, otherwise.

E.2 Linear Track Super Module
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The Safety Process receives status information from the Safety Super Module

and issues commands from the Sequence Controller in order to verify safe opera

of the ACME FMS. This process should react fast to the external events and henc
requires to be executed at high rate.

E.2 Linear Track Super Module
Linear Track Super Module contains four processes:

1. Linear Track Supervisor,

2. Linear Track Coordinator,

3. Linear Track Status Collector, and

4. Linear Track Driver.

The Linear Track Supervisor Process is the cell level decision maker and plann

Within the Linear Track Super Module, its task is to monitor the correct execu

of the issued track movement commands according to the data received from othe
processes within this Super Module.
Linear Track Coordinator receives commands from the Sequence Controller and
transforms them in a suitable form to drive the track driver.

The Linear Track Status Collector Process acquires position, collision, safety
and other relevant data from the sensors attached to the linear track and its

rounding. Due to safety issues involved, this task should execute at a high ra

Linear Track Driver converts the positioning information received from the Lin
ear Track Coordinator in a form suitable for drive motor control. The task of

process is not a particularly complex one, since it has to control only one de
of-freedom.

E.3 Turn Super Module and Mill Super Module
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E.3 Turn Super Module and Mill Super Module
Turn Super Module and Mill Super Module both consist of six processes:
1. Turn/Mill Supervisor,

2. Turn/Mill Status Collector,

3. Turn/Mill Coordinator,

4. Turn/Mill Tool Control,

5. Turn/Mill Driver, and

6. Turn/Mill Peripheral Control.

The Turn/Mill Supervisor Process monitors the overall operation of the
Turn/Mill Super Module, adjusts the overall operation of the Turn/Mill Super

Module within the capacity of its control algorithm, and reports to the upper

els of the operation of the Turn/Mill Super Module, detected malfunctions, and
anomalies.
The Turn/Mill Status Collector Process acquires information on the status of

the various sensors embedded in the NC machines and their vicinity. It is imp

to detect the malfunction of the NC machine as soon as possible, as it can di

the overall production schedule by delaying the completion of the task assign
this machine. Thus, the execution rate of these processes should be high.
The Turn/Mill Coordinator Process receives NC commands from the NC Pro-

gram Loader and issues them to the Turn/Mill Driver. It also receives periphe
device control commands from the same source and issues these commands to the

Turn/Mill Peripheral Control process. Thus, it synchronizes the overall operat
of the Turn/Mill Super Module.
The Turn/Mill Tool Control Process is an important task, since quality and
speed of the machining operation can be enhanced by monitoring the status and

E.4 Weld Super Module
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condition of the . The endurance of the tool can also be considerably improved
regulating the forces applied to the work piece by the tool. The control loops
tool control system operate at a relatively fast speed.
The Turn/Mill Driver Process convert the NC commands in appropriate motor

drive signals. The more degrees-of-freedom the NC machine has, the more intensi
the control computations become.
Turn/Mill Peripheral Control operates the peripheral devices attached to the
NC machine.

E.4 Weld Super Module
The Weld Super Module consists of five processes:

1. Weld Supervisor,

2. Weld Coordinator,

3. Weld Status Collector,

4. Weld Roll Over Control, and

5. Weld Fixture Control.

The Weld Supervisor Process is the cell level decision maker and planner. Withi

the Weld Super Module, its task is to monitor the correct execution of the comm

issued according to the data received from the other processes within this Sup

Module.
The Weld Coordinator Process receives commands from the Sequence Controller

and transforms them in a suitable form to drive the control of roll over jig a
fixture.

E.5 AGV

Super Module
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The Weld Status Collector acquires information on the status of the various

sors embedded in the weld jig and fixture in order to detect the correct pos
of the work piece.
Weld Roll Over Control Process receives commands issued by the Weld Coor-

dinator and drives the roll over welding jig. There is only one degree of fr

be controlled control by this process and hence the processing power does no
to hight.
The Weld Fixture Control Process receives commands issued by the Weld Coor-

dinator and drives the fixtures. Since the operations controlled by this pro
simple and binary, this process does not require especially high processing

E.5 AGV Super Module
AGV Super Module can be divided into six processes:
1. AGV Supervisor,
2. AGV Coordinator,
3. AGV Status Collector,
4. AGV Planner,

5. AGV Monitor, and

6. AGV Control.
The AGV Supervisor Process monitors the proper operation of the AGV's in the
system. This task requires constant communication with both AGV Coordinator

and AGV Status Collector, since the position, orientation, path, velocity, pa

target, and many other parameters have to be compared with the issued command
The AGV Coordinator Process receives commands from Sequence Controller

that contain information on the use of the AGV's in the manufacturing process

E.5 AGV
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Provided that the AGV Coordinator Process can not distribute all the commands

to the AGV's at once, it allocates a buffer to store them and issues a command
an AGV as soon as it has completed its previous task.
The AGV Status Collector Process receives status information from the AGV's

through the sensors mounted on each the AGV and also through the fixed sensors

placed in suitable positions in the workshop. Due to the error prone nature of
AGV's, the AGV Status Collector is executed at a high frequency.
The AGV Planner Process plans the allocation of AGV's. As the AGV Co-

ordinator receives AGV service requests at a random order, a planner process i

required to optimize the allocation of the AGV's to the transport tasks. The A

Planner Processes invoked as soon as the AGV Coordinator receives more request

than it can service at once. Thus, the computational load of this process vari
lot from idle to relatively high.
The AGV Monitor Process is a process dedicated to monitoring the position,

orientation, velocity, path, and other parameters related to controlling the A

It acquires information directly from the AGV's and passes it to AGV Coordinat

and AGV Planner in order to assist their operation. This process has to be exe

at a relatively high rate, since it is passing the information it is acquiring
processes for validation and decision making.
The AGV Control process communicates with the AGV's and controls them by

issuing commands related to their immediate motion control. It converts the AG
requests issued by the AGV Coordinator to motion commands and sends them
to the AGV's. Control of a number of concurrently operating AGV's requires an
extremely high execution rate.

E.6 Track Robot Super Module and Assembly Robot Super Modules
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E.6 Track Robot Super Module and Assembly
Robot Super Modules
The Track Robot Super Module and Assembly Robot Super Module both consist of
seven processes:

1. Track/Assembly Robot Supervisor,

2. Track/Assembly Robot Status Collector,

3. Track/Assembly Robot Coordinator,

4. Track/Assembly Robot Driver,

5. Track/Assembly Robot Sensor Driver,

6. Track/Assembly Robot Tool Control, and either

7. Track Robot Weld Control or Assembly Robot Vision System.

The Track/Assembly Robot Supervisor Process monitors the overall operation

of the Track/Assembly Robot Super Module, adjusts the overall operation of the
Track/Assembly Super Module within the capacity of its control algorithm, and

reports to the upper levels on the operation of the Track/Assembly Super Modu
detected malfunctions, and anomalies.
The Track/Assembly Robot Status Collector Control acquires information on
the status of the various sensors embedded in the robots and their vicinity.

important to detect the malfunction of the robot as soon as possible. Hence t
process should run at a high frequency.
The Track/Assembly Robot Coordinator Process receive robot commands from
the NC Program Loader and issue them to the Track/Assembly Robot Driver. They
also receive additional control commands, parameters, and data from the same
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source that are intended to be passed to the Track Robot Weld Control process

Assembly Robot Vision System that are assisting the robots in their manufactur
tasks.
The Track/Assembly Robot Driver Process convert the robot program commands

in appropriate joint drive signals by solving the inverse kinematics and dynam

problems. This is a highly computer intensive task, the order of which heavily

depends on the degrees-of-freedom of the robot. On the other hand, the accurat
control of a manipulator also requires extremely high execution rate .
The Track/Assembly Robot Sensor Driver Process acquires sensory information

on the manipulator and the external sensors attached to the robot workspace an

the vicinity of the robot. Similar to other sensory processes, these are execu
a high rate.
The Track/Assembly Robot Tool Control Process controls the operation of the
gripper and other related tasks such as collision detection.
The Track Robot Weld Control Process is an application usually provided by

a separate controller which determines the fine motion of the welding torch an
calculates the welding parameters required to maintain steady conditions.
The Assembly Robot Vision System Process performs various pattern recognition

tasks in order to locate parts and recognize holes, pins, edges, corners, and o
characteristic features in the workpieces. The result of this task is usually

position and orientation of the workpiece that, as passed to the robot control
can be used to place the manipulator in a desired location and orientation.

E.7 Safety Super Module
The Safety Super Module consists of six processes:

1. Safety Supervision,
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2. Safety Status Collector,

3. Safety Coordinator,

4. Safety Emergency Stop Switch Driver,

5. Safety Emergency Stop Circuit Driver, and

6. Safety Emergency and Stop Sensor Driver.

The Safety Supervision Process acts as the first level supervisor receiving st

information from the Safety Status Collector, and Safety Coordinator processes

The information from these two sources are compared in order to detect disturbances in the system.

The Safety Status Collector Process acquires sensory data from the Safety Emer
gency and Stop Sensor Driver, Safety Emergency Stop Switch Driver, and Safety

Emergency Stop Circuit Driver processes at a high execution rate and passes th
information to the other processes.
The Safety Coordinator Process receives ACME FMS status data and issued

commands from Safety process and informs the three driver processes of this Su
Module on the possible changes in the safety and emergency parameters.
Safety Emergency Stop Switch Driver polls the emergency stop switches at an

extremely high rate, and if a state transition detected, other processes are i
immediately.
The Safety Emergency Stop Circuit Driver Process polls the emergency stop

circuit at an extremely high rate, and similarly if a state transition is dete
other processes are informed immediately.
The Safety Emergency and Stop Sensor Driver Process acquires sensory data

from infra-red, tactile, proximity, and other sensors mounted to the FMS and p
it to other processes.

Appendix F
Characteristics of ACME FMS

F M S Host
Super Module
Sequence Controller
Status Monitor
Operational Library
Contingency Plan
N C Program Loader
Safety

number of
channels

16
13
3
3
21
6

worst case execution
rate
time
0.01
10
1000
0.001

10
1
100
100

0.1
1
0.01
0.001

transputer
load %

10
100
100
100
100
10

Table F.l: Computational and communicational requirements in F M S Host Super
Module
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mm.l
mm.2 mm.3 mm.4 mm.5 mm.6
mm.7
mm.8 mm.9 xtrn
sc ol s sm nc cp He Use ac ascwc wsc smc trctrscarcarse mc msc tctscmis
10
sc — 100 1 10 10 100 1
10
100
ol
100
10
10
s 1
sm 100 — — - 1 10 10 — 1 — 1 1 — — — — — — — — —
—
—
nc — - 1 10 — — — — — — — 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1
cp 100
Itc0.1
Use
10
ac 1
—
—
—
—
—
— - —
asc — — — — 10 — — — — — — —
wc 0.1
wsc
10
10
smc
trc
1
1
trsc
1
arc
1
arse
1
mc
1
msc
1
tc
1
tsc
mis 100
Table F.2: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in F M S Host Super

Module

Linear Track
Super Module
Supervisor
Coordinator
Status Collector
Driver

number of
channels

4
6
6
4

worst case execution
time
rate
0.01
10
0.01
10
0.001
100

10

0.1

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100

Table F.3: Computational and communicational requirements in Linear Track Super Module
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mm.l
Us Use Uc ltdsc sm
Its— 1 1 — — —
Use 1 — — 0.1 — 10
Itc1 — — 1 0.1 —
ltd— 1 0.1 — — —
sc — — 1 — — —
sm — 1 — — — —
internal

Table F.4: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Linear Track Super

Module

Turn
Super Module
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Tool Control
Driver
Peripheral Control

number of
channels

4
10
10
4
4
4

worst case execution
time
rate
10
0.01
0.001
100
0.01
10
0.001
1000
0.001
1000
0.001
100

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100
100
10

Table F.5: Computational and communicational requirements in Turn Super Module

mm.l
tstsctc ttctd tpc nc
ts — 1 1 — — —
tsc 1 — — 1 1 0.1 1
1
tc 1 — — 10 10 1
—
—
—
—
ttc— 10 1
td 10 1
—
tpc— 1 0.1 — — —
—
nc — 10 10 — — —
internal

Table F.6: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Turn Super Module
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Mill
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number of
channels

Super Module
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Tool Control
Driver
Peripheral Control

4
10
10
4
4
4

worst case execution
rate
time

10
100
10
1000
1000

100

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100
100
10

Table F.7: Computational and communicational requirements in Mill Super Module

mm.l
ts msc mc mtc md mpc nc
—
ms — 1 1 - — —
msc 1 — — 1 1 0.1 1
1
mc 1 — — 10 10 1
—
—
mtc — 10 1 — —
—
md 10 1 — - — —
—
mpc — 1 0.1 - — —
nc — 10 10 - — internal

Table F.8: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Mill Super Module

Weld
Super Module
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Roll Over Control
Fixture Control

number of
channels

4
8
8
4
4

worst case execution
time
rate
0.01
10
0.001
100
0.01
10
0.001
100
0.001
100

transputer
load %

10
10
10
10
10

Table F.9: Computational and communicational requirements in Weld Super

Characteristics of ACME

FMS
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internal
mm.l
ws wsc wc wroc wfc sc •sm

ws —
wsc 1
wc 1

1

1

—

—

—

—

—

wfc —
sc —
sm —

—

—

0.1 0.1 — 10
1
1 — 0.1

1 0.1
1 0.1
— 10
1

wroc —

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

Table F.10: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Weld Super Module

AGV
Super Module

number of
channels

4
10
8
6
6
2

Supervisor
Coordinator
Status Collector
Planner
Monitor
Control

worst case execution
rate
time
10
0.01
0.001
100
0.01
10

10
100

0.1
0.001
0.001

1000

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100
10
100

Table F.ll: Computational and communicational requirements in A G V Super Module

mm.l
internal
as asc ac agvc am ap sc sm
as — 1 1
asc 1 — — 1
ac 1 — —
agvc — - 1 —
am — 1 1 —
ap — 1 10 1
sc —
sm —

—

10 —

1 —

—

0.1 1 — 10
1 10 1 —

—

—

—

—

1 —

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

Table F.12: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in A G V Super Module

Characteristics of ACME

Track Robot
Super Module
Supervision
Status Collector
Coordinator
Driver
Sensor Driver
Weld Control
Tool Control

FMS

number of
channels

4
12
12
4
4
4
4

worst case execution
rate
time

10
100
10
1000

100
100
100

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100
10
10
10

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Table F.13: Computational and communicational requirements in Track Robot
Super Module

internal
mm.l
trstrsctrctrdtrsdtrw trt nc

trs — 1
trsc 1 —
trc 1 —
trd — 10
trsd — 10
trw — 1
trt— 1
nc — 1

1
—

1
10
1
1
1

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
10 1 10 1

1
1

-I ~

Table F.14: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Track Robot Super

Module

Assembly Robot
Super Module

number of
channels

Supervision
Status Collector
Coordinator
Driver
Sensor Driver
Vision System
Tool Control

4
12
12
4
4
4
4

worst case execution
time
rate
0.01
10
0.001
100
0.01
10
0.001
1000
0.001
100
0.01
100
0.001
100

transputer
load %

10
10
10
100
10
100
10

Table F.15: Computational and communicational requirements in Assembly Robot
Super Module
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internal
mm.l
ars arse arc ard arsd arvs art nc
ars —
1 1
arse 1 —
— 0.1 0.1
1 0.1 1
—
arc 1 —
10 1
1 1
1
ard — 10 1
arsd —
10 10
arvs —
1 1
art —
1 1
nc —
1 1

Table F.16: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Assembly Robot
Super Module

Safety
Super Module
Supervision
Status Collector
Coordinator
Emergency Stop Switch Driver
Emergency Stop Circuit Driver
Emergency And Stop Sensor Driver

number of
channels

4
8
10
4
4
4

worst case execution
time
rate
10
0.01
0.001
100
0.01
10
0.001
100
0.001
100
0.01
100

transputer
load %

10
10
10
10
10
100

Table F.17: Computational and communicational requirements in Safety Super
Module

mm.l
internal
sms smsc smc smess smesc smeass s
1

1

—

-

—

—

—

—
—

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

—

—

10

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.1
1

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

10

—

—

—

-

sms —
smsc 1
smc 1
smess
smesc
smeass

—

s —

Table F.18: Data exchange rate (KBytes/s) of the processes in Safety Super Module
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Characteristics of ACME

Manipulation
Module ID

mm.l

mm.2
mm.3
mm.4
mm.5
mm.6
mm.7
mm.8
mm.9
mm.10
mm.11

FMS generated by A M G

312

F M S Host Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution transputer
links
rate
time
load %
Sequence Controller
1
10
0.01
10
Safety
100
0.001
10
3 Communication
3
~0
Operational Library
2
100
10
0.1
Status Monitor
3 Communication

2
2

N C Program Loader
4 Communication

3
2
4
4
3
4
4
4

Contingency Plan
Communication
Communication
3 Communication
Communication
7 Communication
Communication

1000

0.001

100
~0

100

0.01

100
~0

1

1

100
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0

-

Table G.l: Computational and communicational requirements in F M S Host Super
Module generated by AMG

Manipulation
Module ID

mm.12

mm.13

Linear Track Super Module
Process contents number of worst case execution transputer
load %
rate
time
links
10
10
0.01
Supervisor
10
10
0.01
2
Coordinator
10
100
0.001
2
Status Collector
Driver

2

10

0.1

100

Table G.2: Computational and communicational requirements in Linear Track Super Module generated by AMG

Characteristics of ACME

Manipulation
Module ID

mm. 14

mm.15
mm.16

FMS generated by A M G

313

Turn Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution
links
rate
time
Supervisor
10
0.01
Status Collector
1
100
0.001
Coordinator
1
10
0.01
Peripheral Control
100
0.001
4 Communication
2
Tool Control
2 Communication
Driver

1
2

transputer
load %
10
10
10
10

~0

1000

0.001

100
~0

1000

0.001

100

Table G.3: Computational and communicational requirements in Turn Super Module generated by AMG

Manipulation
Module ID

mm.17

mm.18
mm.19

Mill Super Module
number of worst case execution transputer
Process contents
load %
rate
time
links
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Peripheral Control
4 Communication
Tool Control
2 Communication
Driver

1
1

10
100
10
100

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001

~0

2

1
2

10
10
10
10

1000

0.001

100
~0

1000

0.001

100

Table G.4: Computational and communicational requirements in Mill Super Module
generated by

AMG

Characteristics of ACME

Manipulation
Module ID
mm.20

FMS

generated by A M G

314

Weld Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution
links
rate
time
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Roll Over Control
Fixture Control

-

1
1
-

10
100
1
100
100

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.001

transputer
load %

10
10
10
10
10

Table G.5: Computational and communicational requirements in Weld Super Module generated by AMG

Manipulation
Module ID

mm.21

mm.22
mm.23

A G V Super Module
number of worst case execution transputer
Process contents
rate
time
links
I load %
Supervisor
Status Collector
Coordinator
Monitor
2 Communication
Planner
2 Communication
Control

1
2

10
10
100
100

0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001

~0

1
10

1
1

10
10
10
10

0.1

100

~0
1000

0.001

100

Table G.6: Computational and communicational requirements in A G V Super Module generated by AMG

Characteristics of ACME

Manipulation
Module ID
mm.24

mm.25

FMS generated by A M G

315

Track Robot Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution transputer
links
rate
time
load %
Supervision
10
0.01
10
Status Collector
1
100
0.001
10
Coordinator
1
10
0.01
10
Sensor Driver
100
0.001
10
Weld Control
100
0.001
10
Tool Control
100
0.001
10
2 Communication
1
~0
Driver

2

1000

0.001

100

Table G.7: Computational and communicational requirements in Track Robot Super Module generated by AMG

Manipulation
Module ID
mm.26

mm.27
mm.28

Assembly Robot Super Module
number of worst case execution transputer
Process contents
load %
rate
time
links
10
10
0.01
Supervision
10
100
0.001
1
Status Collector
10
10
0.01
1
Coordinator
10
100
0.001
Sensor Driver
10
100
0.001
Tool Control
~0
1
2 Communication
100
1000
0.001
Driver
~0
1
2 Communication
100
100
0.01
2
Vision System

Table G.8: Computational and communicational requirements in Assembly Robot
Super Module generated by AMG

Characteristics of ACME

Manipulation
Module ID
mm.29

mm.30

FMS

generated by A M G

316

Safety Super Module
number of worst case execution
Process contents
links
rate
time
Supervision
Status Collector
Coordinator
Emergency Stop
Switch Driver
Emergency Stop
Circuit Driver
Emergency And Stop
Sensor Driver

1
2

2

transputer
load %

10
100
10

0.01
0.001
0.01

10
10
10

100

0.001

10

100

0.001

10

100

0.01

100

Table G.9: Computational and communicational requirements in Safety Super Module generated by

AMG

Appendix H
Characteristics of Extended

ACME FMS

F M S Host Super Module
number of worst case execution
channels rate
time

Manipulation
Module

Process

Host

Sequence Controller

Status

transputer
load %

5

0.185

92.5

Status Monitor

14
15

5

0.185

92.5

Operation

Operational Library
Safety

3
6

2
2

0.185
0.185

37
37

Loader

Contingency Plan
N C Program Loader

3
7

2
2

0.185
0.185

37
37

Table H.l: Computational and communicational requirements in F M S Host Super
Module of Extended A C M E F M S
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Characteristics of Extended ACME

Manipulation
Module

FMS

318

Production Machine Control Super Module
Process
number of worst case exec transputer
channels
rate
time
load %

Coordination

P M C Supervisor
P M C Coordinator
P M C Status Collector

4
8
8

1
3
1

0.185
0.185
0.1

18.5
55.5
10

Production Machine

P M M Supervisor
P M M Local Status
P M M Control

4
4
4

2
5
5

0.05
0.05
0.085

10
25
42.5

Robotic System

R S M Supervisor
R S M Local Status

4
10

10
10

0.02
0.05

20
10

Robotic Coordinator

R S M Coordinator

10

5

0.185

92.5

Intelligent Sensor

IS Control

4

20

0.05

100

Manipulator Control

M Control

4

10

0.1

100

Peripheral Device

P D Control

4

10

0.1

100

Table H.2: Computational and communicational requirements in Production Machine Control Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S
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Module

Peripheral Device Control Super Module
Process
number of worst case exec
channels
rate
time

Peripheral

P D C Supervisor

4

5

0.02

Device
Coordination

P D C Status Collector
P D C Coordinator

10
10

10
10

0.05
0.1

10
50
100

Material

4

Handhng
Module

M H M Supervisor
M H M Local Status
M H M Coordinator

10
10

5
10
20

0.01
0.02
0.01

5
20
20

Store Control

S Control

4

20

0.05

100

R a w Material Control

R M Control

4

20

0.05

100

Conveyor Control

C Control

4

20

0.05

100

Jig
and
Fixture

J F M Supervisor
J F M Local Status
J F M Coordinator

4
8
8

10
10

0.01
0.02

10

0.065

10
20
65

Jig Control

J Control

4

20

0.4

80

Fixture Control

F Control

4

20

0.5

100

AGV

A G V Supervisor
A G V Local Status

4
6

10
20

0.2
0.2

20
40

AGV
Communication

A G V Coordinator
A G V Communication

6
4

10
20

0.05
0.01

50
20

Manipulation

transputer
load %

Table H.3: Computational and communicational requirements in Peripheral Device
Control Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S

Manipulation

Process

Module

Serial Control Super Module
number of worst case execution
rate
time
channels

transputer
load %
10

10

0.01
0.02

20

6

20

0.01

20

4

20

0.02

40

Serial

S C M Supervisor

4

10

Communication

S C M Status Collector

4

Sequencor
S C M Serial
Connection Driver

S C M N C Program

Table H.4: Computational and communicational requirements in Serial Control
Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S

Characteristics of Extended ACME

FMS

320

Safety Super Module
number of worst case execution
rate
time
channels

Manipulation
Module

Process

Safety

S M Supervisor
S M Status Collector
S M Coordinator

4
10
10

10
25
10

0.02
0.01
0.05

20
25
50

Safety
Switch

S M E S Switch Driver
S M E S Circuit Driver
S M E S Sensor Driver

4
4
4

40
40
40

0.005
0.005
0.005

20
20
20

transputer
load %

Table H.5: Computational and communicational requirements in Safety Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S
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Characteristics of Extended ACME

Manipulation
Module ID

FMS generated by A M G

F M S Host Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution
hnks
rate
time

transputer
load %

mm.l

Sequence Control
2 Communication

2.5
1.5

5

0.185

92.5
~0

mm.2

Operational Library
Safety
Communication

1
2.5
0.5

2
2

0.185
0.185

37
37
~0

mm.3

Status Monitor
3 Communication

0.5
2.5

5

0.185

92.5
~0

mm.4

N C Program Loader
Contingency Plan
2 Communication

2.5
0.5
1

2
2

0.185
0.185

37
37

~o

mm.5

2 Communication

4

-

~0

mm.6

Communication

4

-

mm.7

Communication

4

-

~o
~o

Table 1.1: Computational and communicational requirements in F M S Host Super
Module of Extended A C M E F M S generated by

AMG

Characteristics of Extended ACME

Manipulation
Module ID

mm.8

mm.9

FMS generated by A M G

323

Production Machine Control Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution transputer
links
rate
time
load %
P M C Supervisor
1
0.185
18.5
P M C Coordinator
1
3
0.185
55.5
P M C Status Collector
1
1
0.1
10
2 Communication
2
~0
P M M Supervisor
P M M Local Status
P M M Control
2 Communication

1

mm.10

R S M Supervisor
R S M Local Status
Communication

1
2
1

10
10

0.02
0.05

mm.11

R S M Coordinator
Communication

3
1

5

0.185

92.5
~0

mm.12
mm.13
mm.14
mm.15
mm.16
mm.17

IS Control

2
2
2
3
3
3

20

0.05

10

0.1

10

0.1

100
100
100
~0
~0
~0

M Control
P D Control
Communication
Communication
Communication

2
5
5

-

0.05
0.05
0.085

10
25
42.5

~0
20
10
~0

Table 1.2: Computational and communicational requirements in Production Machine Control Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S generated by AMG

Characteristics of Extended ACME

Manipulation

Module ID
mm.18

FMS generated by A M G

Peripheral Device Control Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution
links
rate
time
P D C Supervisor
5
0.02
P D C Status Collector
3
10
0.05
Communication

mm.19

P D C Coordinator
Communication

mm.20

3

324

transputer
load %
10
50
~0

10

0.1

100
~0

M H M Supervisor
M H M Local Status
M H M Coordinator
3 Communication

5
10
20

0.01
0.02
0.01

5
20
20
~0

mm.21

S Control
2 Communication

20

0.05

100
~0

mm.22

R M Control
2 Communication

20

0.05

100
~0

mm.23

C Control
2 Communication

20

0.05

100
~0

mm.24

J F M Supervisor
J F M Local Status
J F M Coordinator
4 Communication

10
10
10

0.01
0.02
0.065

10
20
65
~0

mm.25

J Control
2 Communication

20

0.4

80
~0

mm.26

F Control
2 Communication

20

0.5

100
~0

mm.27

A G V Supervisor
A G V Local Status

2

10
20

0.2
0.2

20
40

mm.28

A G V Coordinator
A G V Communication

2
1

10
20

0.05
0.01

50
20

mm.29
mm.30
mm.31

Communication

3
3
3

-

Communication
5 Communication

-

~0
~0
~0

Table 1.3: Computational and communicational requirements in Peripheral Device
Control Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S generated by AMG

Characteristics of Extended ACME

Manipulation
Module ID
mm.32

FMS generated by A M G

Serial Control Super Module
Process contents
number of worst case execution
links
rate
time
S C M Supervisor
10
0.01
S C M Status Collector
1
10
0.02
S C M N C Program Sequensor
1
20
0.01
S C M Serial Connection Driver
20
0.02
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transputer
load %

10
20
20
40

Table 1.4: Computational and communicational requirements in Serial Control Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S generated by AMG

Safety Super Module
Manipulation
Module ID

Process contents

mm.33

S M Supervisor
S M Status Collector
S M Coordinator
2 Communication

mm.34

S M E S Switch Driver
S M E S Circuit Driver
S M E S Sensor Driver
2 Communication

number of
links
1
1
1

1

worst case execution transputer
rate
time
load %
10
25
1

0.02
0.01
0.05

20
25
50
~0

40
40
40

0.005
0.005
0.005

20
20
20
~0

Table 1.5: Computational and communicational requirements in Safety Super Module of Extended A C M E F M S generated by AMG

Appendix J
ICPM of ACME.9
Initial Computing Platform Model of ACME.9

is, as follows

SH fras.host.super.module
HH fras.host.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10000
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 10000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 10000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_5 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_6 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_7 = 10000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 10000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 == 10000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_11 == 100
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_12 == 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_13 == 1000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_14 == 100
DATA_PER_CHAIBEL_15 == 1000
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_16 == 10
EBD
PROC sequence.control(sc.to.mis.o,mis.to.sc.i,
sc.to.ol.o, sc.to.s.o,
s.to.sci, sc.to.sm.o,
sm.to.sc.i, sc.to.nc.o,
sc.to.cp.o,cp.to.sc.i,
sc.to.ltc.o.ltc.to.sc.i,
sc.to.ac.o,ac.to.sc .i ,
SC.tO.HCO.BC.tO.SC .i)

PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10000
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_2 = 10000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 100
END
PROC operational.library(sc.to.ol.i, ol.to.nc.o, nc.to.ol.i)
PROCESS.DATA
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EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.6 = 10
END
PROC safety(s.to.smc.o,smc.to.s.i,
s.to.sc.o.sc.to.s.i,
s.to.sm.o.sm.to.s.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.8 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 10
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 1
DATA_PER.CHABBEL.il = 10
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.12 = 1
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_13 = 10
EBD
PROC status.monitor(sm.to.sc .o , sc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.s.o, s.to.sm.i,
sm.to.cp.o, sm.to.nc.o,
nc.to.sm.i, sm.to.ltsc.o,
ltsc.to.sm.i, sm.to.wsc.o,
HSC.to.sm.i, sm.to.asc.o ,asc.to.sm.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.7 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.9 = 10
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL.il = 10
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_12 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_13 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_14 = 10
DATA_PER_CHA_BEL_15 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_16 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_17 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_18 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_19 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_20 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_21 = 10
EBD
PROC nc.program.loader(sc.to.nc.i, ol.to.nc.i, nc.to.ol.o,
sm.to.nc.i, nc.to.sm.o, nc.to.trc.o,
trc.to.nc.i, nc.to.trsc.o, trsc.to.nc
nc.to.tsc.o.tsc.to.nc.i, nc.to.arc.o,
arc.to.nc.i, nc.to.arse.o, arse.to.nc
nc.to.mc.o, mc.to.nc.i, nc.to.msc.o,
msc.to.nc.i, nc.to.tc.o,tc.to.nc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 1
EXECUTION.TIHE = 1 . 0
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DATA_PER_CHANBEL_1 = 100000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 100000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 10000
END
PROC contingency.plan(sc.to.cp.i,cp.to.sc.o, sm to c
END
EBD
SH linear.track.super.module
HH linear.track.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 100
DATA.PER_CHAHNEL_3 = 1 0 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
END
PROC It.supervisor(Its.to.ltc.o, ltc.to .Its.i,
Its.to.ltsc.o, ltsc.to.Its.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1 0 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.5 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_6 = 10
EBD
PROC It.coordinator(sc.to.ltc.i, ltc.to.sc.o,
ltc.to.Its. o, Its.to.ltc.i,
ltc.to.ltd.o.ltd.to.ltc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.5 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 10
END
PROC It.status.collector(sm.to.ltsc.i, ltsc.to.sm.o,
ltsc.to.Its.o, Its.to.ltsc
ltsc.to.ltd.o, ltd.to.ltsc
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1 0
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 10
EBD
PROC lt.driverdtsc.to.ltd.i, ltd.to.ltsc.o,
ltc.to.ltd.i, ltd.to.ltc.o)
EBD
EBD
SH turn.super.module
HH turn.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
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DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
EBD
PROC turn.supervisor(ts.to.tc.o, tc.to.ts.i,
ts.to.tsc.o, tsc.to.ts.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.3 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.7 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.8 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.9 = 1
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 10
EBD
PROC turn.status.collector(nc.to.tsc.i, tsc.to.nc.o,
tsc.to.ts.o, ts.to.tsc.i,
tsc .to .ttc.o, ttc.to .tsc.i,
tsc.to.td.o, td.to.tsc.i,
tsc.to.tpc.o, tpc.to.tsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.7 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_9 = 100
DATA.PER_CHANBEL.10 = 10
EBD
PROC turn.coordinator(nc .to.tc.i, tc.to.nc.o,
tc.to.ts.o, ts.to.tc.i,
tc.to.ttc.o, ttc.to.tc.i,
tc.to.td.o, td.to.tc.i,
tc.to.tpc.o, tpc.to.tc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC turn.tool.controKtc.to.ttc.i, ttc.to.tc.o,
tsc.to.ttc.i, ttc.to.tsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
END
PROC turn.driver(tc.to.td.i, td.to.tc.o,
tsc.to.td.i, td.to.tsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 1
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DATA_PER_CHANHEL_3 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_4 = 10
END
PROC turn.peripheral.controKtc.to.tpc.i, tpc.to.tc.o,
tsc.to.tpc.i, tpc.to.tsc.
EBD
EBD
SH mill.super.module
HH mill.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1 0
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
EBD
PROC mill.supervisor(ms.to.mc.o, mc.to.ms.i,
ms.to.msc.o, msc.to.ms.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 1 0
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.3 = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_4 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_5 = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHAHNEL_6 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANBEL_7 = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 1
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EBD
PROC mill.status.collector(nc.to .msc.i , msc.to.nc.o,
msc.to.ms.o, ms.to.msc.i,
msc.to.mtc.o, mtc.to.msc.i,
msc.to.md.o, md.to.msc.i,
rase.to.mpc.o, mpc.to.msc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.6 = 1 0 0
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 100
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 1 0
EBD
PROC mill.coordinator(nc.to.mc.i, mc.to.nc.o,
mc.to.ms.o, ras.to.mc.i,
mc.to.mtc.o, mtc.to.mc . i ,
mc.to.md.o, md.to.mc.i,
mc.to.mpc.o, mpc.to.mc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.4 = 10
END
PROC mill.tool.controKmc.to.mtc.i, mtc.to.mc.o,
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msc.to.mtc.i, mtc.to.rase.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC mill.driver(mc.to.md.i, md.to.mc.o,
msc.to.md.i, md.to.msc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC mill.peripheral.control(rac.to.mpc.i, mpc.to.mc.o,
msc.to.mpc.i, rape.to.msc.o)
EBD
EBD
SH Held.super.module
HH veld.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.l = 1 0 0
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 1 0 0
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 1 0 0
EBD
PROC Held, supervisor (ws.to . wc .o, wc.to.ws.i,
WS.tO.WSC.O, HSC.tO.WS.i)

PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 10
DATA_PER_CHA5BEL_4 = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.7 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.8 = 10
EBD
PROC Held.status.collector(sm.to.wsc.i, Hsc.to.sm.o,
wsc.to.ws.o, ws.to.wsc.i,
wsc.to.wroc.o, wroc.to.wsc.i,
wsc.to.tfc.o, tfc.to.wsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.5 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.7 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.8 = 10
EBD
PROC weld.coordinator(sc.to.wc.i, wc.to.sc.o,
wc.to.Bs.o, ws.to.wc.i,
wc.to.wroc.o, wroc.to . wc . i,
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wc.to.tfc.o, tfc.to.wc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 1
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC weld.roll.over .controKwc.to.wroc.i, wroc .to . wc .o ,
wsc.to.wroc.i, wroc.to.wsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC weld.fixture.control(wc.to.tfc.i, tfc.to.wc.o,
wsc.to.tic.i, tfc.to.wsc.o)
EBD
EBD
SH agv.super.module
HH agv.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
END
PROC agv.supervisor(as.to.ac.o, ac.to.as.i,
as.to.asc.o, asc.to.as.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
EBD
PROC agv.status.collector(sm.to.asc.i, asc.to.sm.o,
asc.to.as.o, as.to.asc.i,
asc.to.ap.o, ap.to.asc.i,
asc.to.am.o, am.to.asc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHAHNEL_8 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 1 0 0
DATA.PER_CHANNEL.10 = 100
END
PROC agv.coordinator(sc.to.ac.i, ac.to.sc.o,
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ac.to.as.o, as.to.ac.i,
ac.to.ap.o, ap.to.ac.i,
agvc.to.ap.i, ap.to.agvc.o,
ac.to.ara.o, am.to.ac.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.2 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
EBD
PROC agv.planner(ac.to.ap.i, ap.to.ac.o,
asc.to.ap.i, ap.to.asc.o,
am.to.ap.i, ap.to.am.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.6 = 10
EBD
PROC agv.monitor(ap.to.am.i, am.to.ap.o,
ac.to.am.i, am.to.ac.o,
asc.to.am.i, am.to.asc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1
EBD
PROC agv.control(ap.to.agvc.i, agvc.to.ap.o)
EBD
EBD
SH track.robot.super.module
HH track.robot.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.4 = 100
EBD
PROC track.robot.supervisor(trs.to.trc.o, trc.to.t
trs.to.trsc.o, trsc
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.5 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.8 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 1
DATA.PER_CHABNEL.10 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL.11 = 1
DATA.PER_CHANBEL.12 = 100
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EBD
PROC track.robot.status.collector(nc.to.trsc.i, trsc.to.nc.o,
trsc.to.trs.o, trs.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trd.o, trd.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trsd.o, trsd.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trw.o, trw.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trt.o, trt.to.trsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHAIBEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_7 = 1 0 0
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 1000
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.9 = 1000
DATA.PER_CHANNEL.10 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_11 = 100
DATA.PER_CHANNEL.12 = 1000
EBD
PROC track.robot.coordinator(nc.to.trc.i, trc.to.nc.o,
trc.to.trs.o , trs.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trd.o, trd.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trsd.o, trsd.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trw.o, trw.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trt.o, trt.to.trc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1000
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.4 = 10
END
PROC track.robot.driver(trc.to.trd.i, trd .to .trc.o,
trsc.to.trd.i, trd.to.trsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
EBD
PROC track.robot.sensor.driver(trc.to.trsd.i, trsd.to.trc.o,
trsc.to.trsd.i, trsd.to .trsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.4 = 100
END
PROC track.robot .weld.controKtrc.to.trw.i, trw.to .trc.o,
trsc.to.trw.i, trw.to.trsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
END
PROC track.robot.tool.control(trc.to.trt.i, trt.to.trc.o,
trsc.to.trt.i, trt.to.trsc.o)
END
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END
SH assembly.robot.super.module
HH assembly.robot.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRANTYPE - T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_3 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_4 = 100
END
PROC assembly.robot.supervisor(ars.to.arc.o, arc.to.ars.i,
ars.to.arse.o, arse.to.ars.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_7 = 1
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_9 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_10 = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_11 = 1
DATA.PER_CHANNEL.12 = 100
END
PROC assembly.robot.status.collector(nc.to.arse.i, arse.to.nc.o,
arse.to.ars.o, ars.to.arse.i,
arse.to.ard.o, ard.to.arse.i,
arse.to.arsd.o, arsd.to.arse.i,
arse.to.arvs.o, arvs.to.arse.i,
arse.to.art.o, art.to.arse.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 1 0
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_3 = 100
DATA_PER_CHAHNEL_4 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_5 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_7 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 1000
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_9 = 100
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_10 = 100
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_11 = 1 0 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_12 = 1000
END
PROC assembly.robot.coordinator(nc.to.arc.i, arc.to.nc.o,
arc.to.ars.o,ars.to.arc.i,
arc.to.ard.o,ard.to.arc.i,
arc.to.arsd.o,arsd.to.arc.i,
arc.to.arvs.o,arvs.to.arc.i,
arc.to.art.o,art.to.arc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 1000
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1 0
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.4 = 10
END
PROC assembly.robot .driver(arc.to.ard.i, ard.to.arc.o,
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arse.to.ard.i, ard.to.arse.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
END
PROC assembly.robot.sensor.driver(arc.to.arsd.i, arsd.to.arc.o,
arse.to.arsd.i, arsd.to.arse.
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.3 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC assembly.robot.vision.system(arc.to.arvs.i, arvs.to.arc.o,
arse.to.arvs.i, arvs.to.arse.
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.4 = 100
EBD
PROC assembly .robot .tool.controKarc .to. art. i, art .to .arc .o,
arse.to.art.i, art.to.arse.o)
EBD
EBD
SH safety.super.module
HH safety.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.4 = 100
EBD
PROC s.m.supervisor(sms.to.smsc.o, smsc.to.sras.i,
sms.to.smc.o, smc.to.sras.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.7 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.8 = 10
END
PROC s.m.status.collector(smsc.to.sms.o, sms.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smess.o , smess.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smesc.o , smesc.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smeass.o, smeass.to.smsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 1000
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 1000
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DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 100
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 100
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.5 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.7 = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.8 = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.10 = 100
END
PROC s.m.coordinator(smc.to.s.o, s.to.smc.i,
smc.to.sms.o, sms.to.smc.i,
smc.to.smess.o, smess.to.smc.i,
smc.to.smesc.o, smesc.to.smc.i,
smc.to.smeass.o, smeass.to.smc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 10
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 1
END
PROC s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver(smc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.001
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l =
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.2 =
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 =
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 =
END
PROC s.c.m.emergency.stop.circuit.driver(smc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 100
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.2 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.3 = 1
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.4 = 1 0
EBD
PROC s.c.m.emergency.and.stop.sensor.driver(smc.to.smeass.i,
smeass.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smeass.i,
smeass.to.smsc.o)
EBD
EBD

Appendix K
O C P M of ACME.9
Optimal Computing Platform Model of ACME.9

is, as follows

SH.fms.host.super.module = { fms.host.manipulation.module,
tmp.mm.O, tmp.mm.l, tmp.mm.2, tmp.mm.3,
tmp.mm.15, tmp.mm.16, tmp.mm.17,
tmp.mm.18, tmp.mm.19, tmp.mm.20 }
C.fms.host.super.module = { C.fms.host.manipulation.module,
C.tmp.mm.O, C.tmp.mm.l, C_tmp.mm.2,
C_tmp.mm.3, C_tmp.mm.15, C_tmp.mm.16,
C_trap.mm.17, C_tmp.mm.18, C_tmp.mm.19,
C_tmp.mm.20 }
HH.fms.host.manipulation.module = { sequence.control, safety,
comm.process.1, comra.process.3,
comm.process.5 }
C.fms.host.manipulation.module = < B.fms.host.manipulation.module,
T.fms.host.manipulation.module,
L.fms.host.manipulation.module,
P.fras.host.manipulation.module >
N.fms.host.manipulation.module = 1
T.fms.host.manipulation.module = T8
L.fms.host.manipulation.module = {
PLACE sc.to.mis.o AT linkO.out
PLACE mis.to.sci AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.O.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.l.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.2. i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.3.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.4.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.5.0 AT link3.out }
P.fms.host.manipulation.module = {
sequence.control(sc.to.mis.o, mis.to . sc . l,
scto.ol.o, scto.s.o, s.to.sci,
scto.sm.o, sm.to.sc.i,
sc.to.nc.o, scto.cp.o,
cp.to.sci, sc.to.ltc.o,
ltc.to.sci, sc.to.aco,
a c t o . s c i , sc.to.wc.o,
wc.to.sc.i)
safety(s.to.smco, smcto.s.i, s.to.sc.o,
scto.s.i, s.to.sra.o, sm.to.s.i)
comm.process.l(scto.ltci, ltc.to.sc.o,
scto.wc.i, wc.to.sc.o,
s c t o . a c i , ac.to.sc.o,
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tmp.chan.O.i, tmp.chan.l.o)
comm.process.3(sc.to.nc.i, smc.to.s.o ,
s.to.srac.i, scto.ol.i,
tmp.chan.2.i, tmp.chan.3.o)
comm. process. 5 (sm.to.se .o, scto.sm.i,
sm.to.s.o, s.to.sm.i, scto.cp
cp.to.sc.o, tmp.chan.4.i,
tmp.chan.5.o) }
HH.tmp.mm.O = { operational.library }
C.tmp.mm.O = < H.tmp.mm.O, T.tmp.mra.O, L.tmp.mm.O,
P.tmp.mm.O >
B.tmp.mm.O = 2
T.tmp.mm.O = T8
L.tmp.mm.O = { PLACE scto.ol.2.i AT linkO.in
PLACE ol.to.nc.2.o AT linkl.out
PLACE ncto.ol.2.i AT linkl.in }
P.tmp.mm.O = { operational.library(sc.to.ol.2.i,
ol.to.nc .2.0 ,
ncto.ol .2.i) }
HH.tmp.mm.l = { status.monitor, comm.process .7,
comm.process.12, comm.process.14 }
C.tmp.mm.l = < B.tmp.mm.l, T.tmp.mm.l, L.tmp.mm.l,
P.tmp.mm.l >
B.tmp.mm.l = 3
T.tmp.mm.l = T8
L.tmp.mm.l = { PLACE sm.to.ltsco AT linkO.out
PLACE ltscto.sm.i AT linkO.in
PLACE sm.to.asco AT linkl.out
PLACE ascto.sm.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.6.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.7.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.12.0 AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.13.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.l = { status .monitor(sm. to. sc.3.3.o , s c t o .sm.3.3. i
sm.to.s.3.3.o, s.to.sm.3.3.i,
sm.to.cp.o, sm.to.nc.o,
nc.to.sm.i, sm.to.ltsco,
ltscto.sm.i, sm.to.wsc.o,
wsc.to.sm.i, sm.to.asco,
asc.to.sm.i)
comm.process.7(sm.to.cp.i, sm.to.nc.i,
nc.to.sm.o, sm.to.wsc.i,
wsc.to.sm.o, tmp.chan.6.i,
tmp.chan.7.o)
comm.process.12(sm.to.sc.3.3.i, sm.to.s.3.3.i
tmp.chan.12.o)
comm.process.14(sc.to.sm.3.3.0, s.to.sm.3.3.0
tmp.chan.13.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.2 = { nc.program.loader, comm.process.9,
comm.process.il, comm.process.17,
comm.process.19 }
C_tmp.mm.2 = < N_tmp.mm.2, T_tmp.mm.2, L_tmp.mm.2,
P_tmp.mm.2 >
H_tmp.mm.2 = 4
T_tmp.mm.2 = T8
L_tmp.mm.2 = { PLACE tmp.chan.8.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.9.o AT linkO.out
PLACE tmp.chan.10.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.1l.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.14.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.15.o AT link2.out }
P_tmp.mm.2 = { nc.program.loader(scto.nc.4. i , ol.to.nc.i,
nc.to.ol.o, sm.to.nc.4.i,
n c t o .sm.4.o, n c t o . t r c o ,
trc.to.nc.i, ncto.trsc.o,
trsc.to.nc.i, ncto.tsc.o,
tsc.to.nc.i, ncto.arc.o,
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arc.to.nc.i, nc.to.arse.o,
arse .to .nc. i, ncto.mc.o,
mc.to.nc.i, ncto.msc.o,
msc.to.nc.i, ncto.tc.o,
tcto.nc .i)
comm. process .9(ncto.trsc i , trsc .to.nc.o,
ncto.trc.i, trc.to.nc.o,
n c t o . arse i, arse to.nc.o,
ncto.arc.i, arc.to.nc.o,
nc.to.msc.i, msc.to.nc.o,
ncto.mc.i, mc.to.nc.o,
tmp.chan.8.i, tmp.chan.9.o)
comm.process.11(sc.to.nc.4.o, sm.to.nc.4.0,
nc.to.sm.4.i, ol.to.nc.o,
ncto.ol.i, tmp. chan. 10. i ,
tmp.chan.11.o)
comm.process.17(tsc.to.nc.o, tc .to.nc.o,
tmp.chan.14.i)
comm. process . 19 (ncto.tsc.i, nc.to.tc.i,
tmp.chan.15.o) }
HH_tmp.mm.3 = { contingency.plan }
C_tmp.mm.3 = < B_tmp.mm.3, T_tmp.mm.3, L_tmp.mm.3,
P.tmp.mm.3 >
H_ tmp. nun. 3 = 5
T_tmp.mm.3 = T8
L_tmp.mm.3 = { PLACE scto.cp.5.i AT linkO.in
PLACE cp.to.se5.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE sm.to.cp.5.i AT linkl.in }
P_tmp.mm.3 = { contingency .plan(scto.cp.5 .i , cp.to.sc.5.0,
sm.to.cp.5.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.15 = { comm.process.0 }
C_tmp.mm.15 = < B_tmp.mm.15, T_tmp.mm.15, L_tmp.mm.15,
P.tmp.mm.15 >
B.tmp.mm.15 = 6
T_tmp.mm.15 = T8
L_tmp.mm.15 = { PLACE sc.to.ltc.6.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ltc.to.se.6.i AT linkO.in
PLACE scto.wcl4.o AT linkl.out
PLACE wc.to.se 14. i AT linkl.in
PLACE seto.acl5.o AT link2.out
PLACE ac.to.se 15. i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.O.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.l.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.15 = { comm.process.0(scto.ltc.6.o, ltc.to.sc.6.i,
seto.wc.14.0, weto.sc.14. i,
scto.ac.15.0, ac.to.se.15.i,
tmp.chan.O.o, tmp.chan.l.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.16 = { comm.process .2 }
C_tmp.mm.16 = < B.tmp.mm.16, T_tmp.mm.16, L_tmp.mm.16,
P.tmp.mm.16 >
B.tmp.mm.16 = 7
T_tmp.mm.16 = T8
L_tmp.mm.16 = { PLACE sc.to.nc.4.26.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE smc.to.s.23.i AT linkl.in
PLACE s.to.smc.23.o AT linkl.out
PLACE s c to. ol.2.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.2.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.3.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.16= { comm.process.2(scto.nc.4.26.0, smc.to.s.23.i,
s.to.smc.23.o, scto.ol.2.o,
tmp.chan.2.o, tmp.chan.3.i) }
HH_trap.mm.17 = { comm.process .4, comm.process.13,
comm.process.15 }
C_tmp.mm.l7= < N.tmp.mm.17, T_tmp.mm.17, L_tmp.mm.17,
P.tmp.mm.17 >
N.tmp.mm.17 = 8
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T_tmp.mm.17 = T8
L_tmp.mm.17 = { PLACE scto.cp.5.o AT linkO.out
PLACE cp.to.sc.5.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.4.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.5.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.12.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.13.o AT link2.out }
P.tmp.mm.17= { comm.process.4(sm.to.sc.3.i, sc.to.sm.3.o,
sm.to.s.3.i, s.to.sm.3.o,
sc.to.cp.5.o, cp.to.sc.5.i,
tmp.chan.4.o, tmp.chan.5.i)
comm.process.13(sm.to.sc.3.0, sm.to.s.3.o,
tmp.chan.12.i)
comm.process.15(sc . to.sm.3.i, s.to.sm.3.i,
tmp.chan.13.o) }
HH_tmp.mm.18 = { comm.process.6 }
C_tmp.mm.18 = < N.tmp.mm.18, T_tmp.mm.18, L_tmp.mm.18,
P.tmp.mm.18 >
B.tmp.mm.18 = 9
T_tmp.mm.18 = T8
L_tmp.mm.18 = { PLACE sm.to.cp.5.o AT linkO.out
PLACE sm.to.nc.4.28.o AT linkl.out
PLACE ncto.sm.4.28.i AT linkl.in
PLACE sm.to.wsc. 14.0 AT link2.out
PLACE wseto.sm.l4.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.6.0 AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.7.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.18= { comm.process.6(sm.to.cp.5.o, sm.to.nc.4.28.0,
nc . to .sm.4.28 .i, sm.to .wsc 14. o ,
wsc.to.sm.14.i, tmp.chan.6.o,
tmp.chan.7.i) }
HH_trap.mm.19 = { comm.process.8, comm.process.21,
comm.process.23, comm.process.31,
comm.process.33, comm.process.34,
comm.process.36 }
C_tmp.mm.19 = < N.tmp.mm. 19, T_tmp.mm.19, L_tmp.mm.19,
P.tmp.mm.19 >
N.tmp.mm.19 = 10
T_tmp.mm.19 = T8
L_tmp.mm.19 = { PLACE tmp.chan.8.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE tmp.chan.9.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.16.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.17.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.21.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.22.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.23.0 AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.24.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.19= { comm.process.8(ncto.trsc.18.29.0,
trsc.to.nc.18.29.i,
ncto.trc.18.29.o,
trcto.nc.l8.29.i,
nc.to.arse.20.0,
arseto.nc.20.i, n c t o .arc.20.o ,
arcto.nc.20.i, nc .to.mscll .o ,
msc .to.nc.ll.i, nc.to.mc.11.o,
mc .to.ncll .i, tmp.chan .8.0 ,
tmp.chan.9. i)
comm.process .21 (msc .to.nc. 11. o , mc .to .nc 11 .o,
tmp.chan.16.i)
comm. process . 23 (nc . to .msc. 11. i , nc. to .mc 11. i,
tmp.chan.17.o)
comm. process. 31 (arse to .nc.20.o,
arc.to.nc.20.o, tmp.chan.21.i)
comm.process.33(nc.to.arse.20.i,
ncto.arc.20.i, tmp.chan.22.o)
comm.process.34(nc.to.trsc.18.29.i,
ncto.trc.18.29.i,
tmp.chan.23.o)
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comm.process.36(trscto .nc. 18.29.o,
trcto.ncl8.29.o,
tmp.chan.24.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.20 = { comm.process.10 }
C_tmp.mm.20 = < N.tmp.mm.20, T_tmp.mm.20, L_tmp.mm.20,
P.tmp.mm.20 >
N.tmp.mm.20 = 1 1
T_tmp.mm.20 = T8
L_tmp.mm.20 = { PLACE sc.to.nc.4.26.i AT linkO.in
PLACE sm.to.nc.4.28.i AT linkl.in
PLACE ncto.sm.4.28.o AT linkl.out
PLACE ol.to.nc.2.i AT link2.in
PLACE ncto.ol.2.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.10.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.ll.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.20= { comm.process .10(scto.nc .4 .26.i , sm. to .nc .4.28.i ,
nc.to.sm.4.28.0, ol .to.nc .2 .i,
ncto.ol.2.o, tmp.chan. 10.o ,
tmp.chan.11.i) }

SH.linear.track.super.module = { linear.track.manipulation.module,
tmp.mm.4 }
C.linear.track.super.module = { C.linear.track.manipulation.module,
C_tmp.mm.4 }
HH.linear.track.manipulation.module = { It.supervisor,
It.coordinator,
It.status.collector }
C.linear.track.manipulation.module = <
N.linear.track.manipulation.module,
T.linear.track.manipulation.module,
L.linear.track.manipulation.module,
P.linear.track.manipulation.module >
N.linear.track.manipulation.module = 12
T.linear.track.manipulation.module = T8
L.linear.track.manipulation.module = {
PLACE scto.ltc.6.i AT linkO.in
PLACE ltc.to.se6.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE ltc.to.ltd.o AT linkl.out
PLACE ltd.to.ltc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE sm.to.ltsc.i AT link2.in
PLACE ltseto.sm.o AT link2.out
PLACE ltsc.to.ltd.o AT link3.out
PLACE ltd.to.ltsc.i AT link3.in }
P.linear.track.manipulation.module = {
It .supervisor (Its. to. It c o , ltc .to .Its .i ,
Its.to.ltsc.o, ltsc.to.Its.i)
It.coordinator(sc.to.ltc.6.i, ltc.to.sc.6.o,
ltcto.lts.o, Its.to.ltc.i,
ltcto.ltd.o, ltd.to.ltc.i)
It.status.collector(sm.to.ltsc.i, ltsc.to.sm.o,
ltseto .lts.o, lts.to.ltsci,
ltseto.ltd.o, ltd.to.ltsci) }
HH_tmp.mm.4 = { It.driver }
C_tmp.mm.4 = < B.tmp.mm.4, T_tmp.mm.4, L_tmp.mm.4,
P.tmp.mm.4 >
N.tmp.mm.4 = 13
T_tmp.mm.4 = T8
L_tmp.mm.4 = { PLACE ltsc.to.ltd.i AT linkO.in
PLACE ltd.to.ltsc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ltc.to.ltd.i AT linkl.in
PLACE ltd.to.ltc.o AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.4 = { It.driverQtsc.to.ltd.i , ltd.to.ltsc.o,
ltcto.ltd.i, ltd.to.ltc.o) }

SH.turn.super.module = { turn.manipulation.module , tmp.mm.5,
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tmp.mm.6 }
C.turn.super.module = { C.turn.manipulation.module, C_tmp.mm.5,
C_tmp.mm.6 }
HH.turn.manipulation.module = { turn.supervisor,
turn.status.collector,
turn.coordinator,
turn.peripheral.control,
comm.process. 16, comm.process.18,
comm.process.38, comm.process.40 }
C.turn.manipulation.module = < N.turn.manipulation.module,
T.turn.manipulation.module,
L.turn.manipulat ion.module,
P.turn.manipulation.module >
B.turn.manipulation.module = 14
T.turn.manipulation.module = T8
L.turn.manipulation.module = {
PLACE tscto.td.o AT linkO.out
PLACE td.to.tsci AT linkO.in
PLACE tcto.td.o AT linkl.out
PLACE td.to.tci AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.14.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan. 15.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.25.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.26.i AT link3.in }
P.turn.manipulation.module = {
turn, supervisor (ts. to. tc.o, tcto.ts.i,
ts.to.tsc.o, tscto.ts.i)
turn.status.collector(ncto.tsc.8.i, tsc.to.nc.8.o,
tscto.ts.o, ts.to.tsci,
tscto.ttc.8.o,
ttc .to .tsc .8. i, tscto.td.o,
td.to.tsci, tsc .to. tpc.o ,
tpc.to.tsc.i)
turn.coordinator(neto.tc.8.i, tcto.nc.8.o,
tcto.ts.o, ts.to.tci,
tcto.ttc.8.o, ttcto.tc.8.i,
tcto.td.o, td.to.tci,
t e t o . t p c o , tpc.to.tei)
turn.peripheral.control(tc.to.tpc.i, tpc.to.tc.o,
tsc.to.tpc.i, tpc.to.tsc.o)
comm.process . 16(tsc.to.nc.8.i, tcto.nc.8.i,
tmp.chan.14.o)
comm. process . 18 (nc . to.tsc.8.o, neto.tc.8.o,
tmp.chan.15.i)
comm.process .38(tscto.ttc.8.i, tc.to.ttc.8.i,
tmp.chan.25.o)
comm. process .40(ttcto.tsc.8.o, tteto.tc.8.o,
tmp.chan.26.i) }
;
{ HH_tmp.mm.5
turn.tool.control,
comm.process.39,
comm.process.41 }
C_tmp.mm.5 = < B.tmp.mm.5, T_tmp.mm.5, L_tmp.mm.5,
P.tmp.mm.5 >
B.tmp.mm.5
= 15
T_tmp.mm.5 = T8
L_tmp.mm.5 = { PLACE tmp.chan.25.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan. 26.0 AT linkO.out }
P.tmp.mm.5 = { turn.tool.controKtc.to.ttc.i, ttcto.tc.o,
tsc.to.ttc.i, ttc.to.tsc.o)
comm. process .39(tsc.to.ttc.o, t c t o . t t e o ,
tmp.chan.25.i)
comm.process.41(ttcto.tsc.i, ttc.to.tci,
tmp.chan.26.o) }

HM_tmp.mm.6 = { turn.driver }
C_tmp.mm.6 = < N.tmp.mm.6, T_tmp.mm.6, L_tmp.mm.6,
P.tmp.mm.6 >
N.tmp.mm.6 = 16
T_tmp.mm.6 = T8
L_tmp.mm.6 = { PLACE tcto.td.i AT linkO.in
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PLACE td.to.tc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE tscto.td.i AT linkl.in
PLACE td.to.tsco AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.6 = { turn.driver(teto.td.i, td.to.tc.o,
tscto.td.i, td.to.tsc.o) }
SH.mill.super.module = { mill.manipulation.module, tmp.mm.7,
tmp.mm.8 }
C.mill.super.module = { C.mill.manipulation.module, C_tmp.mm.7,
C_tmp.mm.8 }
HH.mill.manipulation.module = { mill.supervisor,
mill.status.collector,
mill.coordinator,
mill.peripheral.control,
comm.process.20, comm,process .22 ,
comm.process.42, comm.process.44 }
C.mill.manipulation.module = < H.mill.manipulation.module,
T.mill.manipulation.module,
L.mill.manipulation.module,
P.mill.manipulation.module >
H.mill.manipulation.module = 17
T.mill.manipulation.module = T8
L.mill.manipulation.module = {
PLACE mscto.md.o AT linkO.out
PLACE md.to.msci AT linkO.in
PLACE mcto.md.o AT linkl.out
PLACE md.to.mc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.16.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.17.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.27.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.28.i AT link3.in }
P.mill.manipulation.module = {
mill.supervisor(ms .to.mc.o, mc.to.ms.i,
ms.to.msco, msc.to.ms.i)
mill, status, collector (ncto.msc. 11.11 .i,
nsc.to.nc.il.11.o,
mscto.ms.o, ms.to.msci,
msc.to.mtc.11.o,
mteto.msc .11 .i, mscto.md.o,
md.to.msci, msc.to.mpc.o,
mpc.to.msc.i)
mill. coordinator (nc .to.mc.ll.ll.i.mcto.ncll.ll.o,
mcto.ms.o, ms.to.mc.i,
mc.to.mtc.il .o, mtc .to .me 11. i ,
mcto.md.o, md.to.mc.i, mc.to.mpc.o,
mpc. to.mc.i)
mill.peripheral.control(mc.to.mpc.i, mpc.to.mc.o,
msc.to.mpc.i, mpc.to.msc.o)
comm.process.20(msc.to.nc.11.11. i,
mc.to.nc.11.11.i,
tmp.chan.16.o)
comm.process.22(nc.to.msc.11.11.o,
nc.to.mcll.ll.o,
tmp.chan.17.i)
comm.process.42(msc.to.mtc.11.i,
mcto.mtell.i,
tmp.chan.27.o)
comm.process.44(mtc.to.msc. 11 .o,
mt c.t o.mc.11.o,
tmp.chan.28.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.7 = { mill.tool.control, comm.process.43,
comm.process.45 }
C_tmp.mm.7 = < B.tmp.mm.7, T_tmp.mm.7, L.tmp.mm.7,
P.tmp.mm.7 >
H.tmp.mm.7 = 18
T_tmp.mm.7 = T8
L_tmp.mm.7 = { PLACE tmp.chan.27.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.28.0 AT linkO.out }
P.tmp.mm.7 = { mill.tool.controKmc.to.mtc.i, mtc.to.mc.o,
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msc.to.mtc.i, mtc.to.msc.o)
comm.process.43(msc.to.mtc .o, m c t o . m t c o ,
tmp.chan.27.i)
comm.process.45(mtc.to.msc.i, mtc.to.mc.i,
tmp.chan.28.o) }
HH_tmp.mm.8 = { mill.driver }
C_tmp.mm.8 = < N.tmp.mm.8, T_tmp.mm.8, L_tmp.mm.8,
P.tmp.mm.8 >
N.tmp.mm.8 = 19
T_tmp.mm.8 = T8
L_tmp.mm.8 = { PLACE meto.md.i AT linkO.in
PLACE md.to.mc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE mscto.md.i AT linkl.in
PLACE md.to.msco AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.8 = { mill .driver(mcto.md. i, md.to.mc.o,
mscto.md.i, md.to.msc.o) }

SH.weld.super.module = { weld.manipulation.module }
C.weld.super.module = { C.weld.manipulation.module }
HH.weld.manipulation.module = { weld.supervisor,
weld.status.collector,
weld.coordinator,
weld.roll.over.control,
weld.fixture.control }
C.weld.manipulation.module = < N.weld.manipulation.module,
T.weld.manipulation.module,
L.weld.manipulation.module,
P.weld.manipulation.module >
N.weld.manipulation.module = 20
T.weld.manipulation.module = T8
L.weld.manipulation.module = {
PLACE sm.to.wsc.14.i AT linkO.in
PLACE wsc.to.sm.14.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE sc.to.wc.l4.i AT linkl.in
PLACE wc.to.se 14.o AT linkl.out }
P.weld.manipulation.module = {
weld.supervisor(ws.to.ic.o, wc.to.ws.i,
ws.to.wsco, wseto.ws.i)
weld.status.collector(sm.to.wsc.14.i,
wsc .to . sm. 14.o, wscto.ws.o,
ws.to.wsc.i, wsc.to.wroc.o,
wroc . to . w s e i , wscto.tfeo,
tfc.to.wsc.i)
weld, coordinator (seto.wc 14. i, wcto.sel4.o,
wcto.ws.o, ws.to.wci,
weto.wroco, wrocto.wei,
w e t o . t f c o , tfc.to.jc.i)
weld . roll. over. control (wc. to. wroc . i , wroc . to . w e o ,
wsc .to .wroc i,
wroc .to .wsco)
weld .fixture . control (wc. to . tf c . i , tf c . to . w e o,
wsc .to.tfei,
tfc .to .wsco) }

SH.agv.super.module = { agv.manipulation.module, tmp.mm.9,
tmp.mm.10 }
C.agv.super.module = { C.agv.manipulation.module, C_tmp.mm.9,
C.tmp.mm.10 >
HH.agv.manipulation.module = { agv.supervisor,
agv.status.collector,
agv.coordinator, agv.monitor,
comm.process.24, comm.process.26 }
C.agv.manipulation.module = < H.agv.manipulation.module,
T.agv.manipulation.module,
L.agv.manipulation.module,
P.agv.manipulation.module >
H.agv.manipulation.module = 21
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T.agv.manipulation.module = T8
L.agv.manipulation.module = {
PLACE sm.to.asc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE ascto.sm.o AT linkO.out
PLACE seto.acl5.i AT linkl.in
PLACE ac.to.sc.l5.o AT linkl.out
PLACE agvc.to.ap.i AT link2.in
PLACE ap.to.agvco AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.29.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.30. i AT link3.in }
P.agv.manipulation.module = {
agv. supervisor (as. to. a c o , acto.as.i, as.to.aseo,
asc.to.as.i)
agv.status.collector(sm.to.asci, ascto.sm.o,
asc.to.as.o, as.to.asc.i, a
s e t o .ap. 15.o, ap.to .asc . 15. i,
aseto.am.o, am.to.asci)
agv.coordinator(sc.to.ac.15.i, ac.to.sc.15.o,
acto.as.o, as.to.aei,
acto.ap.l5.o, ap.to .ac 15. i ,
agvc.to.ap.i, ap.to.agvco,
acto.am.o, am.to.aci)
agv.monitor(ap.to.am.15.i, am.to.ap.l5.o,
acto.am.i, am.to.ac.o, ascto.am.i,
am.to.asc.o)
comm.process.24(asc.to.ap.15.i, ac.to.ap.15.i,
tmp.chan.29.o, am.to.ap.15.i)
comm. process . 26(ap. to .asc 15. o , ap .to .ac. 15 .o,
tmp.chan.30.i,
ap.to.am.15.o) }
HH_tmp.mm.9 = { agv.planner, comm.process.25, comm.process.27 }
C_tmp.mm.9 = < B.tmp.mm.9, T_tmp.mm.9, L_tmp.mm.9,
P.tmp.mm.9 >
H_tmp.mm.9 = 22
T_tmp.mm.9 = T8
L_tmp.mm.9 = { PLACE tmp.chan.29.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.30.o AT linkO.out }
P.tmp.mm.9 = { agv .planner(ae to.ap. i, ap.to.aco,
asc.to.ap.i, ap.to.aseo,
am.to.ap.i, ap.to.am.o)
comm.process .25(asc .to.ap.o, a e t o .ap.o,
tmp.chan.29.i, am.to.ap.o)
comm.process.27(ap.to.asc.i, ap.to.ac.i,
tmp.chan.30.o, ap.to.am.i) }
HH.tmp.mm.10 = { agv.control }
C_tmp.mm.10 = < H_tmp.mm.10, T_tmp.mm.10, L_tmp.mm.10,
P.tmp.mm.10 >
H_tmp.mm.10 = 23
T_tmp.mm.10 = T8
L_tmp.mm.10 = { PLACE ap.to.agvc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE agvc.to.ap.o AT linkO.out }
P.tmp.mm.10= { agv. control (ap.to . agvc . i , agveto.ap.o) }
SH.track.robot.super.module = { track.robot.manipulation.module,
tmp.mm.11 }
C.track.robot.super.module = { C.track.robot.manipulation.module,
C_tmp.mm.ll }
HH.track.robot.manipulation.module = { track.robot.supervisor,
track.robot.status.collector,
track.robot.coordinator,
track.robot.sensor.driver,
track.robot.weld.control,
track.robot.tool.control,
comm.process.35,
comm.process.37 }
C_track.robot.manipulation.module = <
H_track.robot.manipulation.module,
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T_track.robot.manipulation.module,
L.track.robot.manipulation.module,
P_track.robot.manipulation.module >
H.track.robot.manipulation.module = 24
T_track.robot.manipulation.module = T8
L.track.robot.manipulation.module = {
PLACE trsc.to.trd.o AT linkO.out
PLACE trd.to.trsc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE trc.to.trd.o AT linkl.out
PLACE trd.to.trc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.23.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.24.0 AT link2.out }
P.track.robot.manipulation.module = {
track, robot .supervisor (trs .to .trc .o, t r c to . trs . i ,
trs .to . trsco, trsc .to .trs. i)
track.robot.status.collector(nc.to.trsc.18.i,
trsc.to.nc.18.o,
trsc.to.trs.o,
trs.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trd.o,
trd.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trsd.o,
trsd.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trw.o,
trw.to.trsc.i,
trsc.to.trt.o,
trt.to.trsc.i)
track.robot.coordinator(nc.to.trc.18. i ,
trc.to.nc.18.o,
trc.to.trs.o, trs.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trd.o, trd.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trsd.o,
trsd.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trw.o, trw.to.trc.i,
trc.to.trt.o,
trt .to .trc.i)
track.robot.sensor.driver(trc.to.trsd.i,
trsd.to.trc.o,
trsc.to.trsd.i,
trsd.to.trsco)
track.robot.weld.control(trc.to.trw.i,
trw.to.trc.o,
trsc.to.trw.i,
trw .to .trsco)
track.robot.tool.control(trc.to.trt.i ,
trt.to.trc.o,
trseto.trt.i,
trt .to .trsco)
comm.process.35(nc.to.trsc.18.0,
n c t o . trc. 18.o, tmp. chan. 23. i)
comm.process.37(trsc.to.nc.18.i,
trc.to.nc.18.i,
tmp.chan.24.o) }
HH_tmp.mm.ll = { track.robot.driver }
C_tmp.mm.ll = < B_tmp.mm.ll, T_tmp.mm.ll, L_tmp.mm.ll,
P_tmp.mm.ll >
H_tmp.mm.ll = 25
T_tmp.mm.ll = T8
L_tmp.mm.ll = { PLACE trc.to.trd.i AT linkO.in
PLACE trd.to.trc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE trsc.to.trd.i AT linkl.in
PLACE trd.to.trsco AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.11 = { track.robot.driver(treto.trd.i, trd.to.trc.o,
trsc.to.trd.i,
trd.to .trsco) }

SH.assembly.robot.super.module = {
assembly.robot.manipulation.module,
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tmp.mm.12, tmp.mm.13 }
C.assembly.robot.super.module = {
C.assembly.robot.manipulation.module,
C_tmp.mm.12, C_tmp.mm.13 }
HH.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = {
assembly.robot.supervisor,
assembly.robot.status.collector,
assembly.robot.coordinator,
assembly.robot.sensor.driver,
assembly.robot.tool.control,
comm.process.30, comm.process.32 ,
comm.process.50, comm.process.52 }
C.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = <
B.assembly.robot.manipulation.module,
T.assembly.robot.manipulation.module,
L.assembly.robot.manipulation.module,
P.assembly.robot.manipulation.module >
B.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = 26
T.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = T8
L.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = {
PLACE arse to. arvs. o AT linkO.out
PLACE arvs. to. arse i AT linkO.in
PLACE arc.to.arvs.o AT linkl.out
PLACE arvs.to.arc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.2l.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.22.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.3i.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.32.i AT link3.in }
P.assembly.robot.manipulation.module = {
assembly.robot.supervisor(ars.to.arc.o,
arc.to.ars.i,
ars.to.arse.o,
arse.to.ars.i)
assembly .robot .status .collector (ncto .arse .20.20. i,
arse.t o.nc.20.20.o,
arse.to.ars.o,
ars.to.arse.i,
arse.to.ard.20.o,
ard.to.arsc.20.i,
arse.to.arsd.o,
arsd.to.arse.i,
arse.to.arvs.o,
arvs.to.arse.i,
arse.to.art.o,
art.to.arse.i)
assembly.robot.coordinator(nc.to.arc.20.20.i,
arcto.nc.20.20.o,
arc.to.ars.o,
ars.to.arc.i,
arc.to.ard.20.o,
ard.to.arc.20.i,
arc.to.arsd.o,
arsd.to.arc.i,
a r c to.arvs.o,
arvs.to.arc.i,
arc.to.art.o,
art.to.arc.i)
assembly.robot.sensor.driver(arc.to.arsd.i,
arsd. to .arco,
arse.to.arsd.i ,
arsd.to.arse.o)
assembly.robot.tool.control(arc.to.art.i ,
art.to.arc.o,
arse.to.art.i,
art .to .arse o)
comm.process .30(arseto .nc .20.20. i,
arc.to.nc.20.20.i,
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tmp.chan.21.o)
comm.process.32(nc.to.arse. 20.20. o,
n c t o . arc. 20.20.o,
tmp.chan.22.i)
comm.process .50(arscto .ard.20. i ,
arc.to.ard.20.i,
tmp.chan.31.o)
comm.process.52(ard.to.arse.20.o,
ard.to.arc.20.o,
tmp.chan.32.i) }
HH_tmp.mm.12 = { assembly.robot.driver, comm.process.51,
comm.process.53 }
C_tmp.mm.12 = < H_tmp.mm.12, T_tmp.mm.12, L_tmp.mm.12,
P.tmp.mm.12 >
H_tmp.mm.12 = 27
T_tmp.mm.12 = T8
L_tmp.mm.12 = { PLACE tmp.chan.31. i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.32.o AT linkO.out }
P.tmp.mm.12 = { assembly.robot.driver(arc. to .ard. i , ard.to.arc.o,
arse to. ard. i,
ard .to .arse o)
comm.process .51 (arse to .ard.o , arc.to.ard.o ,
tmp.chan.31.i)
comm.process.53(ard.to.arse.i, ard.to.arc.i,
tmp.chan.32.o) }
HH.tmp.mm.13 = { assembly.robot.vision.system }
C_tmp.mm.13 = < H_tmp.mm.13, T_tmp.mm.13, L_tmp.mm.13,
P.tmp.mm.13 >
B.tmp.mm.13 = 28
T_tmp.mm.13 = T8
L_tmp.mm.13 = { PLACE arc.to.arvs.i AT linkO.in
PLACE arvs.to.arc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE arscto.arvs.i AT linkl.in
PLACE arvs.to.arseo AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.13= { assembly .robot. vision.system(areto. arvs .i ,
arvs.to.arc.o,
arse.to.arvs.i,
arvs.to.arseo) }

SH.safety.super.module = { safety.module, tmp.mm.14 }
C.safety.super.module = { C.safety.module, C_tmp.mm.14 }
HH.safety.module = { s.m.supervisor , s.m.status.collector,
s.m. coordinator, s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver,
s. c m . emergency .stop, circuit .driver }
C.safety.module = < H.safety.module , T.safety.module,
L.safety.module, P.safety.module >
H.safety.module = 29
T.safety.module = T8
L.safety .module = { PLACE smsc to . smeass . o AT linkO.out
PLACE smeass.to.smsc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE smc.to.s.23.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE s.to.smc.23.i AT linkl.in
PLACE smc.to.smeass.o AT link2.out
PLACE smeass.to.smc.i AT link2.in }
P.safety.module = {
s.m.supervisor(sms.to.smsc.o, smsc.to.sms.i,
sms.to.smc.o , smc.to.sms.i)
s.m.status.collector(smsc.to.sms.o, sms.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smess.o,
smess.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smesc.o,
smesc.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smeass.o,
smeass.to.smsc.i)
s.m.coordinator(smc.to.s.23.0, s.to.smc.23.i,
smc.t o.sms.o, sms.to.smc.i,
smc.to.smess.o, smess.to.smc.i,
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smc. to . smesc .o, smesc .to . smc i ,
smc.to.smeass.o, smeass.to.smc.i)
s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver(smc.to. smess.i,
smess.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smsc.o)
s.c.m.emergency.stop.circuit.driver(smc. to. smesc. i,
smesc.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smsc.o) }
HH.tmp.mm.14 = { s.c.m.emergency.and.stop.sensor.driver }
C_tmp.mm.l4= < H_tmp.mm.14, T.tmp.mm.14, L_tmp.mm.14,
P.tmp.mm.14 >
B.tmp.mm.14 = 30
T.tmp.mm.14 = T8
L_tmp.mm.14 = { PLACE smc.to.smeass.i AT linkO.in
PLACE smeass.to.smc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE smsc.to.smeass.i AT linkl.in
PLACE smeass.to.smsc.o AT linkl.out }
P.tmp.mm.14= { s .cm. emergency .and. stop, sensor .driver(
smc.to.smeass.i, smeass.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smeass.i, smeass.to.smsc.o) }

Appendix L
ICPM of ACME.2A
Initial Computing Platform Model of ACME.24

SH fms.super.module
HH fms.host.manipulation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 40
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.2 = 30
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_3 = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.7 = 1 0
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.8 = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.9 = 10
DATA.PER_CHAHBEL.10 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_11 = 20
DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_12 = 5
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_13 = 20
DATA_PER_CHA__EL_14 = 5
EBD
PROC sequence . control(sc.to.mis.o,mis.to.sc.i,
sc.to.pmcc.o,pmcc.to.sc.i,
scto.pdcc . o.pdccto.sci,
sc.to.ol.o,
sc.to.s.o,s.to.sei,
sc.to.sm.o,sm.to.sc.i,
sc.to.nc.o,
sc.to.cp.o,cp.to.sci)
EBD
HH fms.host.operation.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 2
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.2 = 5
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 5
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EBD
PROC operational .library(seto.ol.i ,ol.to .nco,
nc.to.ol.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 2
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 25
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.2 = 1 5
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 2
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_6 = 2
EHD
PROC safety(s.to.smc.o,smc.to.s.i,
s.to.sco.scto.s.i,
s.to.sm.o,sm.to.s.i)
EHD
HH fms.host.status.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.3 = 3
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.5 = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.6 = 5
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_7 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 10
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 5
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_11 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_12 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_13 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_14 = 20
DATA_PER.CHAHHEL.15 = 10
EHD
PROC status . monitor (sm .to.sco,scto.sm.i,
sm.to.s.o.s.to.sm.i,
sm.to.cp.o ,
sm.t o.nc.o,nc . t o.sm.i,
sm.to .pmcsco.pmcsc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.pdcsco.pdcscto.sm.i,
sm.to.smsc.o ,smsc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.scmsco.scmseto.sm.i)
END
HH fms.host.loader.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 2
EXECUTIOB.TIHE - 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.3 = 5
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_4 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABNEL_5 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_6 = 5
DATA_PER_CHAHNEL_7 = 10
END
PROC nc.program.loader(sc.to.nc.i,
ol .to.nc .i,ncto. ol.o,
sm.to .nc.i , n c t o . sm.o,
n c t o . scmnc. o, scmnc .to.nc
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 2
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EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 3
EBD
PROC contingency .plan (set o . cp.i ,cp.to .sc.o ,
sm.to.cp.i)
EBD
EHD
SH production.machine.control.super.module
HH product ion.machine.coordination.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.l = 50
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC p.m.csupervisor(pmcc to.pmcs. i.pmcs .to .pmcc .o ,
pmcsc.to .pmcs.i,pmcs.to.pmcsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 3
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.3 = 5
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 5
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_5 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_6 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_7 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 1 0
EHD
PROC p. m.c .coordinator (pmcc .to.sco,sc.to .pmcc . i,
pmcc.to.pmcs.o,pmcs.to.pmcc.i,
pmcc.to.rsmc .o , rsmc.to.pmcc.i,
pmcc .to .pmmc .o .pmmcto.pmce i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANNEL_8 = 10
EHD
PROC p.m.c.status.collector(sm.to.pmcsc.i,pmcsc. to. sm.o ,
pmcsc.to.pmcs.o,
pmcs.to.pmcsc.i,
pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.o,
rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.i,
pmcsc.to.pmmlsc.o,
pmmlsc.to.pmcsc.i)
EBD
HH production.machine.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 2
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 50
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_2 = 20
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DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_4 = 10
EHD
PROC p.m.m.supervisor(pmmc.to.pmms.i,pmms.to.pmmc.o,
pmms.to.pmmlsc.o,pmmlsc.to.pmms.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.05
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC p.m.m.local.status(pmcsc.to.pmmlsc.i,
pmmlsc.to.pmcsc.o,
pmmlsc.to.pmms.o,
pmms.to.pmmlsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.085
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC p. m.m. control (pmcc. to .pmmc i ,pmmc .to .pmcc .o,
pmmc.to.pmms.o,pmms.to.pmmc.i)
EBD
HH robotic.system.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC r .s .m.supervisor(rsmc.to.rsms.i.rsms.to.rsmc.o,
rsmlsc.to.rsms.i,rsms.to.rsmlsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.7 = 30
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_8 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 20
DATA.PER_CHAHHEL.10 = 10
EHD
PROC r. s.m.local.status(rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.o,pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.i,
rsmlsc.to.rsms.o,rsms.to.rsmlsc.i,
rsmlsc.to.isc.o,isc.to.rsmlsc.i,
rsmlsc .to .mc.o ,mcto .rsmlsc . i ,
rsmlsc.to.pdc.o,pdc.to.rsmlsc.i)
EBD
HH robotic.coordinator.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.185
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
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DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABHEL_5 = 20
DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_6 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_7 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EHD
PROC r. s.m. coordinator (rsmc .to. pmcc .o ,pmce to. rsmc. i ,
rsmc.to.rsms.o,rsms.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc.to.isc.o,isc.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc.to.mc.o,mc.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc.to.pdc.o,pdc.to.rsmc.i)
EHD
HH intelligent.sensor.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.05
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.2 = 20
DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC intelligent.sensor.control(rsmcto.isc.i,
isc.to.rsmc.o,
rsmlsc .to .isc i ,
isc.to.rsmlsc.o)
EBD
HH manipulator.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC manipulator.control(rsmc.to.mc.i,mc.to.rsmc.o,
rsmlsc.to.mc.i,mc.to.rsmlsc.
EHD
HH manipulator.peripheral.device.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T2
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.4 = 10
EHD
PROC peripheral.device.control(rsmc.to.pdc.i,
pdc.to.rsmc.o,
rsmlsc.to.pdc.i,
pdc.to.rsmlsc.o)
END
EHD
SH peripheral.device.control.super.module
HH peripheral.device.coordination.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
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TRAHTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC p.d.c.supervisor(pdcs.to.pdcsc.o,pdcsc.to.pdcs . i,
pdcs.to.pdcco,pdcc .to .pdcs.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 1 0
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.4 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EBD
PROC p.d.c.stat us.collector (sm.to .pdcsc.i , pdcsc.to.sm.o,
pdcsc.to.pdcs.o,
pdcs.to.pdcsc.i,
pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.o,
mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.i,
pdcsc.to.jfmlsc.o,
jfmlsc.to.pdcsc.i,
pdcsc.to.agvlsc.o,
agvlsc.to.pdcsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.9 = 20
DATA.PER_CHAHBEL.10 = 10
EBD
PROC p.d.c.coordinator(sc.to.pdcc.i,pdcc.to.sc.o,
pdcc.to.pdcs.o,
pdcs.to.pdcc.i,
pdcc.to.mhmc.o,
mhmcto.pdcc .i,
pdcc.to.jfmc.o ,
jfmc.to.pdcc.i ,
pdcc.to.agvc.o ,
agvc .to.pdcci)
EBD
HH material.handling.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRANTYPE = T8
END
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 5
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 1
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.4 = 5
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EBD
PROC m.h .m.supervisor(mhmc.to.mhms.i,mhms.to.mhmc.o,
mhmlsc.to.mhms.i,mhms.to.mhmls
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 20
DATA_PER.CHABBEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.6 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHHEL_7 = 30
DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_8 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EBD
PROC m.h.m.local.status(mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.o ,
pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.i,
mhmlsc.to.mhms.o,
mhms.to.mhmlsc.i,
mhmlsc.to.sc.o,
sc.to.mhmlsc.i,
mhmlsc.to.rmc.o,
rmc.to.mhmlsc.i,
mhmlsc .to .ceo,
cc.to.mhmlsc. i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.6 = 10
DATA_PER_CHAHBEL_7 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_8 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_9 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EBD
PROC m.h.m.coordinator(mhmc.to.pdcc.o,
pdcc.to.mhmc.i,
mhmc.to.mhms.o,
mhms.to.mhmc.i,
mhmc.to.sc.o,
sc.to.mhmc.i,
mhmc.to.rmc.o,
rmc.t o.mhmc.i,
mhmc .to .ceo,
cc.to.mhmc.i)
EBD
HH store.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T2
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC store, control (mhmc. to.se i,se to .mhmc.o ,
mhmlsc . to. sc. i , s e t o. mhmlsc .o)
EHD
HH raw.material.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T2
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EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.05
DATA.PER.CHAHNEL.l = 5
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_2 = 2
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 10
EBD
PROC raw. material, control (mhmc .to .rmc i , rmc. to . mhmc o,
mhmlsc .to .rmc i , rmc. to. mhmlsc .o)
EBD
HH conveyor.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T2
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.05
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC conveyor.control(mhmc.to.cc.i,cc.to.mhmc.o,
mhmlsc .to.ce i,ce to.mhmlsc .o)
EBD
HH jig.and.fixture.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTION.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.l = 5
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 2
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 10
EBD
PROC j.f.m.supervisor(jfmc.to.jfms.i,jfms.to.jfmc.o,
jfmlsc.to.jfms.i,jfms.to.jfmlsc. o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABNEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
EBD
PROC j.f.m.local. stat us(jfmlsc.to.pdcsc.o,pdcsc.to.jfmlsc .
jfmlsc.to.jfms.o,jfms.to.jfmlsc . i ,
jf misc. t o. j c o, jcto.jfmisc. i,
jfmlsc . to .f c . o ,fc to .jfmlsc . i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.065
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
EBD
PROC j.f.m.coordinator(jfmc.to.pdcc.o,pdcc.to.jfmc . i ,
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jfmc.to.jfms .o,jfms.to.jfmc. i ,
jfmc.to. jc .o,jcto. jfmc. i,
jfmeto.fco.fcto.jfmci)
EBD
HH jig.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T2
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 4
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC jig.control(jfmc.to.jei,jc.to.jfmc.o,
jfmlsc .to.jc.i.jeto. jfmlsc . o)
EBD
HH fixture.control.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T2
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC fixture.control(jfmc.to.fc.i,fc.to.jfmc.o ,
jfmlsc.to.fc.i,fc.to.jfmlsc.o)
EBD
HH agv.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 1 0
EBD
PROC a.g.v.supervisor(agvc.to.agvs.i,agvs.to.agvc . o ,
agvlsc.to.agvs.i ,agvs.to.agvlsc. o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.5 = 20
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_6 = 1 0
EBD
PROC a.g.v.local.status(agvlsc.to.pdcsc.o,pdcsc.to.agvlsc.i,
agvlsc.to.agvs.o,agvs.to.agvlsc.i ,
agvlsc.to.cd.o,cd.to.agvlsc.i)
EHD
HH agv.communication.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T8
EHD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.l = 50
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DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
EBD
PROC a.g.v.coordinator(agvc.to.pdcc.o,pdcc.to.agvc.i,
agvc.to.agvs.o,agvs.to.agvc.i,
agvc.to.cd.o.cd.to.agvc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABHEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC a.g.v.communication(agvc.to.cd.i,cd.to.agvc.o,
agvlsc.to.cd.i,cd.to.agvlsc.o)
END
EBD
SM serial.control.super.module
HH serial.communication.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_2 = 10
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_3 = 5
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_4 = 10
EBD
PROC s .c .m.supervisor(scmsc.to.scms.i,scms.to.scmsc.o,
scmnc.to .scms .i,scms.to.scmnc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
EBD
PROC s . c .m. status.collector(sm.to.scmsc.i,scmsc.to.sm.o
scmsc.to.scmscd.o,
scmscd.to.scmsc.i,
scmsc.to.scms.o,
scms.to.scmsc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
EHD
PROC s.c.m.nc .program.sequencor(nc.to.scmnc . i,
scmnc.to.nc.o,
scmnc.to.scmscd.o,
scmscd.to.scmnc.i,
scmnc.to.scms.o,
scms.to.scmnc.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 20
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.02
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
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DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
END
PROC s . c m . serial. connection .driver (scmnc . to . scmscd . i,
scmscd.to.scmnc.o,
scmsc.to.scmscd.i,
scmscd.to.scmsc.o)
EBD
EBD
SH safety.super.module
HH safety.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRABTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTION.TIHE = 0 . 0 2
DATA.PER.CHANNEL.l = 25
DATA_PER_CHANHEL_2 = 15
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 2
EBD
PROC s.m.supervisor(sms.to.smsc.o,smsc.to.sms.i,
sms.to.smc.o,smc.to.sms.i)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 25
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.01
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHANBEL.7 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 30
DATA.PER_CHABBEL.10 = 10
EBD
PROC s.m.status.collector(smsc.to.sm.o,sm.to.smsci,
smsc.to.sms.o,sms.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smess.o,smess.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smesc.o,smesc.to.smsc.i,
smsc.to.smeass.o,smeass.to.smsc.
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 10
EXECUTIOB.TIHE =0.05
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 50
DATA.PER.CHANHEL.2 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.5 = 20
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.6 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.7 = 30
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.8 = 10
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.9 = 30
DATA_PER_CHABBEL_10 = 10
EBD
PROC s.m.coordinator(smc.to.s.o,s.to.smc.i,
smc.to.sms.o,sms.to.smc.i,
smc . to . smess .o ,smess .to .smc i,
smc . to . smesc .o ,smesc .to .smc i,
smc . to . smeass . o , smeass .to .smc i)
EBD
HH safety.switch.module
PROCESSOR.DATA
TRAHTYPE = T8
EBD
PROCESS.DATA
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EXECUTIOB.RATE = 40
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.005
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 2
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 5
EBD
PROC s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver(smc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 40
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.005
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHAHHEL.2 = 3
DATA.PER.CHAHBEL.3 = 1 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 5
EBD
PROC s.c.m.emergency.stop.circuit.driver(smc.to.smesc. i ,
smesc.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smsc.o)
PROCESS.DATA
EXECUTIOB.RATE = 40
EXECUTIOB.TIHE = 0.005
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.l = 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.2 = 3
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.3 = 1 5
DATA.PER.CHABBEL.4 = 5
EBD
PROC s.c.m.emergency.and.stop.sensor.driver(smc.to.smeass . i ,
smeass.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smeass.i,
smeass.to.smsc.o)
EBD
EBD

Appendix M
O C P M of ACME.24
Optimal Computing Platform Model of ACME..24 is, as follows

SH.fms.super.module = { fms.host.manipulation.module,
fms.host.operation.module ,
fms.host.status.module,
fms.host.loader.module,
tmp.mm.l, tmp.mm.2,
tmp.mm.3 }
C.fms.super.module = { C.fms.host.manipulation.module,
C.fms.host.operation.module,
C.fms.host.status.module,
C.fms.host.loader.module,
C.tmp.mm.l, C_tmp.mm.2, C_tmp.mm.3 }
HH.fms.host.manipulation.module = { sequence.control,
comm.process.1,
comm.process.18 }
C.fms.host.manipulation.module = < B.fms.host.manipulation.module,
T.fms.host.manipulation.module,
L.fms.host.manipulation.module,
P.fms.host.manipulation.module >
B.fms.host.manipulation.module = 1
T.fms.host.manipulation.module = T8
L.fms.host.manipulation.module = {
PLACE scto.mis.o AT linkO.out
PLACE mis.to.se i AT linkO.in
PLACE sc. to. sin. l.o AT linkl.out
PLACE sm.to.scl.i AT linkl.in
PLACE cp.to.sci AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.18.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.O.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.l.o AT link3.out }
P.fms.host.manipulation.module = {
sequence . control (set o. mis .o, mis. to .sci ,
s e t o . p m c c o , pmcc . to .sc .i ,
s c t o . p d c e o , pdcc.to.sci,
scto.ol.o, scto.s.o, s.to.sci,
scto.sm.l.o, sm.to.scl.i,
sc.to.nc.l.o, scto.cp.l.o,
cp.to.sc.i)
comm.process.l(sc.to.pdcc.i, pdcc.to.sc.o ,
scto.ol.i, s.to.sc.o, scto.s.i,
pmcc .to . sc.o , s e t o . p m c c i ,
tmp.chan.O.i, tmp.chan.l.o)
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comm.process.18(scto.nc.i.i, sc.to.cp.l.i,
tmp.chan.18.o) }
HH.fms.host.operation.module = { operational.library, safety,
comm.process.20 }
C.fms.host .operation.module = < B.fms.host.operation.module,
T.fms.host.operation.module,
L.fms.host.operation.module,
P.fms.host.operation.module >
B.fms.host.operation.module = 2
T.fms.host.operation.module = T8
L.fms.host.operation.module = {
PLACE ol.to.nc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ncto.ol.i AT linkO.in
PLACE s.to.smc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE smcto.s.i AT linkl.in
PLACE s.to.sc.2.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.19.i AT link2.in
PLACE s.to.sm.2.o AT link3.out
PLACE sm.to.s.2.i AT link3.in }
P.fms.host.operation.module = {
operational.library(scto.ol.2.2.i, ol.to.nco,
n c to .ol. i)
saf ety(s . to. smc . o, smcto.s.i, s.to.sc.2.o,
sc.to.s.2.2.i, s.to.sm.2.o, sm.to.s.2.i)
comm. process .20(scto.ol.2.2.o, sc. to. s. 2.2.0,
tmp.chan.19.i) }
HH.fms.host.status.module = { status.monitor, comm.process.3,
comm.process.5 , comm.process.47 }
C.fms.host.status.module = < B.fms.host.status.module,
T.fms.host.status.module,
L.fms.host.status.module,
P.fms.host.status.module >
B.fms.host.status.module = 3
T.fms.host.status.module = T8
L.fms.host.status.module = {
PLACE n c t o . sin. i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.32.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE tmp.chan.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.3.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.4.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.5.0 AT link2.out }
P.fms.host.status.module = { status.monitor(sm.to.sc.o, sc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.s.o, s.to.sm.i,
sm.to.cp.o, sm.to.nc.o,
nc.to.sm.i, sm.to.pmcsc
pmcsc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.pdcsc.o,
pdcsc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.smsc.o,
smsc.to.sm.i,
sm.to.scmsc.o,
scmsc.to.sm.i)
comm. process .3(scto.sm.o, sm.to. s c i ,
s.to.sm.o, sm.to.s.i,
sm.to.pmcsc.i, pmcsc.to.sm.o,
tmp.chan.2.i, tmp.chan.3.o)
comm.process.5(sm.to.pdcsc.i, pdcsc.to.sm.o,
smsc.to.sm.o, sm.to.smsc.i,
sm.to.scmsc.i, scmsc.to.sm.o,
tmp.chan.4.i, tmp.chan.5.0)
comm.process.47(sm.to.nc.i , sm.to.cp.i,
tmp.chan.32.o) }
HH.fms.host.loader.module = { ncprogram.loader,
contingency.plan,
comm.process.19,
comm.process.46 }
C.fms.host.loader.module = < B.fms.host.loader.module,
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T.fms.host.loader.module,
L.fms.host.loader.module,
P.fms.host.loader.module >
B.fms.host.loader.module = 4
T.fms.host.loader.module = T8
L.fms.host.loader.module = {
PLACE ol.to.nc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE nc.to.ol.o AT linkO.out
PLACE ncto.sm.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.32.i AT linkl.in
PLACE ncto.scmnc.o AT link2.out
PLACE s c m n c t o . n e i AT link2.in
PLACE cp.to.sc.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.18.i AT link3.in }
P.fms.host.loader.module = {
nc.program.loader(sc.to.nc.i, ol.to.nc.i,
nc.to.ol.o, sm.to.nc.4.i,
n c t o . sm.o, nc .to. scmnc. o,
scmnc.to.nc.i)
contingency.plan(sc.to.cp.i , cp.to.sc.o,
sm.to.cp.4.i)
comm.process.19(sc.to.nc.o, scto.cp.o,
tmp.chan.18.i)
comm.process.46(sm.to.nc.4.o, sm.to.cp.4.o,
tmp.chan.32.i) >
HH.tmp.mm.1 =
C.tmp.mm.l =
B.tmp.mm.l
T.tmp.mm.1
L.tmp.mm.l

{
<
=
=
=

comm.process.0, comm.process.21 }
B.tmp.mm.l, T.tmp.mm.l, L.tmp.mm.l, P.tmp.mm.l >
5
T8
{ PLACE sc.to.pdcc .13.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdccto.scl3.i AT linkO.in
PLACE s.to.se2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.19.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pmcc.to.sc.5.26.i AT link2.in
PLACE sc.to.pmcc.5.26.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.O.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.l.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.l = { comm.process .0(sc to.pdcc. 13. o , pdcc.to .sc 13. i ,
sc.to.ol.2.0, s.to.sc.2.i,
seto.s.2.o, pmcc.to.sc.5.26.i,
sc.to.pmcc.5.26.o, tmp.chan.O.o,
tmp.chan.1.i)
comm. process. 21 (sc .to.ol .2. i, scto.s.2.i,
tmp.chan.19.o) }

HH.tmp.mm.2 = { comm.process.2 }
C_tmp.mm.2 = < N.tmp.mm.2, T.tmp.mm.2, L_tmp.mm.2, P.tmp.mm.2 >
N.tmp.mm.2 = 6
T_tmp.mm.2 = T8
L_tmp.mm.2 = { PLACE scto.sm.l.i AT linkO.in
PLACE sm.to.se l.o AT linkO.out
PLACE s.to.sm.2.i AT linkl.in
PLACE sin. to. s. 2.o AT linkl.out
PLACE sm.to.pmcsc.5.o AT link2.out
PLACE pmcsc.to.sm.5.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.2.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.3.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.2= { comm.process.2(scto.sm. 1 .i, sm.to.sci.o,
s.to.sm.2.i, sm.to.s.2.o,
sm.to .pmcsc 5 .o, pmcsc .to .sm. 5
tmp.chan.2.o, tmp.chan.3.i) }
HH.tmp.mm.3 = { comm.process.4 }
C_tmp.mm.3 = < H_tmp.mm.3, T.tmp.mm.3, L_tmp.mm.3, P.tmp.mm.3 >
B.tmp.mm.3 = 7
T.tmp.mm.3 = T8
L_tmp.mm.3 = { PLACE sm.to.pdcsc12.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcsc.to.sm.12.i AT linkO.in
PLACE smsc. to. sin. 24. i AT linkl.in
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PLACE sm.to.smsc.24.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE sm.to.scmsc.23.o AT link2.out
PLACE scmsc.to.sm.23.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.4.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.5.i AT link3.in }
P.tmp.mm.3 = { comm.process.4(sm.to.pdcsc.12.o,
pdcsc .to.sm.l2.i,
smsc.to.sm.24.i,
sm.to.smsc.24.o,
sm.to.scmsc.23.0,
scmsc.to.sm.23.i,
tmp.chan.4.o,
tmp.chan.5.i) }

SH.production.machine.control.super.module = {
production.machine.coordination.module,
product ion.machine.module,
robotic.system.module,
robotic.coordinator.module,
intelligent.sensor.module,
manipulator.control.module,
manipulator.peripheral.device.module,
tmp.mm.4, tmp.mm.5, tmp.mm.6 }
C.production.machine.control.super.module = {
C.production.machine.coordination.module,
C.production.machine.module,
C.robotic.system.module,
C.robotic.coordinator.module,
C.intelligent.sensor.module,
C.manipulator.control.module,
C.manipulator.peripheral.device.module,
C_tmp.mm.4, C_tmp.mm.5, C_tmp.mm.6 }
HH.production.machine.coordination.module = {
p.m.c.supervisor, p.m.c.coordinator,
p.m.c.status.collector, comm.process.7,
comm.process.22 , comm.process.24 }
C.production.machine.coordination.module = <
B.product ion.machine.coordinat ion.module,
T.product ion.machine.coordinat ion.module,
L.production.machine.coordination.module,
P.production.machine.coordination.module >
B.production.machine.coordination.module = 8
T.production.machine.coordination.module = T8
L.production.machine.coordination.module = {
PLACE pmcc.to.rsmc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE rsmc.to.pmcc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE sm.to.pmcsc.5.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pmcseto.sm.5.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.6.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.7.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.20.0 AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.21.i AT link3.in }
P.production.machine.coordination.module = {
p . m. c.supervisor(pmcc.to.pmcs.i, pmcs.to.pmcc.o,
pmcsc.to.pmcs.i, pmcs.to.pmcsc.o)
p. m.c. coordinat or (pmcc.to.se 5.0, sc. to .pmcc 5 . i,
pmcc.to.pmcs.o, pmcs.to.pmcc.i,
pmcc. to. rsmc.o, rsmc. to .pmcc i ,
pmcc.to.pmmc.5.0,
pmmc.to.pmcc.5.i)
p .m.c status.collector(sm.to.pmcsc.5. i, pmcsc.to.sm.5.o
pmcsc.to.pmcs.o, mcs.to.pmcsc.i,
pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.o,
rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.i,
pmcsc.to.pmmlsc.5.0,
pmmlsc.to.pmcsc.5.i)
comm.process.7(rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.o, pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.i,
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pmceto.sc.5.i, sc.to .pmcc.5.o,
tmp.chan.6.i, tmp.chan.7.o)
comm.process.22(pmcc.to.pmmc.5.i, pmcsc.to.pmmlsc.5.i,
tmp.chan.20.o)
comm. process .24(pmmcto .pmcc 5 .o , pmmlsc .to. pmcsc. 5 .o,
tmp.chan.21.i) }
HH.production.machine.module = { p.m.m.supervisor,
p.m.m.local.status,
p.m.m.control, comm.process.23,
comm.process.25 }
C.production.machine.module = <
B.production.machine.module,
T.production.machine.module,
L.production.machine.module,
P.production.machine.module >
B.production.machine.module = 9
T.production.machine.module = T8
L.production.machine.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.20.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.21.0 AT linkO.out }
P.production.machine.module = {
p.m.m.supervisor(pmmc.to.pmms.i, pmms.to.pmmc.o,
pmms .to .pmmlsc o , pmmlsc. to .pmms . i)
p. m.m. local, stat us (pmcsc .to .pmmlsc i,
pmmlsc.to.pmcsc.o, pmmlsc.to.pmms.o,
pmms.to.pmmlsc .i)
p.m.m.control(pmcc.to.pmmc.i, pmmc.to.pmcc.o,
pmmc to .pmms .o , pmms. to .pmmc i)
comm.process.23(pmcc.to.pmmc.o, pmcsc.to.pmmlsc.o,
tmp.chan.20.i)
comm.process .25(pmmc.to .pmcc i , pmmlsc .to .pmcsc .i ,
tmp.chan.21.o) }
HH.roboticsystem.module = { r .s .m.supervisor, r .s .m. local .status,
comm.process.9 }
C.roboticsystem.module = < B.robotiesystem.module,
T.robotic.system.module,
L.robotic.system.module,
P.robotiesystem.module >
B.robotie.system.module = 10
T.robotic.system.module = T8
L.robotiesystem.module = {
PLACE rsmc.to.rsms.7.i AT linkO.in
PLACE rsms.to.rsmc.7.o AT linkO.out
PLACE rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.7.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.7.i AT linkl.in
PLACE rsmlsc.to.pdc.o AT link2.out
PLACE p d c to. rsmlsc. i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.8.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.9.0 AT link3.out }
P.roboticsystem.module = {
r .s .m. supervisor (rsmc .to.rsms.7.i , rsms . to .rsmc 7 .o ,
rsmlsc.to.rsms.i , rsms.to.rsmlsc.o)
r.s.m.local.status(rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.7.o,
pmcsc .to .rsmlsc 7. i ,
rsmlsc.to.rsms.o,
rsms.to.rsmlsc.i, rsmlsc.to.isc.o ,
isc. to. rsmlsc. i, rsmlscto.meo,
meto.rsmlsci, rsmlscto .pdc. o,
pdc.to.rsmlsc.i)
comm. process. 9(rsmlse to. i s c i, isc. to .rsmlsc. o ,
rsmlsc.to.mc.i , mc.to.rsmlsc.o,
tmp.chan.8.i , tmp.chan.9.o) }
HH.robotic.coordinator.module = { r.s.m.coordinator, comm.process.il }
C.robotic.coordinator-module • < B.robotie coordinator .module,
T.robotic.coordinator.module,
L.robotic.coordinator.module,
P robotic.coordinator.module >
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B.robotie coordinator, module = 11
T.robotic.coordinator.module = T8
L.robotic.coordinator.module = {
PLACE rsmc.to.pmcc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pmcc.to.rsmc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE rsmc to. mc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE m c t o . r s m c i AT linkl.in
PLACE rsmc.to.pdc.o AT link2.out
PLACE p d c t o . r s m c i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.10.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.11.o AT link3.out }
P.robotiecoordinator.module = {
r .s .m.coordinator(rsmc.to.pmcc.o, pmcc.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc.to.rsms.o, rsms.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc.to.isc.o, isc.to.rsmc.i,
rsmc .to.mc.o, m c t o . r s m c i ,
rsmc .to .pdc. o, pdcto.rsmci)
comm.process.11(rsmc.to.rsms.i, rsms.to.rsmc.o,
rsmc .to . isc .i , isc. to .rsmc o ,
tmp.chan.10.i, tmp.chan.11.o) }
HH.intelligent.sensor.module = { intelligent.sensor.control }
C.intelligent.sensor.module = < B.intelligent.sensor.module,
T.intelligent.sensor.module,
L.intelligent.sensor.module,
P.intelligent.sensor.module >
B.intelligent.sensor.module = 12
T.intelligent.sensor.module = T8
L.intelligent.sensor.module = {
PLACE rsmc.to.isc.9.i AT linkO.in
PLACE isc.to.rsmc.9.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE rsmlsc.to.isc.9.i AT linkl.in
PLACE iscto.rsmlsc.9.o AT linkl.out }
P.intelligent.sensor.module = {
intelligent.sensor.control(rsmc.to.isc.9.i,
isc.to.rsmc.9.0,
rsmlsc.to.isc.9.i,
isc.to.rsmlsc.9.o) }
HH.manipulator.control.module = { manipulator.control }
C.manipulator.control.module = < B.manipulator.control.module,
T.manipulator.control.module,
L.manipulator.control.module,
P.manipulator.control.module >
B.manipulator.control.module = 13
T.manipulator.control.module = T8
L.manipulator.control.module = {
PLACE rsmc.to.mc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE m e t e r smc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE rsmlsc.to.mc.10.i AT linkl.in
PLACE mc.to.rsmlsc.lO.o AT linkl.out }
P.manipulator.control.module = {
manipulator. control (rsmc . t o .mc i , mc. t o . rsmc . o ,
rsmlsc . to .mc 10. i ,
n c t o . rsmlsc. 10.o) }
HH.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = { peripheral.device.control }
C.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = <
B.manipulator.peripheral.device.module,
T.manipulat or.peripheral.device.module,
L.manipulator.peripheral.device.module,
P.manipulator.peripheral.device.module >
B.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = 14
T.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = T2
L.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = {
PLACE rsmc.to.pdc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pdc.to.rsmc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE rsmlsc.to.pdc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pdc.to.rsmlsc.o AT linkl.out }
P.manipulator.peripheral.device.module = <
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peripheral. de vice. controK rsmc. to. pdc. i , pdc. to. rsmc .o,
rsmlsc. to.pdc. i, p d c to. rsmlsc. o) }
HH.tmp.mm.4 = { comm.process.6 }
C_tmp.mm.4 = < B.tmp.mm.4, T.tmp.mm.4, L_tmp.mm.4, P.tmp.mm.4 >
B.tmp.mm.4 = 15
T.tmp.mm.4 = T8
L_tmp.mm.4 = { PLACE rsmlsc.to.pmcsc.7.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.7.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pmcc.to.se5.26.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE sc.to.pmcc.5.26.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.6.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.7.i AT link2.in }
P. tmp. mm. 4 = { comm.process .6(rsmlscto .pmcsc.7. i ,
pmcsc.to.rsmlsc.7.0,
pmcc.to.sc.5.26.o,
sc.to.pmcc.5.26.i, tmp.chan.6.o,
tmp.chan.7.i) }
HH.tmp.mm.5 = { comm.process.8 }
C_tmp.mm.5 = < B.tmp.mm.5, T.tmp.mm.5, L_tmp.mm.5, P.tmp.mm.5 >
B.tmp.mm.5 = 16
T.tmp.mm.5 = T8
L_tmp.mm.5 = { PLACE rsmlsc.to.isc.9.o AT linkO.out
PLACE iscto.rsmlsc.9.i AT linkO.in
PLACE rsmlsc.to.mc.10.o AT linkl.out
PLACE mc.to.rsmlsc.10.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.8.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.9.i AT link2.in }
P.tmp.mm.5= { comm.process .8(rsmlscto .isc.9.o , iscto .rsmlsc.9.i ,
rsmlsc.to.mc.lO.o, mc.to.rsmlsc.lO.i,
tmp.chan.8.0, tmp.chan.9.i) }
HH.tmp.mm.6 = { comm.process.10 }
C_tmp.mm.6 = < B.tmp.mm.6, T.tmp.mm.6, L_tmp.mm.6, P.tmp.mm.6 >
B.tmp.mm.6 = 17
T.tmp.mm.6 = T8
L_tmp.mm.6 = { PLACE rsmc.to.rsms.7.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE rsms.to.rsmc.7.i AT linkO.in
PLACE rsmc.to.isc.9.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE isc.to.rsmc.9.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.lO.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.11.i AT link2.in }
P.tmp.mm.6 = { comm.process.10(rsmcto.rsms.7.o, rsms.to.rsmc.7.i,
rsmc. to. isc. 9.o, iscto .rsmc. 9. i,
tmp.chan.10.o, tmp.chan.11.i) }
SH.peripheral.device.control.super.module = {
peripheral.device.coordination.module,
tmp.mm.O, material.handling.module,
store.control.module,
raw.material.control.module,
conveyor.control.module,
j ig.and.fixture.module, jig.control.module,
fixture.control.module, agv.module,
agv.communication.module, tmp.mm.7,
tmp.mm.8, tmp.mm.9 }
C.peripheral.device.control.super.module = {
C.peripheral.device.coordinat ion.module,
C.tmp.mm.0, C.material.handling.module,
C.store.control.module,
C.raw.material.control.module,
C.conveyor.control.module,
C_j ig- and.fixture.module, C_j ig.control.module,
C.fixture.control.module , C.agv.module,
C.agv.communication.module,
C.tmp.mm.7, C.tmp.mm.8, C.tmp.mm.9 }
HH peripheral.device.coordination.module = { p.d.csupervisor,
p. d . e status, collector,
comm.process.13 }
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C.peripheral.device.coordination.module = <
B.peripheral.device.coordination.module,
T.peripheral.device.coordination.module\
L.peripheral.device.coordination.module,
P.peripheral.device.coordination.module >
B.peripheral.device.coordination.module = 18
T.peripheral.device.coordination.module = T8
L.peripheral.device.coordination.module = {
PLACE sm.to.pdcsc.12.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pdcsc.to.sm.12.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcsc.to.jfmlsc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE jfmlsc.to.pdcsc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pdcsc to. agvlsc. o AT link2.out
PLACE agvlsc.to.pdcsc.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.12.i AT link3,in
PLACE tmp.chan.13.0 AT link3.out }
P.peripheral.device.coordination.module = {
p.d.c.supervisor(pdcs.to.pdcsc.o, pdcsc.to.pdcs.i,
pdcs.to.pdcc.o, pdccto.pdcs.i)
p.d.c.status.collector(sm.to.pdcsc.12.i,
pdcsc.to.sm.12.o,
pdcsc.to.pdcs.o,
pdcs.to.pdcsc.i,
pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.o,
mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.i,
pdcsc.to.jfmlsc.o,
jfmlsc.to.pdcsc.i ,
pdcsc.to.agvlsc.o ,
agvlsc.to.pdcsc.i)
comm.process. 13(pdcc.to.pdcs.o, pdcs.to.pdcc.i,
mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.o , pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.i,
tmp.chan.12.i, tmp.chan.13.o) }
HH.tmp.mm. 0 = { p.d.c coordinator, comm.process.15 }
C.tmp.mm.0 = < B.tmp.mm.0, T.tmp.mm.0, L.tmp.mm.O, P.tmp.mm.O >
N_ tmp.mm.O = 19
T.tmp.mm.0 = T8
L.tmp.mm.O = { PLACE sc.to.pdcc.13.i AT linkO.in
PLACE pdcc.to.se 13.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcc.to.jfmc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE jfmc.to.pdcc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE p d c c to. agvc. o AT link2.out
PLACE agvc.to.pdcc.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.14.i AT link3.in
PLACE tmp.chan.15.0 AT link3.out >
P.tmp.mm.O = { p.d.c.coordinator(sc.to.pdcc13.i, pdcc.to.sc.13.o,
pdcc to.pdcs .13.o,
pdcs.to.pdcc.13 .i , pdcc.to.mhmc.o,
mhmc.to.pdcc.i , pdcc.to.jfmc.o,
jfmc.to.pdcc.i , pdcc.to.agvc.o,
agvc.to.pdcc.i)
comm.process.15(pdcc.to.pdcs.13.i, pdcs.to.pdcc.13.0,
mhmc.to.pdcc.o, pdcc.to.mhmc.i,
tmp.chan.14.i, tmp.chan.15.o) }
HH.material.handling.module = { m.h.m.supervisor, m.h.m.local.status,
m.h.m.coordinator , comm.process.17,
comm.process.26, comm.process.28 }
C.material.handling.module = < B.material.handling.module,
T.material.handling.module,
L.material.handling.module,
P.material.handling.module >
B.material.handling.module = 20
T.material.handling.module = T8
L.material.handling.module = {
PLACE mhmlsc to. pdcsc. 14. o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.14.i AT linkO.in
PLACE mhmc.to.pdcc.14.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pdcc to. mhmc. 14. i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.16.i AT link2.in
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PLACE tmp.chan.17.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.22.o AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.23.i AT link3.in }
P.material.handling.module = {
m.h.m.supervisor(mhmc.to.mhms .i, mhms.to.mhmc.o,
mhmlsc.to.mhms.i, mhms.to.mhmlsc.o)
m.h.m.local.status(mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.14.o,
pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.14.i,
mhmlsc.to.mhms.o, mhms.to.mhmlsc.i,
mhmlscto.sco , sc .to .mhmlsc .i ,
mhmlsc .to.rmeo, rmc .to .mhmlsc .i ,
mhmlsc.to.cc14.o,
cc.to.mhmlsc.14.i)
m.h.m.coordinator(mhmc.to.pdcc.14.0 ,
pdcc.to.mhmc.14.i, mhmc.to.mhms.o,
mhms.to.mhmc.i, mhmc.to.sc.o,
sc .to .mhmc . i , mhmcto.rmco,
rmc .to .mhmc . i, mhmcto .cel4.o,
cc.to.mhmc.14.i)
comm. process . 17 (mhmc .to.sc.i, s c t o .mhmc .o,
mhmlsc.to.sc.i, sc.to.mhmlsc.o,
mhmc.to.rmc.i, rmc.to.mhmc.o,
mhmlsc .to.rmc.i, rmc.to.mhmlsc.o,
tmp.chan.16.i, tmp.chan.17.o)
comm. process . 26 (mhmlsc to. cc. 14. i, mhmc. to .cc 14. i ,
tmp.chan.22.o)
comm.process .28(cc to .mhmlsc 14.o , cc .to .mhmc. 14.o,
tmp.chan.23.i) }
HH.store.control.module = { store.control, comm.process.57,
comm.process.59 }
C.store.control.module = < B.store.control.module,
T.store.control.module,
L.store.control.module,
P.store.control.module >
B.store.control.module = 21
T.store .control.module = T2
L.store.control.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.37.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.38.o AT linkO.out }
P.store. control.module = { store . controKmhmcto .sc. 15. i ,
sc .to .mhmc 15.o,
mhmlsc.to.sc.15.i,
sc.to.mhmlsc.15.o)
comm.process.57(mhmc.to.sc.15.o, mhmlsc.to.sc.15.o,
tmp.chan.37.i)
comm.process.59(sc.to .mhmc .15.i, sc.to.mhmlsc.15.i,
tmp.chan.38.o) }
HH.raw.material.control.module = { raw.material.control,
comm.process.43, comm.process.45 }
C.raw.material.control.module = < B.raw.material.control.module,
T.raw.material.control.module,
L.raw.material.control.module,
P.raw.material.control.module >
B.raw.material.control.module = 22
T.raw.material.control.module = T2
L.raw.material.control.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.30.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.31.o AT linkO.out }
P.raw.material.control.module = {
raw.material.control(mhmc.to.rmc.16.i,
rmc.to.mhmc.16.o,
mhmlsc.to.rmc.16. i ,
rmc.to.mhmlsc.16.o)
comm.process.43(mhmc.to.rmc.16.0,
mhmlsc.to.rmc.16.o,
tmp.chan.30.i)
comm.process.45(rmc.to.mhmc.16.i,
rmc.to.mhmlsc.16.i,
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tmp.chan.31.o) }
HH.conveyor.control .module = { conveyor.control, comm.process.27,
comm.process.29 }
C.conveyor.control.module = < B.conveyor.control.module ,
T.conveyor.control.module,
L.conveyor.control.module,
P.conveyor.control.module >
B.conveyor.control.module = 23
T.conveyor.control.module = T2
L.conveyor.control.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.22.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.23.o AT linkO.out }
P.conveyor.control.module = {
conveyor.control(mhmc.to.cc.i, cc.to.mhmc.0,
mhmlsc.to.cci, cc.to.mhmlsc.o)
comm.process .27(mhmlsc . to.ceo , mhmc . to .cc o ,
tmp.chan.22.i)
comm. process . 29 (cc .to .mhmlsc i , cc. to .mhmc i ,
tmp.chan.23.o) }
HH.jig.and.fixture.module = { j.f.m.supervisor, j.f.m.local.status,
j.f.m.coordinator, comm.process.30,
comm.process.32, comm.process.48,
comm.process.50 }
C_jig.and.fixture.module = < B_jig.and.fixture.module,
T.jig.and.fixture.module,
L_jig.and.fixture.module,
P.jig.and.fixture.module >
B_jig.and.fixture.module = 24
T.jig.and.fixture.module = T8
L_jig.and.fixture.module = {
PLACE jfmlsc to .pdcsc o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcsc.to.jfmlsc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE jfmc.to.pdcc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pdcc.to.jf mc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.24.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.25.i AT link2.in
PLACE tmp.chan.33.0 AT link3.out
PLACE tmp.chan.34.i AT link3.in }
P.jig.and.fixture.module = {
j .f .m. supervisor (jfmc. to. jfms. i, jfms .to .jfmc o ,
jfmlsc.to . jfms.i, jfms.to.jfmlsc.o)
j .f.m. local.status(jfmlsc.to.pdcsc.o,
pdcsc.to.jfmlsc.i,
jfmlsc.to.jfms.o,
jfms.to.jfmlsc.i,
jfmlscto. jcl8.o,
jc.to .jfmlsc 18.i,
jfmlsc. to.fc 18.o,
f c to. jfmlsc.18.i)
j .f .m.coordinator(jfmc.to.pdcc.o, pdcc.to.jfmc.i,
jfmc. to. jfms.o, jfms .to .jfmc i,
jfmc.to. jel8.o, jc.to. jfmc. 18. i,
jfmc.to.fc. 18.o, fcto.jfmcl8.i)
comm.process.30(jfmlsc.to.jc.18.i, jfmc.to.jc.18.i,
tmp.chan.24.o)
comm.process.32(jc.to.jfmlsc.18.o, jc.to.jfmc.18.o,
tmp.chan.25.i)
comm.process.48(jfmlsc.to.fc.18.i, jfmc.to.fc.18.i,
tmp.chan.33.o)
comm.process. 50(fc to. jfmlsc. 18.o, fc. to .jfmc 18.0,
tmp.chan.34.i) }
HH.jig.control.module = { jig.control, comm.process.31,
comm.process.33 }
C jig.control.module = < B.jig.control.module, T.jig.control.module,
L.jig.control.module, P.jig.control.module >
B.jig.control.module = 25
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T.jig-control.module = T2
L_jig.control.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.24.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.25.0 AT linkO.out }
P.jig.control.module = {
j ig.control(jfmc.to.jc.i, jc.to.jfmc.o,
jfmlsc.to.jc.i, jc.to.jfmlsc.o)
comm.process.31 (jfmlsc.to. j c o , jfmc .to. j e o ,
tmp.chan.24.i)
comm.process.33(jc.to.jfmlsc.i, jc.to.jfmc.i,
tmp.chan.25.o) }
HH.fixture.control.module = { fixture.control, comm.process.49,
comm.process.51 }
C.fixture.control.module = < B.fixture.control.module,
T.fixture.control.module,
L.fixture.control.module,
P.fixture.control.module >
B.fixture.control.module = 26
T.fixture.control.module = T2
L.fixture .control.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.33.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.34.o AT linkO.out }
P.fixture.control.module = {
fixture.controKjfmeto.fc . i , f c .to. jfmc .o,
jfmlsc.to.fei, fc.to.jfmlsc.o)
comm.process.49(jfmlsc.to.fc.o, jfmc.to.fc.o,
tmp.chan.33.i)
comm. process. 51 (fc. to. jfmlsc. i , f c t o .jfmc.i,
tmp.chan.34.o) }
HH.agv.module = { a.g.v.supervisor, a.g.v.local.status }
C.agv.module = < H.agv.module , T.agv.module, L.agv.module,
P.agv.module >
H.agv.module = 27
T.agv.module = T8
L.agv.module = { PLACE agvc.to.agvs.i AT linkO.in
PLACE agvs.to.agvc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE agvlsc.to.pdcsc.o AT linkl.out
PLACE pdcsc.to.agvlsc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE agvlsc.to.cd.o AT link2.out
PLACE cd.to.agvlsc.i AT link2.in }
P.agv.module = {
a.g.v.supervisor(agvc.to.agvs.i, agvs.to.agvc.o,
agvlsc.to.agvs.i , agvs.to.agvlsc.o)
a.g.v.local.status(agvlsc.to.pdcsc.o,
pdcsc.to.agvlsc.i,
agvlsc.to.agvs.o,
agvs.to.agvlsc.i , agvlsc.to.cd.o,
cd.to.agvlsc.i) }
HH.agv. communication.module = { a.g.v.coordinator,
a.g.v.communication }
C.agv.communication.module = < B.agv.communication.module,
T.agv.communication.module,
L.agv.communication.module,
p.agv.communication.module >
H.agv.communication.module = 28
T.agv.communication.module = T8
L.agv.communication.module = {
PLACE agvc.to.pdcc.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcc.to.agvc.i AT linkO.in
PLACE agvc.to.agvs.o AT linkl.out
PLACE agvs.to.agvc.i AT linkl.in
PLACE agvlsc.to.cd.i AT link2.in
PLACE cd.to.agvlsc.o AT link2.out }
P agv.communication.module = {
a.g.v.coordinator(agvc.to.pdcc.o, pdcc.to.agvc.1,
agvc. to. agvs. o, agvs .to .agvc i,
agvc.to.cd.o, cd.to.agvci)
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a.g.v.communication(agvc.to .cd.i , cd.to.agvc.o,
agvlsc.to.cd.i,
cd.to.agvlsc.o) }
HH.tmp.mm.7 =
C.tmp.mm.7 =
H_tmp.mm.7
T.tmp.mm.7
L.tmp.mm.7

{
<
=
=
=

comm.process.12 }
__tmp.miti.7 , T.tmp.mm.7, L.tmp .mm.7 , P.tmp.mm.7 >
29
T8
{ PLACE pdcc.to.pdcs.13.32 .i AT linkO.in
PLACE pdcs.to.pdcc.13.32.0 AT linkO.out
PLACE mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.14.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pdcsc.to.mhmlsc14.o AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.12.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.13.i AT link2.in }
P.tmp.mm.7= { comm.process.12(pdccto.pdcs.13.32.i,
pdcs.to.pdcc.13.32.o,
mhmlsc.to.pdcsc.14.i,
pdcsc.to.mhmlsc.14.o,
tmp.chan.12.o, tmp.chan.13.i) }

HH.tmp.mm.8 = {
C.tmp.mm.8 = <
B.tmp.mm.8 =
T.tmp.mm.8 =
L.tmp.mm.8 =

comm.process.14 }
B.tmp.mm.8, T.tmp.mm.8, L.tmp.mm.8, P.tmp.mm.8 >
30
T8
{ PLACE pdcc.to.pdcs.13.32.o AT linkO.out
PLACE pdcs.to.pdcc.13.32.i AT linkO.in
PLACE mhmc.to.pdcc.14.i AT linkl.in
PLACE pdcc.to.mhmc.14.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.14.0 AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.15.i AT link2.in }
P.tmp.mm.8= { comm.process.14(pdceto.pdcs.13.32.0,
pdcs.to.pdcc.13.32.i,
mhmc.to.pdcc.14.i,
pdcc .to .mhmc 14. o ,
tmp .chan.14.o , tmp.chan.15.i) }

HH.tmp.mm.9 = { comm.process. 16, comm.process.42, comm.process.44,
comm.process.56, comm.process.58 }
C.tmp.mm.9 = < B.tmp.mm.9, T.tmp.mm.9, L.tmp.mm.9, P.tmp.mm.9 >
B.tmp.mm.9 = 31
T.tmp.mm.9 = T8
L.tmp.mm.9 = { PLACE tmp.chan.16.o AT linkO.out
PLACE tmp.chan.17.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.30.0 AT linkl.out
PLACE tmp.chan.31.i AT linkl.in
PLACE tmp.chan.37.o AT link2.out
PLACE tmp.chan.38.i AT link2.in }
P.tmp.mm.9 = { comm.process.16(mhmc.to.sc.15.34.0,
scto.mhmc.15.34.i,
mhmlseto.se 15.34.o,
sc.to.mhmlsc.15.34.i,
mhmc.to .rmc 16.34.0,
rmc.to.mhmc.16.34.i ,
mhmlsc.to.rmc.16.34.o,
rmc.to.mhmlsc.16.34. i ,
tmp.chan.16.o, tmp.chan.17.i)
comm.process.42(mhmc.to.rmc.16.34.i,
mhmlsc.to.rmc.16.34.i,
tmp.chan.30.o)
comm. process. 44(rme to.mhmc 16.34.o,
rmc.to.mhmlsc.16.34.o,
tmp.chan.31.i)
comm.process.56(mhmc.to.sc.15.34.i,
mhmlsc. to.se 15.34. i,
tmp.chan.37.o)
comm.process . 58(sc to .mhmc . 15 .34. o,
sc.to.mhmlsc.15.34.o,
tmp.chan.38.i) }
•• _„J„I^ - f serial communication.module }
SH.serial.control.super.module - i serial
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C.serial.control.super.module = { C.serial.communication.module }
HH.serial.communication.module = { s.c.m.supervisor,
s.c.m.status.collector,
s.c.m.nc.program.sequencor,
s.cm.serial .connection.driver }
C.serial.communication.module = < B.serial.communication.module,
T.serial.communication.module,
L.serial.communication.module,
P.serial.communication.module >
B.serial.communication.module = 32
T.serial.communication.module = T8
L.serial.communication.module = {
PLACE sm.to.scmsc.23.i AT linkO.in
PLACE scmsc.to.sm.23.o AT linkO.out
PLACE n c t o . scmnc i AT linkl.in
PLACE scmneto.nco AT linkl.out }
P.serial.communication.module = {
s.c.m.supervisor(scmsc.to.scms.i, scms.to.scmsc.o,
scmnc.to .scms .i , scms.to.scmnc.o)
s .cm. status . collector (sm.to. scmsc. 23. i,
scmsc.to.sm. 23.o,
scmsc.to.scmscd.o,
scmscd.to.scmsc.i,
scmsc.to.scms.o,
scms.to.scmsc.i)
s.c.m.nc.program.sequencor(nc.to.scmnc.i ,
scmnc.to.nc.o,
scmnc.to.scmscd.o,
scmscd.to.scmnc.i,
scmnc.to.scms.o,
scms.to.scmnc.i)
s . c .m. serial.connection.driver(scmnc.to.scmscd.i,
scmscd.to.scmnc.o,
scmsc.to.scmscd.i,
scmscd.to .scmsco) }

SH safety.super.module = { safety.module, safety.switch.module }
C.safety.super.module = { C.safety.module, C.safety.switch.module }
HH.safety.module = { s.m.supervisor, s.m.status.collector,
s.m.coordinator, comm.process.34,
comm.process.36 }
C.safety.module = < B.safety.module, T.safety.module,
L.safety.module, P.safety.module >
B.safety.module = 33
T.safety.module = T8
L.safety.module = {
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
PLACE

smsc.to.sm.24.0 AT linkO.out
sm.to. smsc 24. i AT linkO.in
smcto.s.o AT linkl.out
s.to.smci AT linkl.in
tmp.chan.35.0 AT link2.out
tmp.chan.36.i AT link2.in }

P safety.module = {
s.m. supervisor(sms.to.smsc.o, smsc.to.sms.l,
sms.to.smc.o, smc.to.sms.i)
s m status.collector(smscto.sm.24.o,
sm.to.smsc.24.i, smscto .sms .o ,
sms.to.smsc . i ,
smsc.to.smess.24.o,
smess.to.smsc.24.l,
smsc. to . smesc 24. o,
smesc.to.smsc.24.i,
smsc.to.smeass.24.o ,
smeass.to.smsc.24.i)
s.m. coordinator (smc .to.s.o, s.to.smci,
smc.to.sms.o, sms.to.smc.l,
s m c to. smess. 24.o, smess .to . smc. 24. i,
smc.to.smesc.24.0,
smesc.to.smc.24.i, smc. to.smeass.24.0 ,
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smeass.to.smc.24.i)
comm.process.34(smsc.to.smess.24.i,
smsc.to.smesc.24.i, smsc.to.smeass.24.i,
tmp.chan.35.o, smc.to.smess.24.i,
smc.to.smesc.24.i,
smc.to.smeass.24.i)
comm.process.36(smess.to.smsc.24.o,
smesc.to.smsc.24.0, smeass.to.smsc.24.o,
tmp.chan.36.i, smess.to.smc.24.o,
smesc.to.smc.24.o,
smeass.to.smc.24.o) }
HH.safety.switch.module = { s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver,
s .cm. emergency .stop, circuit .driver,
s.c.m.emergency.and.stop.sensor.driver,
comm.process.35, comm.process .37 }
C.safety.switch.module = < B.safety.switch.module,
T.safety.switch.module,
L.safety.switch.module,
P.safety.switch.module >
B.safety.switch.module = 34
T.safety.switch.module = T8
L.safety.switch.module = {
PLACE tmp.chan.35.i AT linkO.in
PLACE tmp.chan.36.0 AT linkO.out }
P.safety.switch.module = {
s.m.emergency.stop.switch.driver(smc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smess.i,
smess.to.smsc.o)
s.c.m.emergency .stop.circuit.driver(smc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smesc.i,
smesc.to.smsc.o)
s . c .m.emergency.and.stop.sensor.driver(smc.to.smeass . i ,
smeass.to.smc.o,
smsc.to.smeass.i,
smeass.to.smsc.o)
comm.process.35(smsc.to.smess.o, smsc.to.smesc.o,
smsc.to.smeass.o, tmp.chan.35.i,
smc.to.smess.o, smc.to.smesc.o,
smc.to.smeass.o)
comm.process.37(smess.to.smsc.i, smesc.to.smsc.i,
smeass. to .smsc i, tmp. chan. 36 .o,
smess. to. smc. i, smesc. to .smc i ,
smeass.to.smc.i) }

